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INTRODUOTION 
This study examines the role of government at the state 
level in the allocation of land and water resources idiich 
supply recreational products for i/Aiich there is economic 
demand. 
Two approaches are employed with special reference to 
South Dakota. One approach considers the productivities of 
resources which provide goods and services according to con­
sumer choice. The other approach analyzes policy decisions 
and the means by which society, organized through government, 
is able to move toward a goal of maximization of satisfactions. 
The two approaches are highly interrelated. 
Attention is given (1) to the jurisdiction of a state 
over the factors of supply of game birds and (2) to the 
demands for alternative recreational products -sdiich affect 
economic development of a region. This study is limited to 
the production and the harvest of game birds -vfliich affect 
levels of income in South Dakota. The resources selected for 
examination are those that contribute to the productivity of 
upland game birds and migratory waterfowl.^  
S^outh Dakota game regulations usually classify upland 
game birds to include Chinese Ringneck pheasants, Hungarian 
partridge, prairie chickens, and quail with emphasis in this 
report given to pheasants. Ducks and geese are regarded as 
the major migratory waterfowl. 
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Economic and Institutional Effects of 
Outdoor Recreation 
Although, outdoor recreation^  provides major individual 
and social benefits, it also has economic effects on the com­
munities which provide the necessary resources. In satisfying 
the demands for enjoyment of the outdoors, the public gener­
ates a demand for #20 billion a year in marketable goods and 
services, according to the Outdoor Recreational Resources 
Review Commission (36, p. 4). Each political sovereignty has 
an opportunity to claim as income for its residents the 
expenditures made for outdoor recreation to the extent made 
2 possible by its resources and permitted by its institutions. 
The need for study of the structural aspects of recrea­
tional resources %hich serve economic purposes was recognized 
in the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Act of 1958 which 
established an Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission 
whose duties in part were given in section 7 of that act which 
states; 
The Commission, in its inquiries, findings, and 
recommendations, shall recognize that present and 
future solutions to problems of outdoor recreation 
O^utdoor recreation is characterized as a consumer good 
which makes a derived demand on the resource of land as space. 
A^ definition given by Commons is "An institution is 
merely collective action in control, liberation, and expansion 
of individual action" (12, p. 902). 
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rosources and opportunities are responsibilities 
at all levels of government, from local to Federal, 
and of individuals and private organizations as well. 
The Commission shall recognize that lands, waters, 
forest, rangelands, wetlands, wildlife and such 
other natural resources that serve economic purposes 
also serve to varying degrees and for varying uses 
outdoor recreation purposes, and that sound planning 
of resource utilization for the full future welfare 
of the nation must Include coordination and inte­
gration of all such multiple uses (89). 
Opportunities and responsibilities of state governments 
to provide the resources that are necessary for certain 
recreational purposes are selected for study in this report. 
Problem areas are both those -tdiich provide habitat for water­
fowl, "Hiiich sometimes have only marginal uses in agriculture, 
and those idiich provide habitat for upland game species, more 
likely having established uses in agriculture. 
The Outdoor Recreational Resources Review Commission in 
1962 gave special reference to the key role of state govern­
ments in providing recreational opportunities when it reported; 
In a national effort to improve outdoor recrea­
tion opportunities. State governments should play 
the pivotal role. They are more advantageously 
situated than either local units or the Federal 
Government to deal with many current recreation 
problems. States have direct experience in shaping 
programs to meet varying conditions and particular 
needs of their citizens. And they have the neces­
sary legal authority. Moreover, the States occupy 
a key position—the middle level in our complex 
system of government. They deal with other states, 
work with a great variety of agencies at the national 
level, and are responsible for guiding and assisting 
all the political subdivisions within the State-
villages, cities, towns, counties, and metropolitan 
regions. Since other responsibilities that affect 
outdoor recreation opportunities, such as highway 
construction and the management of forest, wildlife, 
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and water resources, are also generally focused at 
this level, the State government can make sure that 
these programs are in harmony with its recreation 
objectives (36, p. 137)• 
The states were given credit for positive action in 
resource management by Gay lord A. Nelson lAien as governor of 
Wisconsin he said: 
The most important planning to be done in the 
United States in the next ten years is going to 
have to be done in the state capitols. ... we 
already have a regional government, and it has the 
power and the money to mediate the conflicts 
between city and country. This is the institution 
of state government (37, p. 220). 
Confidence was also expressed by Nelson in the political 
acceptance of the state governments and in their competence in 
planning and experimenting to find solutions to the critical 
situations with regard to the increasing demand made on a 
steadily diminishing resource base. 
The ability of a state to manage its resources has not 
been universally accepted. If the structure of state govern­
ment does not facilitate the formulation and the execution of 
effective programs to resolve problems of people, self-govern-
ment at the state level becomes ineffective. Burgess in 1886 
expressed concern for the federal system in writing: 
The two natural elements in our system are now 
the Community and the Nation. The former is the 
point of real local self-government; and in the 
adjustments of the future these are the forces which 
will carry with them the determining power (4, p. 
8 2 ) .  
A serious indictment in more recent years against the 
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states as organizers and administrators of natural resources 
has been made "by 0strum who declared: 
. . .  n o  s t a t e  i s  c a r r y i n g  o n  a  w e l l  c o o r d i n a t e d  
multi-purpose program of resource administration. 
It is questionable whether the states have either 
a competent legislative or administrative arrange­
ment to be able to define or to accomplish the 
public Interest for effective control and utiliza­
tion of all natural resources . . . (55). 
Limitations in state government for resource management 
may cause a shift of responsibility to the federal government. 
However, the federal government also has not been without 
weaknesses in land management. In 1924 Hibbard concluded: 
Thus far there has been no genuine land policy 
in and for the United States. True enough, there 
have been temporizing plans, some of them good for 
a time, and for certain sections. But a plan involv­
ing and comprehending the welfare of the ^ Aiole nation, 
varied to fit the different parts of the country, we 
have not had (22, p. 562). 
The ability to formulate and apply rational resource 
policy is not an exclusive feature of any level of government 
under the U.S. federal system. An appropriate method of study 
is to identify a problem area, to find its success and failure 
elements, and to propose alternative courses of action in 
order to remove uncertainties in the problem situation. 
The Problem of Investment in Game Bird Resources 
The benefits from outdoor recreation can be (1) direct 
to the individual as a consumer in the form of participation 
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in and satisfaction from an outdoor activity or (2) indirect 
in the form of monetary returns to the resource owner for 
supplying the resources. A political entity in control of 
access to recreational resources accommodates competing value 
systems so that there is established an equilibrium position 
in the proportion of direct and indirect benefits. When an 
environment is restricted to a geographic region, as is a 
state, the expenditures generated in satisfaction of demands 
become monetary income for the residents of a region #iere the 
resource is located. The land and water resources producing 
either migratory or nonmigratory game birds constitute 
important means for economic development in the state of South 
Dakota. 
Ecological factors of production for migratory and nonmigratory 
game birds 
There are ecological factors mhioh distinguish considera­
tions of the investment in productivity of migratory birds 
from the investment in nonmigratory game birds. The land base 
for upland game birds typically includes recreation as one use 
of a multi-use combination. Investment in the production of 
nonmigratory game, such as pheasants, is largely determined by 
decisions within the state through a system approximating the 
market mechanism. 
On the other hand, the base for migratory game birds 
involves broader relationships of control over land and water 
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areas uhloh are more typically suited for specialized recrea­
tion "With, their agricultural uses being marginal or temporary. 
The state regulates individual behavior, because an entire 
water surface must be managed as a unit in order to maximize 
the flow of recreational products. Investment in migratory 
game, such as ducks and geese, often depends to a significant 
extent on the decisions of several states and nations. 
The special importance of holding breeding populations of 
migratory waterfowl within a selected bracket of high and low 
populations has been pointed out by Orlssey who has said: 
A subject of considerable importance is the 
effect of kill by hunters on waterfowl population 
levels. For several species of resident game there 
is an accepted game management principle that kill 
by hunters has little effect on the number of birds 
that will be available the following fall. This Is 
not the case with waterfowl. . . . The evidence is 
clear that for several important species of water­
fowl, a high proportion of the birds will survive 
from one year to the next if they are not shot 
(13, p. 5). 
Management Is a factor that compensates for variability 
in other factors of production, and it Involves investment in 
the resource base as well as regulation of the harvest. The 
use of resources can be consistent with the goal of economic 
development, wherein the incomes of people in a region are 
Increased. The planning agent making an investment in the 
productivity of a resource must be able to claim returns 
commensurate with costs. A single state lacks the Incentive 
to Invest in the production of migratory waterfowl, if another 
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state harvests them. In the absence of agreements to provide 
for the replacement of the loss, a state policy-maker may 
reserve access to migratory birds within Its boundaries to the 
residents of the state. Similarly the private investor, more 
commonly with reference to nonmlgratory game, is unlikely to 
make investments that are not associated with returns. 
Lack of complete data and conflicts in values restrict 
economic development of resources used for recreational bene­
fit. The limitations in historical records, together with the 
uncertainties concerning climatic conditions in an interstitial 
geographic region, have contributed to the confusion both in 
the jurisdiction and in the allocation of resources. Oonflicts 
in values have often tended to impede economic analyses of 
alternative uses lAiich include recreation. 
Â major difference in the nature of the problems with 
investment in the two classes of game birds is with regard to 
the length of the planning horizon. Improving the resource 
base in South Dakota for the production of upland game birds 
has been one of finding immediate or short-run economic rela­
tionships lAiich could guide the adjustments of institutions in 
order to facilitate economic development. The problem with 
migratory waterfowl is long-run and in the past 17 years has 
been ^ dth regard to the legislation that may have suppressed 
economic development or that may merely have been a result of 
other Institutional impediments to investment. 
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There are means available to Improve the rate of economic 
development. An analysis Is made of data -which pertain to the 
economic productivity of pheasant hunting In South Dakota. 
Findings through research in institutions offer guides to the 
removal of uncertainties in the jurisdiction of resource areas 
which retard economic development, insofar as it is a goal for 
the people of the state. 
Institutional factors of production for migratory and 
nonmigratory same birds 
Institutions are conceived as variables serving as fac­
tors of production rather than as constraints upon biological 
and economic productivity. laws and regulations affecting 
nonmigratory resources are subject to change by a single 
sovereignty; lAiereas, migratory resources are affected by the 
actions of several sovereignties. Nonmigratory birds, such as 
pheasants grown typically on. privately-owned land, are re­
garded in this study primarily as market commodities, with 
their production and harvest subject to change by the entity 
with monopoly control of the supply. However, several states 
and nations affect a migratory resource often produced and 
hunted on public land and water areas, for example, ducks and 
geese. The institutions of each state do affect the kind and 
level of investments in migratory bird populations -jdiich are 
produced in one state and harvested in another. The problem 
is to move the present situation closer to the norm of maximum 
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economic development. Expansion of the success elements by 
each sovereignty whose legislation is bionomic becomes a con­
tribution toward the amelioration of the problem. 
If sportsmen regard hunting of the two classes of game 
birds as complementary, migratory and nonmigratory birds form 
a joint product. Then investment in each particular resource 
should be on the basis of marginal productivity. Improvement 
in the productivity of upland game birds may be accomplished 
by changes in certain institutions. The case study selected 
for concentrated attention, however, involves changes in 
public control of areas in South Dakota primarily associated 
with waterfowl but also considered as habitat for upland game 
birds. 
This study is not directed toward investment in game 
products as fish, deer, antelope, turkey, or other forms of 
wildlife as means of economic development. Those resources 
imply different sets of problems from that envisioned in this 
study. 
Delineation of the problem by means of a case study 
Areas of South Dakota identified in this study as a fac­
tor of production for migratory game birds are those which 
have been permanently or intermittently covered by water. 
These areas were separated from uplands by a meander line^  at 
meander line is the traverse of the margin of a 
permanent natural body of water. 
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the date of the government survey, and hence are termed 
meandered lands or meandered waters, Acreages of dry regions 
within the lake bed exposed by receding waters are not con­
stant throughout a year or over a period of years. It is 
therefore difficult to quantify them. 
Estimates vary. In his 1940 report the South Dakota 
Commissioner of School and Public Lands, when recommending a 
legislative memorial to Congress to donate these lands to the 
state, indicated "that there are about 75,000 acres involved" 
(46, p. XXX). The Department of Game, Fish and Parks in 1958 
estimated meandered lands in South Dakota as comprising 152,200 
acres. These were within 2,059,519 total acres of state lands. 
In addition, the federal lands totalled 5,027,642 acres. Thus, 
the sum of 7,087,161 acres of public lands in the state com­
prised 14.4 per cent of the state's area. Most of these lands 
are available to the public for hunting, fishing, and recrea­
tion on an open or restricted basis.^  
Of further use in determining the extent of meandered 
lands is a tabulation of all public waters in the state made 
in 1959 (49). It lists 446 separate bodies of public water. 
Commissioner Dane Conger of the Department made reference to 
"the 172 meandered lakes, totalling over 140,000 acres" (44). 
W^oodward, Harry R., Acting Director of South Dakota 
Department of Game, Fish and Parks, Pierre. Data on public 
lands. Private communication. June 24, 1958. 
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South Dakota Attorney General Parrar mentioned "... mean­
dered lakes which contain 186,000 acres of water ..." (43). 
The most detailed, so perhaps the most authoritative, 
publication on the extent of meandered lands was released in 
1962 by Oassell of the Land Management section of the Depart­
ment of Game, Pish and Parks (5). It identified 242 meandered 
lakes with total area of 164,901.97 acres. Twenty of these 
lakes have records of reliction involving a total of 4,600.67 
acres. The state had turned over through the procedure of 
reliction to private owners title to these 20 lakes. Tftien the 
lake beds were later inundated, they came to be considered 
more suitable for public ownership than for private ownership. 
These 20 relicted lakes have been repurchased in part by the 
state. (Die South Dakota legislature granted Jurisdiction and 
authority over meandered regions bo the Department of Game, 
Pish and Parks in 1957. 
This study reviews the institutions which are significant 
in the allocation of selected recreational resources. The 
study also analyzes data in order to evaluate alternative 
programs of investment in these resources which are means to 
reach a policy goal of general economic development for South 
Dakota. 
Objectives and Hypotheses 
There are three objectives of this thesis within the 
general context of economic development for the state of South 
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Dakota through the allocation of recreational resources. 
These objectives are (1) to identify the problem, (2) to 
account for it, and (3) to suggest alternative actions. 
!Ehe first objective is to identify a difference in the 
present level of economic benefits and an optimum that could 
exist if costs and benefits were associated. Data concerning 
the numbers of licenses issued in the state and the record of 
state action to clarify jurisdiction over meandered lakes are 
cited. An analysis is made of biological and economic factors 
that are significantly related to the numbers of recreation!sts 
from other states -j&o, by their expenditures, add to the 
incomes of South Dakota residents. A hypothesis stating that 
there is a difference between present and optimum levels of 
productivity of recreational resources should be reasonably 
accepted or rejected on the basis of evidence presented. 
The second objective is to investigate the reasons for 
the potential gap between present and optimum contributions to 
economic development in the state made by selected recrea­
tional resources. A hypothesis guiding procedure toward ful­
fillment of this objective is that uncertainties in produc­
tivity and jurisdiction over certain resources engender uncer­
tainties t'jhich obstruct the investment in game bird production 
because costs and benefits are not clearly associated. Find­
ings testing this statement focus on the control of certain 
land and water resources and on a record of action to estab­
lish control by legislation and court decisions. Empirical 
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data are also analyzed for possible use In making economic 
policy decisions. Success and failure elements may be identi­
fied "ïdaicli facilitate or obstruct attainment of a goal. 
Features of institutions are tested as they provide (1) cer­
tainty of expectations and (2) flexibility in the use of 
resources toward the purpose of economic development. 
The third objective is to find and develop alternative 
solutions in the form of possible actions by state government 
whereby the contribution of recreational resources to incomes 
of the residents of South Dakota can more closely approximate 
an optimum. The allocation of resources to give maximum 
economic returns is not accepted as necessarily Inconsistent 
with values typically associated with outdoor recreation. 
Success and failure elements in present institutions, together 
with trends in demands and new technological possibilities, 
provide insights into changes in the distribution of costs and 
benefits associated with certain changes in legislation. This 
objective is pursued by the hypothesis that the state govern­
ment by exercise of its prerogatives to allocate resources 
toward recreational use is able to advance income levels for 
people of the state toward the goal of optimum economic advan­
tage. 
Procedures for Gathering and Analyzing Data 
Data from several sources have contributed to this study. 
Information on specific problem areas has been acquired by 
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Interview with officials of South Dakota state government; 
from documents in the files of the state Department of Game, 
Pish and Parks; and also from official county courthouse 
records. Policy positions of recreational interest groups 
concerning problem areas were found by reference to their 
publications and resolutions. Search for laws and court cases 
relevant to the ownership and jurisdiction of meandered areas 
was made in law libraries. 
Other studies of the economics of recreation were 
reviewed. The conduct of the study to determine the economic 
significance of factors relevant to the hunting of pheasants 
relied in part on statistics, including the aid of an elec­
tronic computer. Procedure in study of the potential economic 
gain to the state from migratory waterfowl has relied mainly 
on an evaluation of institutions which disperse the benefits 
of game birds and allocate the costs of supplying them. 
Plan of This Report 
The initial chapter of this report has introduced the 
goal of economic development and the problems surrounding the 
allocation of specific resources to the purpose of outdoor 
recreation. The second chapter presents data suggesting the 
presence of a gap between an actual and a potential level of 
economic contribution by recreation to the state. The actions 
of state government to establish clarity in jurisdiction over 
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meandered lakes, Including an appeal to the U.S. Congress, are 
accepted as means to achieve an end lAiich is taken to be an 
economic use of those areas. Institutions controlling the 
harvest of game because of existing investment patterns in 
game resources are introduced. Time periods are differentiated 
by trends in the relationships of data mhich are coincident 
with certain changes in the regulation of access to game. 
The third chapter concerns economic decisions. Efforts 
are made to describe the economic relationship in the hunting 
of upland birds and of waterfowl and also to measure the sig­
nificance of certain factors related to the demand for upland 
game bird hunting. Results should guide the investments made 
in the state to improve the productivity of resources influ­
enced by decisions within the state, but whose contributions 
to incomes are received by the residents of the state as they 
attract expenditures of nonresidents. 
The fourth chapter identifies some of the institutions 
which serve as guides for decisions in the use of resources 
and describes the political setting in which the decision mak­
ing takes place. It points out structures which provide the 
context for issues encountered in the management of problem 
areas in the case study. These provisions become the success 
elements or the tools which contribute to an improved produc­
tivity of game birds. The following two chapters discuss the 
institutional factors of supply, mainly for migratory game 
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birds. 
The acqioisition of meandered regions through, ownership by 
the construction of state lav is the concern of the fifth 
chapter. Mistakes made by the original federal surveys of 
inland lakes and in the later applications of state law were 
based on faulty findings of fact and are Illustrated by 
examples. The chapter points out legislative assignment of 
responsibility and authority to state agencies for management 
of state lands. The program to reduce confusion In ownership 
and control of meandered regions In order to promote the 
orderly use of this public resource is recounted. 
The sixth chapter outlines state prerogatives to Identify 
through litigation meandered bodies of water and to establish 
the degree of public and private Interests by the application 
of state tests of navigability. Decisions of courts of law 
have an impact on the use of areas within meander lines in 
that they provide guidelines for future action. It is not the 
intent of this study to anticipate a precise ruling on a 
specific point of law. Navigability as a criterion for public 
management of meandered waters as related to private riparian 
rights is discussed. 
The final chapter reviews the findings of this study. 
The trends and alternatives for remedial action to resolve 
problems in the management of recreational resources are 
evaluated. Further research is suggested. 
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SSFINITIOH OF THE PROBLEM 
The first objective of this study is to identify a prob­
lem situation. The problem exists to the extent that the 
state of South Dakota has failed to develop resources serving 
outdoor recreational purposes to a level of productivity at 
%hioh resulting income to residents of the state is at an 
optimum. The hypothesis guiding pursuit of this objective is 
that difference exists between an optimum, or norm, and the 
existential situation. Evidence cited establishes the possi­
ble gap between these positions. Two procedures are followed. 
first, by reference to efforts of the state to establish 
and clarify jurisdiction over meandered areas ^ ich are fac­
tors in production of wildlife, one finds evidence that 
expected consequences of institutional corrections would 
result in greater productivity. Second, data are analyzed to 
determine if a decline in hunters whose residence is elsewhere 
than South Dakota is associated with institutional restric­
tions, with special reference to the timing of legislation 
excluding nonresidents from hunting migratory waterfowl in the 
state. 
Pertinent federal land grants together with proposals for 
further grants are reviewed to provide background for the 
problem. The nature of the problem is revealed by a relation­
ship between hunting of migratory and nonmlgratory birds by 
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nonresidents. 
Proposals for Federal Land Grants to States 
American tradition has been to regard agricultural use as 
appropriate for marginal areas. However, changes in demands 
and technology have come to cause outdoor recreation to be 
considered as a competitive purpose serving to change patterns 
of use and to focus attention on control of areas under study. 
The legislature of the state of South Dakota appears at 
one time to have regarded ownership of meandered areas to have 
been In the U.S. government. By 1895, eastern parts of the 
state were settled and these areas represented a new frontier 
for agriculture. In that year the legislature requested 
Congress to grant these areas to the state, but no action was 
taken. By 19^ 0 the state had experienced prolonged drought 
e^n lakebeds became enhanced in value relative to upland. 
There was then recommendation to reinstate the request by the 
legislature for clarification. 
Resolution requesting U.S. Oongress to grant certain lands to 
South Dakota 
Chapter 117 of the Session laws of 1895 is House Resolu­
tion Mo. 262, memorializing the Congress of the United States 
for the passage of a law donating to the State of South Dakota 
certain lands in the eastern portion of the State. Quoting: 
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A JOINT RESOLUTION Memorializing the Oongress 
of the United States for the Passage of a Law 
Donating to the State of South Dakota Certain Lands 
in the Eastern Portion of the State. 
WHEREAS, Said lakes were of such proportions 
that they were meandered at the time of said 
survey; and 
WHEREAS, Since the lands of eastern South 
Dakota have been subjected to cultivation, said 
lakes or bodies of water have become dry by 
evaporation and other causes; and 
WHEREAS, The land formerly comprising such 
lake beds, have become valuable for cultivation, 
and there is now no means of procuring title there­
to, and said lands are not within any Indian, 
military or other reservations; therefore 
Be it Resolved by the House of Representatives, 
the Senate Concurring: 
Sec. 1. MMORIAL. That the legislature of the 
State of South Dakota hereby memorializes the 
Congress of the United States, petitioning for the 
passage of a law authorizing and directing the 
donating to the State of South Dakota all of such 
lands, and osœrying such provision into effect and 
to this end your memorialists will ever pray (46, 
pp. mx-xxx).' 
The twenty-sixth biennial report of the Commissioner of 
School and Public Lands covered the period from July 1, 1938 
to June 30, 19^ 0. It referred to the above memorialization 
and went on to recommend that the legislature renew its 
efforts to obtain clarification from Congress: 
I recommend that the legislature reassert this 
memorialization. An estimate based on a compila­
tion of acreages of such lands, a record of which 
is available in detail in the Department of School 
and Public Lands, would indicate that there are 
about 75,000 acres involved (46, p. XXX). 
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There is no record of any action taken by the South 
Dakota legislature to renew the request for grant of meandered 
lakes by the U.S. Congress. Instead, the state has formulated 
subsequent policy •sdiich assigns control of these areas to its 
agencies. 
Bills proposing to grant vacant unreserved unappropriated 
lands to states 
A commission appointed by President Herbert Hoover 
recommended that federal lands be granted to any states choos­
ing to accept them. Hearings were held, but recommendations 
were not adopted. Three bills were under consideration by the 
Seventy-second Congress in 1932 (65). They proposed that the 
federal government grant to public land states unappropriated 
and unreserved public lands, totaling nearly 180 million acres. 
Eligible for such lands were to be 13 states, including South 
Dakota. 
The plan would place each state on its own, that is, each 
state would be limited in the reclamation benefits by monetary 
revenues from its reclamation projects. Reclamation projects 
had been financed from a central, federal fund. If states 
were allowed mineral rights, the oil producing states would 
gain at the expense of those which relied on water for 
revenues. Two-thirds of income for the reclamation fund had 
been from project repayments and the balance principally from 
public lands. 
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Proponents of the measures included governors lAio, In 
1932, saw sale of such lands by the accepting states, even for 
$1.25 per acre, as an improvement over established revenue 
measures as leasing and rentals. Officials of most public 
land states favored cession of lands, including mineral and 
forest rights, to states; and there was the view that the 
federal government had allowed them to deteriorate so that it 
should rehabilitate them before states could be expected to 
accept them. 
livestock and wool growers generally argued that only 
with federal supervision and management could ranges be pro­
tected from over-stocking. They did not want movement of 
animals restricted between states and were apprehensive about 
protection of the range if private lumber and mineral inter­
ests were to operate under state authority. Opposition to 
bills proposing granting of public lands to states in 1932 
came from conservation groups, federal officials, state 
foresters and college professors of forestry and economics. 
The total vacant, unappropriated, and unreserved public 
land listed by the General Land Office as of June 30, 1929, 
was 190,031,722 acres, all in 17 states, mostly in the West. 
All but about 10 million acres would be eligible for transfer 
under the pending bills. South Dakota's listing was 4o2,670 
acres. Attempts to bequeath federal lands to states were 
unsuccessful as the bills were never reported out of committee. 
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The hearings did underscore the need for protection and con­
trol of public land resources. 
Federal Land Grants Made to States 
An appropriate question regarding jurisdiction of 
meandered resources is -whether or not precedents of land 
policy would justify federal grant of specific lake beds to a 
state. Early federal land grants were typically made to 
promote specific purposes in the national interest. In 
absence of clear agreement as to the purpose for dedication of 
a particular area, there has been little political support for 
a grant. 
The United States has claimed new territories as public 
land and has provided for their disposal as provided in the 
Constitution: 
The congress shall have power to dispose of 
and make all needful rules and regulations respect­
ing the territory or other property belonging to the 
United States; and nothing in this constitution shall 
be so construed as to prejudice any claims of the 
United States, or any particular State (116). 
The importance of federal patents of land and rights of 
states to regulate disposition was early recognized by the 
United States Supreme Oourt quoted as having said: 
. . . the title to land depends entirely on the laws 
of the nation in which they lie .... Nothing 
passes a perfect title to public lands, with the 
exception of a few cases, but a patent. The excep­
tions are where Congress grants lands in words of 
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present grant. The general rule applies as well 
to pre-emptions as to other purchases of public 
land. 
A state has a perfect right to legislate as 
she may please, in regard to the remedies to be 
prosecuted in her courts, and to regulate the 
disposition of the property of her citizens by 
descent, devise or alienation. But Congress is 
invested by the Constitution with the power of 
disposing of the public land, and making needful 
rules and regulations concerning it (46, pp. 
XXXI, XXXII). 
Clear passage of title by patent from the federal govern­
ment appears to be a prior condition to disposal of state 
property to private persons. Absence of this feature accounts 
for some of the confusion over meandered lake beds in South 
Dakota where there have been uncertainties as to purpose and 
jurisdiction. 
The federal government has granted lands to states for 
many purposes with stipulations made as to conditions and use 
of such lands. States have not always abided by original 
agreements. In the case of Stearns v. Minnesota the Supreme 
Court remarked; . .it has long since been settled that 
Congress alone can inquire into the manner in which the state 
executed that trust and disposed of the lands" (159, 179 U.S. 
at 231-252). Orfield says, "But while the Supreme Court has 
intimated that the federal government has the power to call 
the states to account "Hhen they violate their trust the extent 
of that power has never been determined, for Congress has 
taken no action" (34, p. 19). 
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The attitude of Congress even to this day has been one of 
revoking aid to those lAio act out of line with federal policy 
rather than seeking damages for the public as represented by 
congressional authority. Further limitation to pecuniary 
action against states would appear in the various organic 
acts, enabling acts, constitutions, and in bargaining power 
held by states at time of admission to the union. Such rela­
tionships have bearing on this study. 
The salt spring grants^  
Lands were given certain states lahen they contained 
springs necessary to the operation of salt mines. Fourteen of 
the 19 public land states admitted from 1802 to 1875 received 
the grants, totaling 652,725 acres. Included were lands with 
springs of no commercial value and on "which springs were 
mythical. 
In 1889 Congress altered its policy of granting salt 
spring lands, swamp lands and internal improvement lands. 
Instead, new states were given specified numbers of acres for 
support of specific public institutions and buildings. South 
Dakota received 500,000 acres in 1889 for institutions in lieu 
of the other grants. 
Early salt spring grants prohibited or controlled sales 
and leases by the states. Later congressional legislation 
1(22, pp. 266-267). 
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relaxed limitations on how the lands or funds obtained from 
their sale could be used. Hot until I910 did Congress provide 
consistent regulation of all land grants to states regarding 
leasing, sale and use of proceeds, and other provisions for 
control of granted lands. 
The record of the salt springs lands reveals departure 
from earlier federal policy of reserving certain land resources 
for public benefit or of sale for revenue purposes. States 
came to participate in transfer of the public domain to 
private ownership. Homestead acts in later times provided 
federal alienation directly to settlers on land. 
The s-wamp land grants^  
Public lands lying along the Mississippi River and its 
tributary streams were not fit for cultivation and formed 
malaria districts which were a threat to health. These wet, 
marshy, overflowed, and inundated lands were good for agri­
cultural purposes ^ en drained. 
Louisiana claimed that state levies had reclaimed three 
and one-half million acres of federal lands by means of 
measures costing #20 million. The United States had been 
selling this land and keeping the profits. Public land states 
influenced Congress to pass the Act of 18^  granting to 
Louisiana for purposes of constructing levees and drains the 
1(86). 
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whole of "swamp aad overflowed lands unfit for cultivation," 
The Act was made general to twelve more states in 1850, and in 
I860 was extended to Oregon and Minnesota. Fifteen states 
have received the grant. 
"No land grant has proved as difficult to adjust as the 
swamp land grant," states Orfield (34, p. 115). The Act of 
1850 made no provision for examination of the land. At the 
request of the governors of the states the Secretary of the 
Interior would have patents Issued. Settlers had occupied 
portions of the lands "before legislation turned them over to 
states. Congress in 1855 provided that persons with valid 
claims could get title. 
In most instances selections of lands were made by state 
agents who identified lands -«hich met the definition of Con­
gress. States claimed as swamp lands desert areas so dry they 
were growing sagebrush or were being irrigated. Claims were 
made to whole townships Including farms which were known to be 
patented by pre-emption or homestead. In cases of disputed 
title, states were allowed to accept cash settlement or to 
select like quantity from public lands. 
Missouri, Iowa, and Illinois turned their grants over to 
counties. In Iowa, lands were bartered for buildings, bridges, 
and even for immigrant settlers. Perhaps Iowa's most impor­
tant case concerning meandered lakes was State v, Jones (154), 
when in 1909 the state challenged private ownership of T&at 
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was claimed to be a navigable lake conveyed under the swamp 
land grants. Administrators for the counties in Illinois 
typified graft in selling lands to themselves, railroad 
companies, and others with whom there was apparent collusion. 
In Missouri acceptance of land by counties was unpopular 
because it was felt that such lands were worthless and proba­
bly could never be reclaimed. Many such lands were sold for 
insignificant sums and were later drained to become some of 
Missouri's most productive farmlands (33). 
By 1922 transfer of swamplands to the states was virtu­
ally completed to become the largest single grant in the 
nation's history. Of the total acreage, over 750,000 acres 
were granted in lieu of swamplands on which there had been 
prior claims. In addition cash indemnities paid by the federal 
government to states in place of lands totaled over #2,000,000. 
The total granted to states for reclamation of swamp land 
from 1781 to 1962 is recorded as 64,906,471 acres. During the 
year 1962, there were 713.68 acres confirmed to states of 
California and Louisiana under the act of 1850 (61, pp. 8> 10). 
Oonfusion and controversy regarding title to lands 
granted by swamp land grants persisted for decades. The 
Arkansas Compromise Act of April 29, 1898, (73) settled some 
disputes. Title was granted to all persons who had purchased 
swamp lands from the state Arkansas by Congress without fur­
ther claim of the United States or Arkansas. The state of 
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Arkansas relinquished to the United States any lands It still 
held under swamp lands grants. The Act gave title to private 
parties in land granted them by the state, and all right, 
title, and interest to the remaining unappropriated swamp and 
overflowed lands reverted to the United States. This act was 
a notable exception to the policy of transferring federal 
lands to states. A state had recognized federal ownership. 
The Congress had validated private claims ;Aiich had been in 
doubt so individuals were assured security of ownership. 
Extension of the swamp land grants to include meandered areas 
of South Dakota has appeared as one alternative in clarifying 
ownership and jurisdiction of these areas. 
Organic Act of 1861 for Dakota Territory 
The Organic Act (90) was passed March 2, 1861, setting up 
a temporary government for Dakota Territory, which then 
included the area north of Nebraska and west of Minnesota to 
the Rocky Mountains. Montana was given a separate government 
in 1864; and %romlng in 1868. The Territory functioned under 
this act until November 2, 1889, when states of Berth and 
South Dakota, Montana, and Washington were admitted. 
The act provided for reservation of sections numbered 16 
and 36 for schools. It authorized appointment of a surveyor-
general for Dakota under the direction of the Secretary of the 
Interior. The Organic Act provided for the first government 
in the region separate from the administration of the Louisiana 
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Purchase and set up necessary governmental machinery for 
survey and movement of public lands Into private hands. The 
survey proceeded to meander certain bodies of water under 
conditions which were sometimes local or temporary. 
Eaabllns Act of 1889, establishing statehood 
The Enabling Act, admitting South Dakota to statehood, 
was passed November 2, 1889. The second provision of section 
4 pertains to recognition of original federal ownership of 
public lands and reads as follows: 
That the people Inhabiting said proposed states 
do agree and declare that they forever disclaim all 
right and title to the unappropriated public lands 
lying within the boundaries thereof, and to all 
lands lying within said limits owned or held by any 
Indian or Indian tribes and that until the title 
thereto shall have been extinguished by the United 
States, the same shall be and remain subject to the 
disposition of the United States, and said Indian 
lands shall remain under the absolute jurisdiction 
and control of the congress of the United States; 
that the lands belonging to citizens of the United 
States residing without the said states shall never 
be taxed at a higher rate than the lands belonging 
to residents thereof; that no taxes shall be Imposed 
by the states on lands or property therein belonging 
to or which may hereafter be purchased by the United 
States or reserved for Its use (83, I  4) .  
Thus the four new states recognized the ownership of the 
United States to all unappropriated public lands lying within 
their boundaries. Original title to all lands within the 
borders of the United States or Its possessions rests con­
stitutionally with the federal government. Under such provi­
sions Indian lands were ceded to the central government ^ Ich 
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patented them to individuals or granted them to states. 
The Commissioner of School and Public Lands, regarding 
owaership of unsurveyed lands within state boundaries, in the 
1940 report states; 
It would appear to follow from the provisions 
set forth that title to all lands within the states 
remains with the United States until by patent or 
grant it is transferred. This would seem to answer 
the question as to ownership of unsurveyed dry lake 
beds and similar areas where specific action by 
congress has not been had to transfer title to 
individuals or the states (46, pp. XXIX-XXX). 
In the same report, the Commissioner cites the Swamp Land 
Grants (85) as precedents for a congressional grant: 
Numerous Congressional Acts have transferred 
to the States title to certain public lands after 
the acceptance by the state of original endowments 
and grants. 
The most important precedent applying directly 
to the unsurveyed dry lake beds in South Dakota 
appear to be congressional act of September 28» 
1850, which was extended to include the State of 
Minnesota by Congressional Act of March 12, I860 
and Congressional Joint Resolution Ho. 11 of March 
2, 1861 (46, p. XXmil). 
From the report of the Commissioner of School and Public 
Lands of 1940, there is expression that the unsurveyed dry 
lake beds, which were largely dry at that time but since have 
had periods of inundation, were never ceded by the federal 
government. 
It is recognized that beds of navigable streams and lakes 
are property of the state. Beds of lakes, streams or those of 
the tidewaters of the sea never came under the operation of 
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Swamp Land Grants. The Enabling Act does make reference to 
swamp and overflowed lands: 
That in lieu of the grant of land for purposes 
of internal improvement . . . and in lieu of any 
claim or demand by the said states, or either of 
them, under the act of September 28» 1850, . . . 
making a grant of swamp and overflowed lands to 
certain states, in which grant it is hereby 
declared is not extended to the states provided 
for in this act, and in lieu of any grant of saline 
lands to said state, the following grants of land 
are hereby made, . . . (83, f 17)• 
Although South Dakota and other states were specifically 
exempted from the Swamp Land Grants, their mention recurs as 
being relevant to meandered areas. The grants made in lieu of 
those acts cited in Section 17 were quite definite. It would 
seem to reserve to the central government meandered areas even 
if nonnavigable by a state test. Congressional approval of 
legislation which would somehow add them to grants "in lieu 
of" would pretty well dismiss any prior claim of the federal 
government over meandered areas whether navigable or not. 
Implications of land grants to land use in South Dakota 
It was generally assumed that after admission of South 
Dakota to statehood, the new state would transfer lands 
granted as endowments to private ownership. Restrictions were 
placed in the state constitution governing terms of transfer 
as to speed of acquisition by private interests or the price 
to be paid. 
The expected private purchase for settlement did not 
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materialize. Hot all state lands found buyers at the minimum 
legal prices; and because the demand for land vas not uniform 
throughout the state, large bodies of public lands were left 
within some political subdivisions. Complications have 
resulted in taxing programs to implement service provided at 
the local level. 
Population did not reach a uniform density throughout the 
state, as had been anticipated when two non-contiguous sec­
tions of each township had been set aside for schools, with a 
result that demand for educational services was not uniform. 
The uneven dispersal of state lands within subdivisions has 
created unique problems for them. 
Upon admission to statehood the new states of North 
Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, and Washington received various 
grants of lands for specified purposes as well as sums of 
money to defray expenses in orgsuaizing state governments. No 
specific mention was made in that legislation of areas mean­
dered at time of original survey. Congressional action could 
have transferred them to state ownership under provisions of 
an extended swamp lands grant should they have been held not 
navigable. If held navigable, the beds of these lakes would 
be owned by the state or possibly by the riparian owner. In 
either circumstance the meandered areas would be subject to 
state ownership. 
Clawson and Held make one assumption basic to the study 
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of land In federal ownership; 
. . . that for an indefinite period into the future 
the acreage of land in federal ownership will show 
no major change from the present—377 million acres, 
excluding Indian lands which are not federally 
owned, and military reservations. This assumption 
rests on the belief that the basic policy issue as 
to the role of federal lands in our national 
economy and society has been settled, and that the 
people of the United States will not agree to major 
additions to federal land holdings nor to major 
disposition of them (11, p. 5). 
Thus, it appears that there has been an equilibrium 
reached as to amounts of publicly-owned and privately-owned 
land. Congress has granted lands to the state in which they 
lay. Had there been thoughts of granting lands within one 
state to another state, the land grants would have more 
closely resembled federal grant-in-aid programs that succeeded 
them wherein states collectively invest in development within 
boundaries of a single state. 
Confusion in the meaning of federal land grants can be 
cited as a factor in state laws lAiich are restrictive and 
discriminatory in effect on citizens of respective states who 
produce and share in interstate products. State regulations 
typically distribute costs of producing and benefits of taking 
game on basis of the state of residence of the participants. 
Hunting of Migratory Birds 
Beginning in 1947 the state of South Dakota has pro­
hibited hunting of migratory waterfowl by nonresidents. The 
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legislature has used the following words pertaining to the 
granting of licenses: "No license shall be issued to a non­
resident for the hunting, taking, or killing of any migratory 
waterfowl" (94). 
There had been as many as 82,000 persons in one season 
hunting ducks and geese in the state. The measure left lands 
exclusively for occupancy by residents and led to a test In 
the South Dakota Supreme Oourt which concluded that hunting 
migratory waterfowl was incident to pheasant hunting so con­
stituted a source of evil in State v. Kemp (155, 73 S.D. at 
465, 44 H.W.2d at 217). The ban was upheld. Other efforts to 
get the prohibition rescinded have included measures intro­
duced in the U.S. Congress to prohibit all migratory fowl 
hunting In the state and to withhold federal subsidy funds for 
the state. The "favorite son law" has also been credited with 
causing interstate friction over border waters. Other com­
mercial interests in the state have advocated getting the ban 
modified to permit nonresident hunting but with regulations of 
abuses which led to its original adoption. 
Another provision of South Dakota game law has evoked 
comment. It provides: 
. . . nine dollars received from the sale of each 
such rnonresident small game] license shall be 
placed"in a fund to be known as the Land Acquisition 
Fund. The moneys from this fund shall be used to 
acquire by purchase or lease real property to be 
used, primarily for game production, and such property 
shall remain open for public hunting . . . (93). 
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The 50,013 nonresident hunters of small game In 1961 
through purchases of licenses contributed in this way 
#450,117.00 to the Land Acquisition and Development Fund (4%). 
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1962, the Fund expended 
#167,181.42 for game production areas. Waterfowl habitat is a 
feature of some of the areas acquired. That some of their 
fees for small game licenses should be applied to habitat for 
migratory birds which they are prohibited from hunting is not 
wholly understood by purchasers of the licenses. It can 
ultimately become a question of values and possibly ethics. 
In a study of economics, legislation which allocates resources 
other than through a price system must be taken into account. 
A nonresident hunting ban is arbitrary in rationing access 
to a resource based on place of residence and is an example of 
the extent to which regulations impose restraints on the 
market economy in the field of recreation. It may also, how­
ever, represent a failure in policy of states and even nations 
to provide adequate investment in migratory game. 
Trends associated with hunting of migratory birds on the 
Central Plyway 
The trends in estimates of breeding populations of ducks 
and geese and in estimates of ducks bagged are reflected by 
the declining numbers of sportsmen purchasing stamps under the 
provisions of the Migratory Bird Hunting Stamp Act of 1934 
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(87). Data for the states comprising the Central Flyway are 
represented in Figure 1. Because of the transitory nature of 
this particular game resource, it is assumed that each state 
shares in the decline. In order that winter breeding popula­
tions be maintained, a smaller proportion of seasonal numbers 
can be shot -when the count is low than when the count is high. 
The fluctuations in bird populations may result from the 
obstructions to the investments which would be required to 
provide higher minimum levels of the limiting factors of pro­
duction. An adequate storage of water for breeding, hatching, 
and rearing phases would overcome some effects of occasional 
and not uncommon periods of drought. General and discrimina­
tory hunting regulations are probably not adequate to maintain 
stable bird populations. Continuance of the out-of-state 
hunter ban on migratory waterfowl in South Dakota can be said 
to be caused by a deterioration of the game resource, Tdilch is 
in turn caused by failure elements in the policies of collec­
tive sovereignties. 
Ohanges in patterns of licensing by state of residence of 
hunters and by class of game birds 
South Dakota has reserved the hunting of migratory water­
fowl to its own residents. In State v. Kemp (155), the South 
Dakota State Supreme Court cited numbers of licenses issued to 
resident and nonresident hunters of both pheasants and water­
fowl. Reference was made to "statistical knowledge and cer-
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Calendar year of hunting season and winter survey 
Figure 1. Trends in numbers of ducks and geese, numbers 
of ducks bagged (63), and migratory bird stamp 
sales (177) in Central Flyway° 
^Surveys in 1957 were not considered accurate, 
b 
Includes states of Colorado, Kansas, Montana, 
Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, 
South Dakota, Texas, and Wyoming for data on 
migratory bird stamp sales. For population 
estimates included are above states and 
portions of Canada and Mexico, January survey. 
^For comparison is given in units of 100,000. 
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tain facts -which are so well known in this jurisdiction that 
they are the subject of judicial notice" (155, 73 S.D. at 461, 
44 N.W.2d at 215). 
The Court was handicapped in clearly establishing the 
competitive relationship between residents and nonresidents in 
the hunting of migratory waterfowl. Data for the issuance of 
migratory bird hunting stamps have been available since their 
sale began in 1934 to the extent that the number sold in each 
state is know. However, there is no way to differentiate 
between stamp sales to resident and nonresident hunters. A 
stamp that is purchased at a post office in the state of 
residence permits hunting in other states. If the number of 
stamps that are sold in the state attracting nonresidents 
declines after that state prohibits purchase by nonresidents, 
the decline may estimate the numbers of out-of-state hunters 
before the prohibition. 
By examining the data and making certain comparisons, one 
sees relationships among three classes of hunting permits as 
given in Table 1, It is difficult to estimate the income that 
had been brought to the state by migratory waterfowl when there 
had not been precise information on the numbers of nonresident 
hunters. The Kemu case cited the numbers of nonresident 
pheasant licenses for the years 1945 and 1946 in its reference 
to facts^  used to characterize the habits of hunters and to 
llhe numbers cited in the Kemp case differ slightly from 
those given in the respective annual reports from -j^ ich data 
in Table 1 was taken. 
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Table 1. Numbers of federal migratory bird hunting stamps 
and of state nonresident and resident small game 
licenses issued in South Dakota during fiscal year 
inclusive of hunting season for respective calendar 
year shown, 1934-1962 
Year Migratory Nonresident Resident 
bird hunting small game^  small game® 
1934 12,594 479 58,363 
1935 9,461 1,668 68,219 
1936 8,025 1,960 63,844 
1937 17,639 811 27,284 
1938 22,334 1,815 48,621 
1939 21,849 2,841 69,504 
1940 25,446 6,274 81,478 
1941 28,977 11,072 92,078 
1942 38,926 15,778 89,063 
1943 25,483 17,448 66,891 
1944 46,203 42,315 85,359 
1945 66,012 86,996 97,603 
1946 82,367 84,461 114,291 
1934-1946 
subtotal 405,316 273,918 962,598 
Average 31,178 21,071 74,046 
®TJ.S. Department of the Interior, Pish and Wildlife 
Service, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, migratory 
bird hunting stamp sales. See (177). 
S^.D. Department of Game, Pish and Parks, annual reports. 
See (172). 
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Table 1 (Continued) 
Year Migratory 
bird hunting 
Nonresident 
small game^  
Resident . 
small game 
1947 53,513 12,544 114,932 
1948 62,509 25,204 135,836 
1949 47,208 21,980 134,831 
1950 48,200 1,920 98,368 
1951 59,125 10,037 107,750 
1952 55,270 13,355 117,681 
1953 49,679 17,363 109,957 
1954 49,281 16,879 112,603 
1955 40,375 19,428 118,748 
1956 43,368 20,253 107,866 
1957 49,832 19,761 107,687 
1958 42,791 36,571 129,680 
1959 32,181 44,927 118,352 
i960 41,979 28,508 121,151 
1961 30,549 50,013 130,316 
1962 28,127 57,103 126,073 
1947-1962 
subtotal 733,987 395,846 1,891,831 
Average 45,874 24,740 118,239 
1934-1962 
total 
average 
1,139,303 
39,286 
669,764 
23,095 
2,854,429 
98,429 
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differentiate "between residents and nonresidents in their 
effect on game. 
Table 2 offers evidence that the state of South Dakota 
has not maximized economic return through recreation. The 
table does not give a measure of the monetary sacrifice to the 
state because of the reservation of migratory birds for resi­
dent hunters. 
Certain features of game resources are explained prior to 
an interpretation of the data in Table 2 which suggests that 
nonresident hunting has been reduced coincident with restric­
tions in access to migratory birds. "With migratory waterfowl, 
the state, or even a band of states across a flyway, can do 
relatively little to affect the number of birds or the length 
of stay within a region. Production and regulations in other 
sovereignties largely influence the carry-over numbers from 
one season to the next and determine the hunting population to 
a much greater degree than with nonmigratory birds. There 
would tend to be a given number of migratory birds passing 
through an area independent from investment made in rearing 
habitat by any one state. If a hunter cannot hunt in one 
state, he hunts in another so that total numbers of hunters 
in several states tends to remain constant. Also, access is 
limited in time and for spatial sites. 
Institutions governing access to nonmigratory game are 
concerned with relationships and behavior of groups within a 
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single state because the game population is subject to influ­
ence by investments which can to some degree substitute for 
space. It is expected, therefore, that a state would treat 
nonmigratory game as an economic resource with incentives to 
attract foreign expenditures in pursuit of that game with 
investments in productivity. Institutions would provide for 
association of costs and benefits among individuals rather 
than among states. Competition between resident and nonresi­
dent hunters could be reduced through investment to improve 
productivity of land and water resources for game birds. The 
tendency would be for numbers of resident hunters to be 
independent from nonresidents. The nonresidents kept from 
hunting waterfowl may not be in the state to hunt pheasants 
either insofar as the two activities form a joint product for 
the hunter. 
In Table 2 it is shown that 18.40 per cent of duck stamp 
sales made in the bloc of seven states in fiscal years includ­
ing the autumn hunting seasons of 1945 and 1946 were made in 
South Dakota, The season of 1947 was the first after enact­
ment of legislation excluding nonresident hunters of waterfowl. 
By comparison, sales of the stamps in South Dakota in 194? and 
1948 were 13.74 per cent of the total for the seven states. 
If it is assumed that the difference in percentages (4.66) 
indicates the potential of sales made in South Dakota to resi­
dents of the other six states, this becomes an estimate of the 
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number of nonresidents ^ ose expenditures are lost to poten­
tial Increment to the state's income. For the two years 1947 
and 1943, this loss was 39,387 hunters; and from 19^ 7 to 1962, 
inclusive, it was 280,927. This is offered as evidence that 
a gap between potential and actual hunting by nonresidents 
does exist with a possible loss of revenue to the state. 
It is fux'ther noted that the percentage of stamp sales in 
South Dakota for years 1934-1946 was about the same as for 
years I947-1962, 12.4o per cent and 12.18 per cent. This 
observation suggests that the loss in nonresident numbers of 
hunters of migratory waterfowl was replaced by resident 
hunters. As a source of added incomes for the state, the loss 
was not replaced because residents would be making only 
regular purchases for some goods and services; -«^ ereas, non­
residents would be adding to purchases in the state. Pinal 
policy decisions consider rewards of direct participation in 
hunting for its residents or in claiming the secondary economic 
returns by permitting nonresidents to hunt at the possible 
exclusion of some residents with effects on income distribu­
tion. Final determination is made by forces with economic 
interest and value systems which construct the institutions of 
a sovereign state. 
Another view of the possible loss in economic return to 
a state because of institutional exclusion is made Tihen com­
paring issuance of pheasant licenses between time periods. 
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During the seasons of 1945 and 1946, nonresident licenses were 
80.92 per cent of the resident. After the migratory ban for 
seasons of 1947 and 1948, the percentage fell to 15.05 per 
cent. This figure was made as low by a restriction preventing 
nonresidents from hunting pheasants for the first 10 days of 
the season in 1947. Were it possible to provide game by 
productive investment and access by regulated distribution, 
the loss in pheasant hunters in South Dakota for years 1947 
and 1948 is suggested to have been 165,164. For years 1947 to 
1962, the loss could have been 1,134,956. The loss no doubt 
duplicates some of the loss in migratory waterfowl hunters. 
The loss in pheasant hunters from all other states far exceeds 
the loss in waterfowl hunters from the surrounding six states, 
so a direct comparison does not indicate the importance that 
nonresidents attach to the two forms of hunting which seasons 
are typically for a time concurrent. But likewise in view of 
the decline in pheasant licenses issued to nonresidents, these 
data do not substantiate the statement of the Court in the 
Kemp case, "It was the pheasant that attracted hunters to 
South Dakota" (155, 73 S.D. at 461, 44 N.¥.2d at 216). tfater-
fowl with the pheasants. It appears, was the combination that 
attracted some hunters to the state. 
Table 2. Data on migratory bird hunting stamp sales and pheasant licenses issued 
vrlth estimate of loss In nonresidents hunting in South Dakota 
1934-1946 1945-1946 1947-1948 1947-1962 
Migratory waterfowl 
Actual stamp sales®" 
Seven states^  3,267,220 806,484 844,692 
South Dakota 405,316 148,379 116,022 
S.D. % of seven states 12.4055 18-3983 13.7354 
Potential stamp sales 
S.D. sales to nonresidents 
% of seven states 4.6628 4.6628 
number 37,605 39,387 
loss in nonresident stamp sales 0 39,387 
Pheasant — South Dakota 
Actual license sales® 
Resident 962,598 211,894 250,768 
Nonresident 273,918 171,457 37,748 
0 nonres. of res. 28.4561 80.9164 15.0530 
Potential license sales 
S.D. sales to nonresidents 
% of resident licenses 80.9164 80.9164 
dumber 171,457 202,912 
Loss in nonresident licenses 0 165,164 
6,024,804 
733,987 
12.1828 
4.6628 
280,927 
280,927 
1,891,831 
395,846 
20.9240 
80.9164 
1,530,802 
1,134,956 
*(177). 
"The seven states are: Iowa, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, 
South Dakota, and îtyoming. 
°(172). 
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Relationship of Migratory Bird Stamp Sales and 
Nonresident Small Game Licenses Issued in South 
Dakota for Time Periods 1934-1946 and 1947-1962 
Controversy over policies rationing participation in 
hunting of game birds in South Dakota in part can be traced to 
difficulty In analyzing available data to get economic meaning. 
Identification of the nature of the product for -which there is 
demand from out-of-state residents is a step toward assessing 
the economic cost of institutional impediments lAilch restrain 
economic development and investment in game bird resources. 
The statute barring hunting of migratory birds in South 
Dakota by nonresidents and upheld in State v. Kemp (155) be­
came effective for the 1947 hunting season. Whether the two 
prior years represent a change in biological conditions or an 
upsurge in popularity of the sport, time periods divided by 
passage of prohibitive legislation exhibit a contrasting 
relationship between migratory bird stamp sales and nonresi­
dent small game licenses Issued in the state. One period, 
1954-1946, inclusive, is selected because it marks the time 
•Kàien federal migratory bird stamps were required and nonresi­
dents were allowed to hunt migratory birds in South Dakota. 
The seasons, 1947-1962, inclusive, are those providing data 
since the ban was imposed. 
In the Kemp decision the South Dakota Supreme Court 
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stated; 
. . . the South Dakota law here under attack comes 
squarely within its authority to give "further pro­
tection to migratory birds". This law protects 
ducks and geese against a host of hunters who other­
wise would be hunting these birds simply as an 
Incidentl to pheasant hunting in South Dakota (155, 
73 S.D. at 462, 44 H.W.2d at 216). 
The purpose of this discourse is not to quarrel with the 
legal reasoning employed by the Oourt, but to test the 
hypothesis inherent in statements which are not wholly per­
tinent to testing of the legality of an act which excludes 
shooting of migratory waterfowl by those who are not residents. 
A hypothesis paraphrased from words of the Oourt may be; 
that there is no appreciable difference in the numbers of out-
of-state residents coming into the state to hunt pheasants 
under condition of being permitted to hunt migratory waterfowl 
and under condition of being prohibited from hunting migratory 
waterfowl. This becomes a sub-hypothesis of the first major 
hypothesis of this study which states that there is difference 
between present and optimum levels of productivity of recrea­
tional resources. Evidence suggesting the rejection of the 
former also suggests acceptance of the latter. 
The South Dakota Supreme Oourt in the Kemp case justified 
its action upholding the hunter ban in order to give protec­
tion to migratory birds. It differentiated between nonresi-
U^nderline provided. 
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dents and residents on the basis of their hunting habits in 
stating: 
Obviously the local resident vho had his business 
or profession to occupy him was in entirely a dif­
ferent class from the nonresident hunter -who was 
in South Dakota for the single purpose of hunting. 
The extent of duck or goose shooting by the resident 
was not increased or diminished to any appreciable 
extent by the excellent pheasant hunting. He was 
at home occupied with his daily tasks, hunting "cdien 
he wished, but not shooting ducks or geese simply 
to occupy time that otherwise was not occupied. It 
is also a fact, too well known in South Dakota, 
that many nonresident hunters, not all, who have 
made the trip to this state perhaps at considerable 
expense are not satisfied unless they get their 
limit of everything the law allows. We conclude, 
therefore, that nonresidents constitute a"peculiar 
source of evil at which this statute was aimed 
(155, 73 S.D. at 464-465, 44 H.¥.2d at 217). 
The cure applied by the legislature was held to be 
appropriate, and it was not then seen to be the purpose of the 
Court to prescribe other cures. Regarding the nature of the 
attraction of hunting in South Dakota, the South Dakota Supreme 
Court in the Kemp case in effect held (1) that for the non­
resident the hunting of pheasants stimulated the hunting of 
ducks and geese, but being prevented from hunting ducks and 
geese did not cause him to stop hunting pheasants to any 
significant extent, and (2) that for the resident the hunting 
of ducks and geese was not appreciably changed to any extent 
by pheasant hunting. Because the current topic is addressed 
to the subject of economic development, viz., the Increase of 
incomes to residents of South Dakota through expenditures made 
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by residents of other states, it is (1), above to "sdiich 
analysis is applied. 
Years 1934-1946 
Analysis of data on Table 1 yields results given in 
Figure 2. The relationship between nonresident small game 
licenses and numbers of migratory bird stamps sold in South 
Dakota from 1934 through 1946 is positive. The complementary 
relationship is described by the regression coefficient of 
1.3254. As the number of migratory bird stamps changed by 
10,000, the number of nonresident small game licenses changed 
by 13,254. The coefficient of determination value of .9034 
is significantly different from zero at the 1 per cent level. 
The regression coefficient is significantly different from 
zero at the 1 per cent level. 
Years 1947-1962 
The relationship between nonresident small game licenses 
and sales of migratory bird hunting stamp during the 16 years 
after prohibition of migratory bird hunting by nonresidents is 
negative, shown in Figure 3. The latter period began with a 
sharp reduction in small game licenses sold to nonresidents 
from the close of the earlier period. The trend over time 
from 1947 to 1962 appears to be one of increased numbers of 
nonresident hunters of pheasants and reduced numbers of South 
Dakota residents engaged in hunting of migratory birds in 
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Nonresident licenses (Y) 
(10,000) 
1945 
1946 
1944 
1943_ 
1936 
\ 1935 
11934 
1942 
_1941 
1940 1939 
:938 
4 5 6 7 8 9 2 3 1 
Migratory bird stamps (X) (10,000) 
Figure 2. Regression of nonresident small game 
licenses (172) on numbers of migratory 
bird stamp sales (177) in South Dakota, 
1934-1946 
Y = - 20,252 + 1.3254 X** 
(0.1307) 
r2 = .9034** 
**Significant at .01 level. 
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Nonresident licenses (Y) 
(10,000) 
9 
8 
_1961 
1948 
1952 
1951 
1960 
1949 
1956 
1955, 
1953 -
1954/ 
1947 
1950 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Migratory bird stamps (X) (10,000) 
Figure 3. Regression of nonresident small game 
licenses (172) on numbers of migratory 
bird stamp sales (177) in South Dakota, 
1947-1962 
Y = 80,793 - 1.2219 X 
(0.2930) 
r2 = .6241** 
**Significant at .01 level. 
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spite of exclusive privilege. The coefficient of determina­
tion Indicates that 62.4 per cent of the variation In nonresi­
dent small game licenses can be explained by the variation in 
sales of migratory bird stamps in the state. The regression 
coefficient estimates that as the sales of bird stamps changes 
by 10,000, there is an opposite change in nonresident licenses 
of 12,219. Both estimates are significantly different from 
zero at the 1 per cent level of probability. 
Meaning of the contrast between time periods 
The statistical analysis made does not include the factor 
of time. It appears that popularity of hunting pheasants in 
South Dakota by residents of other states has Increased over 
the 29 years; -trtiile there had been an upward trend in numbers 
of migratory bird hunters in the state from 1934 to 19^ 6 with 
a decline in numbers of resident migratory bird hunters since 
1947. 
Whatever Interpretation is made, there is strong evidence 
to suggest that a loss in potential nonresident small game 
hunting has ensued the restriction of migratory bird hunting 
to residents when time periods are compared. 
The regression lines within each time period may be 
accounted for by other factors. During the period 1934 to 
1946, recovery from the depression into World War II years 
with the post-war jump in demand for hunting during 1945 and 
1946 can be noted. Legislation of 194? altered the pattern 
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tut likely reflected a situation inhere limited supplies had 
become inadequate to supply the expanding demand at constant 
prices. 
Restricting the market from 194? to 1962 may have been 
sufficient to protect migratory birds temporarily from addi­
tional hunters in a given area; however, it was more likely 
treating the symptom rather than prescribing the cure. If 
each political sovereignty located in a flyway is not able or 
willing to restrict hunting in its area sufficiently to pre­
vent the depletion of bird population numbers, it is not 
likely to make investments in the production of the migratory 
bird population because of the uncertainty in claiming bene­
fits associated with costs. 
The net result of a declining resource base of migratory 
waterfowl that is shared by separate sovereignties has shifted 
attention of hunters to a resource base whose successive 
annual populations are less greatly affected by the kill of 
birds during a given year and the returns from the investment 
in which accrue to the residents of a single state, whether 
directly by participation or indirectly by providing factors 
of monetary value. Such a resource is typified by the pheas­
ants of South Dakota. Decisions made within the state affect 
the economic productivity of investments in game bird resources, 
and hence the level of investments made. 
Acceptance of the sub-hypothesis that there is no 
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appreciable difference in numbers of out-of-state residents 
coming to South Dakota to hunt pheasants -whether or not they 
are allowed to hunt migratory birds cannot be made on the 
basis of evidence cited. The state, through its Supreme Court 
validating the nonresident hunting prohibition, did possibly 
protect existing migratory bird populations from immediate 
increased hunting pressure. It did not by itself reduce 
pressure from its own residents or provide for control and 
investment required to maintain migratory bird populations 
along the entire flyway. Rejection of the sub-hypothesis 
gives reason to accept the first major hypothesis that there 
is difference in present levels of economic productivity of 
certain recreational resources and an optimum which could 
exist, given corrections in institutions which would more 
certainly return benefits to the planning agent making the 
investment. 
If it is assumed that the combination of waterfowl and 
upland birds is an attraction for hunters, an economic model 
to explain investment decisions can be devised to account for 
factors influencing productivity of each class of game bird. 
The norm of maximum economic development could then be more 
closely approximated. 
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FACTORS OP DEMiND FOR GAME BIRDS 
Outdoor recreation Involves competition among users for 
a limited resource which is land as space. Technology can 
Increase productivity without increasing space requirement to 
some extent as by restocking a lake with fish or investing in 
habitat for Increased game bird production, but at some point 
In a given level of technical knowledge space becomes a limit­
ing factor to which there are property rights and for which 
there is alternative use. 
norms are applied to situations. A production norm 
maximizes the product. A distribution norm assigns costs and 
benefits. A stability norm provides for continuous flow of 
goods and services. In the case of recreation, values are not 
readily measurable. Distribution of costs and benefits in 
monetary terms may not always be coincident with disbursement 
of burdens and bounties as provided by law. A social lag 
occurs when institutions are not changed to be in accord with 
changes in tastes and technology. The lag may disrupt flow 
of goods and services from a useful resource. If game is to 
provide Increased economic benefits for an Individual, a group, 
or a government, institutions require those who accept costs 
to be able to receive benefits. This chapter is concerned 
•with economic decisions made to meet demands on recreational 
resources, assuming costs and benefits are to be shared in the 
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same proportion in order to get maximiam economic development. 
Optimum Combination of Game Bird Resources for 
Economic Development 
Evidence indicates that investment in game birds has 
been less than optimum for economic development. Analysis is 
now directed toward proportioning of investment between 
classes of game birds, with reference to corrections in 
institutions which facilitate investing in optimum combina­
tion. 
A model to show proportionality of investment between classes 
of game birds 
Efforts of the state of South Dakota to devote game bird 
resources to purpose of economic development are represented 
geometrically by the expansion path principle.^ 
Figure 4 illustrates a potential pattern of income to be 
obtained through investment in the two classes of game birds, 
migratory and nonmigratory, under conditions of constant 
returns and costs. Values assigned are hypothetical and are 
used merely for illustrative purposes. The horizontal axis 
^Por explanation of the expansion path principle see 
Heady (171» Chapters 6 and 12) and Boulding (168, Chapter 
34). 
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(X) measures physical unite of migratory "birds. The vertical 
axis (Y) accounts for nonmlgratory birds In terms of physical 
production. Both are considered as Inputs from mhlch a 
product In the form of designated levels of Income to a state 
is attained as shorn by the hypothetical Iso-lncome contour 
lines, each designated The marginal rate of substitution 
between the two factors is the same for every level of income 
as denoted by the Iso-cost lines of constant slope. 
Figure 5 demonstrates a change in the price relationships 
of factors, but the same pattern of Income contours as the 
figure on the left. It is assumed that given numbers of 
pheasants can be produced ^rith the same investment expenditure 
as had been required in Figure 4. However, a netr expansion 
path is dratfn throug^h the minimum total cost positions of 
tangency of Income contours with the equal cost lines result­
ing from increasing unit costs for the physical production of 
migratory birds. The altered expansion path proportions the 
respective inputs so that there are Increased numbers of 
pheasants in the mix and reduced numbers of waterfowl. The 
cost increase in migratory birds has a negative expansion 
effect on the production of both waterfowl and nonmlgratory 
birds, but for the latter input not enough to offset the 
substitution effect. The increased unit costs of migratory 
bird production reduces the income benefits from given invest­
ments in the factor combination of game birds. 
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Nonmigratory Nonmigratory 
bird resource bird resource 
12 
8 
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Figure 4. Expansion path Figure 5. Expansion path 
with constant with increasing 
costs for two costs for one 
resources resource 
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Policy implications to promote investment in game "birds 
There is relevance of this model to this study. Institu­
tions have not restricted one or more inputs necessary for 
production of nonmigratory birds so severely as to sharply 
diminish the marginal physical productivity of investment, or 
to raise marginal cost or price of that investment. However, 
there appear to be institutional limitations on the propaga­
tion of the migratory birds which does diminish the marginal 
productivity or raise the price of given physical increases in 
that resource. 
The third chapter examines data and means which would 
improve productivity of the nonmigratory bird base for economic 
development. It accepts workings of a market economy in that 
the state as a planning agent is able to claim returns from 
Investment because it has degree of monopoly control over the 
supply of the resource. 
Later chapters are concerned mainly with institutions 
which restrict investment in migratory birds. A single state 
sovereignty has acquired sets of institutions from its equals, 
as other states, and has had to weigh its duties and powers 
against that of another sovereign power not in similar cir­
cumstance, the federal government. Because the restriction in 
the supply of migratory birds may be restricting not only 
hunting of them, but also of nonmigratory birds, relatively 
greater attention is given to institutions affecting invest-
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ment In the migratory bird resource. 
Corrections in Institutions implicitly are requisite to 
incentive for investment among game resources in such propor­
tion to provide optimum economic development. Institutional 
change on a broader scale, as among states and nations which 
influence migratory bird resources, may have to be accompli^d 
in order to provide a given state with economic incentive to 
make its institutional corrections. !Ehat policy priority 
would be followed by programs of user investments in the 
migratory game resources similar in effect to those employed 
in investments in nonmigratory game. Investments would depend 
in part on funds from outside the state whether in form of 
receipts from hunters as individuals or from distribution of 
federal tax monies collected from user groups. The specific 
means of accomplishment are subjects to be left for further 
study, but directions for research are given in this paper. 
Research in Recreation 
Much of economic theory ignores institutions, but also 
much research in recreation has been institutional. Attempts 
have been to relate economic theory to measurement of alter­
native costs and both primary and secondary benefits. Success 
in these efforts could cause society to establish institutions 
which permit optimum use of land resources with an alternative 
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use for recreationo 
John R. Commons (12, p. 6^9) traces the development of 
two diverse theories of the institution of property. One is 
concerned with the power of exploitation or lAiat could be 
called the capitalized present value of discounted expected 
earnings. Another theory is that of reasonable value imposed 
largely through interpretation of the U.S. Supreme Court. The 
social will has means of arriving at a concept of intangible 
value different from that of the scientist, who is not con­
cerned with purpose, to one which starts with the public pur­
pose and makes the pursuit of that purpose a science. This is 
the role of institutions. 
Investigations into the values of recreation, therefore, 
find economic costs, but that benefits are not easily molded 
into economic analysis. Studies to measure value of recrea­
tion often take benefits as being indicated by money expendi­
tures, which is a departure from the traditional economic 
measure of capitalized value. The secondary benefits to the 
country appear as primary benefits to a region or individual 
because that income would not exist in the region or to the 
individual in absence of the resource. Optimum national 
allocation req^uires that costs and benefits among alternative 
uses be measured by the same standard. This is i^at the 
economist seeks to do in research. 
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Recreation as a good 
"Demand" for recreation Is not synonymous with "need" for 
recreation. Heed reflects a willingness to "buy. Demand 
Includes willingness and ability to pay. "Demand" Is not the 
same as "expenditures," since a transaction need not be com­
pleted In order for there to be demand. The recreational 
economist has, though, sought to estimate demand by measuring 
expenditures, neither of which, as pointed out. Is necessarily 
synonymous with "value." 
"Direct demand" usually refers to direct satisfaction in 
consumption of a commodity. "Derived demand" exists because 
the commodity or service is used in production. Demand for 
the final recreational consumption good is direct and perhaps 
non-economic in that it is not clearly reduced to monetary 
value. The demand for recreational resources becomes derived 
and is economic insofar as they do have alternative uses tdiere 
demand Is clearly economic. There is attempt to estimate a 
non-economic value by measuring alternative economic derived 
demands on the resource or by counting expenditures made in 
pursuit of a value. Purchases of equipment and Investment in 
game propagation are derived demands. The nature and peculi­
arities of the outdoor recreational product and the require­
ment, as use of space make derived demands on land and water 
resources, 
A recommended general policy of the federal government 
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relative to public recreation vas prepared by the Federal 
Interagency Committee on Recreation and published by the 
Select Committee on National Water Resources (67). It states 
in part: 
Recreation is a human need which is essential 
at all times to the well-being of people, and that 
the national welfare is promoted by providing 
opportunities for wholesome and adequate recreation. 
Recreation activities are highly personalized and 
varied. The provision of necessary recreation 
facilities and services requires National, State, 
and local effort, both public and private (67, p. 
11). 
If recreation begins as a need, it could through social 
institutions acquire reasonable value in an economic sense. 
This process is the operation of institutions of society. 
Recreation as a public activity 
Outdoor recreation has been cited as one of the fastest 
growing activities by Landsberg et of Resources for the 
Future (26, p. 233). Factors ^jhlch Indicate this trend are 
taken to be (1) the doubling of U.S. population every fifty 
years, (2) the doubling of per capita income over the same 
period, (3) that leisure time has increased because of shorter 
work hours resulting in spare time during the day and 
lengthened weekends and vacations, (4) that mobility in both 
the short and long distance has increased, and (5) the shift 
of population into older and younger age brackets along with 
migration from rural to urban living so that more pressure is 
placed on outdoor recreation facilities. These factors are 
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among those wbloh have resulted In an annual increase of 10 
per cent in the numbers of visits to state parks and approxi­
mately the same increase for national parks. The rate in 
usage of city and metropolitan parks has gained about half 
that of the state and national parks, which is indicative of 
increased mobility and longer periods for travel that enable 
people to get away from their immediate localities. 
Five factors affecting the demands for outdoor recreation 
have been listed by landsberg et in the study that was 
sponsored by Resources for the Future (26, p. 233). The first 
of these was that of increasing population. The second was 
that of rising per capita incomes. Together they affect 
aggregate levels of expenditures. The demands for particular 
types of recreation have been the subjects of studies to which 
there will be reference. 
Factors of leisure time and improved mobility are closely 
related, but evidence to be cited on the next pages points to 
the latter as the more important. The fifth observation is 
that age distribution is bulged at both ends of age groupings 
along with the movement to urban places. It reduces the 
effects on recreation due to increased incomes and tends to 
spread the wage-earner's pay over more individuals. This fac­
tor likely affects the makeup of recreation expenditures more 
than their volume. This is noted by an upsurge in the use of 
public camping facilities by families. More examination is 
due the claim that the presence of increased leisure time on 
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public hands has heightened the demand for outdoor recreation. 
The case for believing those with leisure will have 
demand for outdoor recreation Aggregate statistics and 
projections have been taken to suggest an Increased demand for 
outdoor recreation. Evidence Is not clear as to the Income 
elasticity of demand and what public preferences are likely 
to become. 
Projections typically show that gains In gross national 
product will be greater than gains in population and expendi­
tures on non-recreational products as food. Resources for the 
Future made projections for the U.S. Senate Select Committee 
on National Water Resources (66, p. 5). The population jump 
for 1980 was projected to be in the range of 25 to 50 per cent 
over that in 1958. Real gross national product in 1980 was 
indicated to be 85 to l4o per cent above I960. The domestic 
market for farm products in 1980 would be 60 to 90 per cent 
above the 1954 level. These and similar projected aggrega­
tions, form the basis for planning consumption of Increased 
productivity beyond those of basic needs. Among values we 
attribute to the unborn or Immature generation, that of enjoy­
ment of outdoor recreational resources ranks high. Nostalgia, 
or recollection and yearning for a return to the past, may be 
mirrored in a look forward by the current generation of 
decision-makers. 
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The case for believing those -with leisure will have 
little or no demand for outdoor recreation Ancient philos­
ophers described leisure as freedom from the necessity of 
labor. Leisure to them was used for cultivating the mind for 
service to the state or in celebrating religion. Modern 
characterization of leisure has come to be time off from the 
job. Thus leisure and work are today commonly thought of as 
antipodes. 
Modern American has seen use of leisure time from two 
extremes. He seeks to escape the frustrations of his daily 
monotony and indulges in conversation in great issues about 
which, as an individual, he can do little or nothing. He 
becomes stimulated by politics and religion. In striving for 
accomplishment modern man goes in another direction and places 
himself, and others, in a difficult situation from which he 
can extricate himself and also lead his dependents. He goes 
camping and takes his family with him. 
Observation has been offered to show that the relation of 
increased demand for outdoor recreation and gain in leisure 
time has been overstated. Sebastian de Grazia (17) calculates 
that although the average work week is usually given at about 
59 hours, full-time workers have a 46 or 47-hour week. Addi­
tion of time spent at second jobs, do it yourself tasks, and 
time getting to and from work results in claim that gains in 
free time since 1850, when the work week is said to have been 
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70 hours, are largely a myth. 
Harold WLlenslcy (71) has directed attention to the uneven 
distribution of leisure and the impact of economic growth on 
free time. The 20th century decline in the work week has not 
only been grossly exaggerated, but free time has been imposed 
to a disproportionately large degree on the unemployed, 
partially employed, and older people whether retired or not. 
These groups, in addition to large numbers of children, are 
not those ^ o are financially and physically capable of 
increasing the demand for recreation as measured by expendi­
tures. leisure-bunching to permit an occasional long weekend 
trip or vacation combined with sharply improved transportation 
perhaps account for increased demands, and expenditures, for 
recreation travel. 
Pressure to be on the move in order to get recreational 
experience also comes from deteriorating situations of crowd­
ing of metropolitan facilities already available and the 
restriction of access sites by private parities. Sites with 
recreational potential tend to be where population is low. 
Those people with the greatest "need" for outdoor recreation 
tend to be those with the least "demand" as the unemployed in 
city slums. To supply a national objective, as recreation as 
a human need, there is required interplay between technical 
and Institutional technology. 
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Recreation as a group activity 
A group which shares an attitude becomes a political 
interest group tdien it makes claims on other groups through 
institutions of government, according to Truman (58. p. 37)* 
Voluntary groups are effective in promoting development 
of recreational resources at public expense on grounds of • 
public benefit. One can speculate on the extent of public 
use of recreational resources as favored by groups, even 
though they are developed at public expense. Recreational 
enthusiasts are eager to have costs publicly subsidized to 
a point where extra group expense, or marginal costs, are 
reduced so that the group's marginal benefits are within range 
of marginal costs. The precise point of expenditure favored 
by the group would be where its net benefits are maximized. 
This point may not be the same as lAiere net public benefits 
are greatest. Conceivably, expenditures of public money on a 
large scale to make benefits truly public would need to be 
large enough to reduce marginal costs to a point where each 
member of the tax-paying public would use the resource, if the 
user's marginal benefits were above zero, as the public is a 
larger population than is the group. 
In theory, the recreational pressure group seeks to get 
enough public expenditure directed in manners it sees fit, in 
order to maximize Its (the group's) consumer surplus. Expend­
itures of public funds beyond that point might raise group 
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marginal costs so high or bring in members of the public whose 
marginal benefits from recreation are so low that group or 
even total net social benefits are reduced. 
Another may argue that outdoor recreation is so benefi­
cial to a substantial number of citizens that those who do not 
participate are benefited as well as those tAlo do voluntarily 
take part. With more difficulty, such an argument could be 
extended to claim that public social benefits are so high that 
participation by the few should be compulsory, as is the case 
with elementary education. If one stops short of that extreme 
position there may be arguments to show that all members of 
the public should be subsidized in such a manner that their 
choices are widened. Some may prefer education, medical 
services, or improved transportation; depending on the indi­
viduals' structures of marginal cost and marginal benefits 
among alternatives. 
Claims to the effect that the public interest in recrea­
tion is increasing may be hard to distinguish from a case of 
recreation groups gaining in number and strength within the 
electorate. This does not necessarily negate justification of 
public funds for group benefit. Although a group admittedly 
may not advocate public participation in a resource developed 
at public expense, such expenditure may be justified as public 
policy in terms of welfare, nevertheless, because there can 
be public expenditures for increments of individual or group 
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benefit yet -with actual decrease in total net social product, 
the public has devised means of control of the resource-user, 
as well as of the resource. 
Hecreation as an individual activity 
Consumption goods can be of two types according to 
Samuelson (4o, pp. 387-389). They are private consumption 
goods and collective consumption goods. The former are par-
celled out according to the relation = Z The latter 
are enjoyed in common so that an individual' s use of a good 
does not detract from another's use of the good, so that 
Xjj ^ j j. How to deduce the social welfare function is 
not the task of the scientist. If there are conditions of 
smooth concave production possibility curves, convex indif­
ference curves, along with all conditions of perfect competi­
tion, competitive market pricing ensures that goods are pro­
duced at minimum costs, sold at proper marginal costs, with 
all factors receiving their marginal productivities, the 
Invisible Hand would lead to a grand solution of the maximum 
social net product. %thin this framework a lump-sum tax for 
each individual could be imposed which would lead to an 
optimum if collective consumption were (1) zero, or (2) 
explicitly set at optimum value. 
In absence of decentralized, spontaneous pricing to 
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determine optimum levels of collective consumption, institu­
tions provide voting and signaling which are, in an individ­
ualistic sense, designed to approximate an optimum allocation 
of public resources. Conventional economic theory does not 
reveal when this ideal position is attained. 
Private consumption can be likened to a situation -whereby 
if one man gets a loaf of bread, another gets one loaf less. 
Public consumption is represented by an outdoor circus or 
national defense so that each individual enjoys consumption to 
his own taste. The increasing number of citizens -vriio are 
jointly supplied public goods is analogous in the private 
economy to a monopoly supplier whose joint products increase 
beyond number. A pertinent question is whether or not all 
government-provided services and resources fit the above 
description of a public consumption good. If the answer Is 
no, the usefulness of the simplification in understanding 
government is not destroyed. 
In reality it is observed that "public goods" are 
rationed. Examples of defense and light-house protection may 
be valid, but in modern socio-political economics there is 
crowding eind rationing in hospitals, schools, highways, 
courts, and access to wild game. 1@iat is seen to be maximized 
by one citizen is viewed by another to be minimized as in 
Instances of jukebox music in a public place or the depreda­
tions of wild game. Education, too, may be an exception. 
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Education at public expense provides the individual with 
capital. If benefits of consumption were parcelled out so 
that the individual could get income and could privately 
select his om benefit from public expenditures or public 
resources there might be deterioration of social capital or 
even social revolution. Income distribution is based on the 
productivity principle. Demands of competing social groups 
are compromised politically in the governmental budgets or by 
dedication of public resources so that values and behavior are 
not purely of individualistic nature. 
The degree of public interest in recreational goods 
In this presentation it assumed that portions of outdoor 
recreation decisions could be made through the traditional 
market mechanism. Competition exists for limited resources 
between outdoor recreational uses and other objectives for 
land, and perhaps more keenly, for water in the Upper Missouri 
Basin. The solution has been left to "buyers" and "sellers" 
to work out mutually satisfactory relationships with degree of 
government intervention. The final objective more closely 
approximates optimum social welfare rather than either maximum 
net monetary return or objectives generated by a benevolent 
central administration. In directing resources according to 
some ratio of social costs and returns, collective social 
behavior does affect economic fortunes of property interests 
with vested rights in serving alternative economic demands. 
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It, hence, molds government policies which assigns costs and 
benefits in some proportion among geographic regions. Distri­
bution of income is influenced inter-sectorally and inter-
regionally. A decision to allocate resources to outdoor 
recreation precludes certain economic decisions and prescribes 
others. 
Resource policy decisions affecting public recreation are 
made by units of government with geographic limits. The 
implication is described by Loomer: 
The principal implication is that public recrea­
tion is planned, operated, and paid for by units of 
government representing communities, while the users 
'of public facilities come from anywhere and every­
where. In effect, the market area is defined on the 
supply side by the geographic pattern of governmental 
jurisdiction, while on the demand side the market 
refuses to be circumscribed. The result is a partial 
disassociation of costs and benefits that, in theory, 
cannot be disassociated if truly rational decisions 
about resource use are to be made (27, p. 20). 
Increasing mobility provided by technology has limited 
the effectiveness of economic studies within governmental 
boundaries; and it has offered unusual difficulties in adapt­
ing needed public services to existing systems of public 
finance. An alternative is to adapt present institutional 
systems to conform to modem technological possibilities. 
Eheese sees the necessity for economic analysis applied 
to recreation investment; 
In my view an effective means of measuring 
consumer demand for outdoor recreation is not only 
important so that recreation development programs 
will not be relatively neglected in government 
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resources, but also to make sure that the specific 
recreation opportunities are developed Trtilch yield 
the greatest net value to society. This means that 
measurement must be accomplished giving proper 
cognizance to the fact that different forms of recrea­
tion (and other things) may be highly substitutable 
at the margin, and that arbitrary judgments concern­
ing the "unique" value of specific recreation 
opportunities be avoided (24, p. 44). 
Public insistence on economic evaluation of the recrea­
tion alternative is seen. Analysis by government agency 
assigns monetary values to recreational benefits with data 
lacking in detail. Policy is formulated to guide public 
Investment from a state of only partial knowledge. 
As there is public request for economic accounting among 
resource uses, there is likely more questioning of dedication 
of resources for specific purposes based on emotional appeal. 
Wilderness preservation is an example. Martin questions the 
demands by wilderness users who make up 0.7 of one per cent of 
recreatlonlsts claiming resources at the expense of the 99.3 
per cent in observing; 
. . . only a small percentage of the total popula­
tion is able to afford wilderness use in terms of 
money or time Involved. . . . Either easy access 
into wilderness areas must be provided in the form 
of roads, or you will have to devote a large share 
of your Income and/or time to outfit yourself and 
make your trip into the wilderness. 
Wilderness users too often forget that the 
government is providing facilities for their enjoy­
ment in a private sanctuary where lower income 
families may not venture. Is it worth the cost 
... to protect large expanses of wilderness for 
a minority group which now demands still more 
wilderness areas? 
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It may well be that . . . other types of 
recreation users will demand that special areas be 
set aside to perpetuate their specific use. This 
would result In dividing and chopping up the 
national forests Into small areas, each with only 
one primary use (29» pp. 18-21). 
Unless advocates of a special recreation purpose can get 
public acceptance that theirs Is a special case, they are not 
likely to escape completely the allocations suggested by 
multi-purpose economic analyses. Provisions for the financing 
of specific recreational opportunities are influenced by 
features of the recreational product and the factors supplying 
it. The conflict between parks and hunting Is a case in point. 
Purposes of hunting and fishing have been associated in costs 
and benefits, as by means of excise tax and license fees, more 
successfully than have been purposes of camping, picnicking, 
and boating. Insofar as the interest groups comprise differ­
ent publics there Is resentment by one to pay for the other. 
The complementarity in technical skills of personnel in both 
game and scenery account for a given agency having responsi­
bility over both parks and game areas. 
Ihe element of space is more limiting with single-purpose 
use of parks than "îdth hunting where substitutions are made 
so that the productivity of the environment is preserved. 
Parks more closely approximate a social good, so the methods 
of financing become less direct. Oommerciallzation deflects 
the purpose of a park. Financing usually includes appropri­
ation from a general source -which will not seriously reduce 
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the number of visits. Unless there is increased public sub­
sidy for park capacity, groups tdiich advocate parks may come 
to accept rationing more closely correlated with the pricing 
mechanism than it has been in the past. 
Technological progress and government programs 
Specific problem areas cause the student to induce gener­
alizations -which may be then applied to other relevant environ­
ments. Such is -the case -with the adoption of farm technology 
and the additional vector of government farm programs. 
Appraisal of these forces may exaggerate the appearance of 
extremism in Great Plains politics, -within -ràiich circumstances 
of public dilemma, important economic decisions are made. 
Technology has freed land as a limiting resource in farm 
production. Some farm programs are tied to a type of produc­
tion control through an acreage base, -which prevents the full 
impact of improved technology to be made on the price struc­
ture of land by maintaining its marginal returns. Another 
right is consequently attached to land—a right to a market 
translated back to an acreage base for growing crops. On a 
free market the price for land, the competitive advantage of 
Tdiich is reduced because it cannot adopt yield-increasing 
innovations, -would logically be less -fchan when sheltered by a 
farm program. Shifts in land use have costs under a free mar­
ket and are probably retarded by farm programs vAiich attach an 
extra right to fee simple ownership—that of market rights. 
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The Incorporation of rights into land values can become a 
basis of resistance to the retirement of lAole areas from one 
use and the direction into another use. A radical change in 
the allocation of land for recreational purpose under free 
market conditions is made less likely where recreation is one 
of several purposes as is typical of extensive cropping areas 
than -where recreation may displace a single-purpose marginal 
use. 
Retirement of part of a farm has stimulated more intensive 
farming on the remaining acres. The rigidity in land use added 
by farm programs has been modified by some phases of the soil 
bank program. South Dakota is reluctant to accelerate land use 
adjustment because the use of labor may be reduced more severe­
ly under a free market for land than under a system of dis­
persed land retirement. In either event, there are reduced 
full-time opportunities in agriculture with local labor conse­
quently available for the development of alternative uses of 
land. 
This phenomenon is not pertinent to water surface. 
South Dakota is likely to emphasize water resources compared 
to land resources for recreation to a greater extent under a 
farm program that retires a few acres on every farm than it 
would under free market conditions in agriculture. This 
diversion of development effort from land to water assigns to 
federal action agencies expanded responsibility within their 
traditional roles of managing larger bodies of vrater. A space 
resource changed from land to water acquires a new set of 
multi-purposes uses. State agencies are left with water less 
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spectacular as an attraction for federal funds in development. 
Consequently, here Is further reasoning to explain the compe­
tition between federal and state agencies in development of 
recreational resources. 
Any plan for recreational development must be reviewed 
periodically. Changing public demands made upon water sur­
faces could veer from one use, as hunting waterfowl to one of 
say, boating which could be appropriate use of large water 
bodies for family recreation with modern transportation. 
Behind the veil of the prohibition of waterfowl hunting by 
nonresidents, the possibility is suggested that demand for 
that use relative to others has declined with a new generation. 
Public agencies may become so wedded to a clientele holding 
to the old values that the ascending dominance in choice of 
nonhuntlng water use over hunting is not fully recognized 
Insofar as those uses may be competitive. Their competition 
for public investment funds is probably more keen than for use 
of existing water surface. Agencies of government, state or 
federal, most alert in recognizing shifts in popular demand 
are also in the better position to direct development. Re­
quirement of sizeable expenditures for development is a factor, 
upon which one could predict dominance of federal agencies in 
development of certain water resources. The optimum or most 
efficient planning and administration could well be with 
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coordination among all federal and state action agencies and 
not necessarily coincident with the source of funds. 
Studies estimating recreational value 
Efforts have been made to measure recreational values in 
economic terms. Values of water for consumptive uses have 
been analyzed by historic methods of comparison as among 
domestic, industrial, agricultural, and power uses. But there 
has been a lack of economic measures of nonconsumptive uses of 
water for recreation and fish and wildlife purposes. 
In order to evaluate the worth of a resource area for 
recreation, methods are needed by which there can be made 
comparative estimates of the productivity of the land and its 
value for recreation, as well as determining the comparison of 
economic values of water for consumptive and nonconsumptive 
uses. 
Current and anticipated pressure or present public 
recreational areas appear to exceed the capacity of present 
sites. Studies have been made to determine the economic 
significance of recreation in monetary terms. Several studies 
are reviewed in order to demonstrate the types of research 
accomplished in recreation. The gathering of data has been 
pursued relentlessly, but analysis to bring out meaning of 
data has been relatively meager. 
Actions in state legislatures and in Congress have been 
taken toward evaluation of recreational benefits as an integral 
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part of project planning. Assignment of reasonable dollar 
values or equivalents for recreation can make economically 
feasible multi-purpose projects which otherwise may have non-
recreational costs greater than nonrecreatlonal benefits. 
Principles developed in Justification of a multi-purpose 
project include only primary benefits, or those ^ Aiich arise 
from the project itself. Addition of secondary benefits or 
those induced by primary benefits may mean double-counting. 
Recreation can be a primary benefit, although, also suggested 
is inclusion as benefits both primary and secondary lAiere 
repayments are to be made. Identification of recreational 
benefits in dollar terms is needed. Primary benefits of 
recreation seem to be intangible. Secondary benefits are more 
amenable to measurement through dollars spent with the business 
community. 
Use of expenditures to estimate recreational benefits 
should be those above any ^Aiich would have been made without 
the presence of recreational facilities. The national Park 
Service has used the cost approach to estimating recreational 
benefits. Primary benefits are considered equal to costs, and 
secondary benefits equal to primary benefits so that benefits 
are always twice costs. This circular line of reasoning has 
been arbitrary and has usually under-estimated total demand 
for recreational projects where recreation is a major con­
sideration of a multi-purpose project. 
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Methods of assigning dollar values to recreational bene­
fits are not perfect because values are largely intangible. 
There is no expenditure by the recreationist wherein the state 
Is directly reimbursed. Some suggestions are to treat recrea­
tion facilities as though controlled by a monopolist -who is 
also a mindreader in that he could determine demand. Another 
approach is to use the expense incurred by the traveler •who 
spends the most in order to enjoy the benefits and to assume 
that demand is present for all users, although they spend less, 
and hence, enjoy a consumer surplus. 
Upper Feather River Basin study One inquiry was made 
by Trice and Wood (57, pp. 195-207). It Involves five reser­
voirs in the Upper Feather River Basin, in Oalifomla, tihich 
were planned largely for recreational use. There was interest 
to develop recreation in the "areas of origin" before waters 
were exported to "areas of deficiency." It has been shown In 
some cases, where projects have been completed, that demand 
for recreation, or interest in recreation, was greater than 
that planned, resulting In overcrowding of facilities. If 
suitable dollar allowances could have been assigned in the 
planning stage, benefit-cost ratios would have justified 
emphasis for recreation. 
An adaptation of the view that there is a consumer sur­
plus for recreation was used in the Upper Feather River Study. 
The travel expense of the visitor in the 90th percentile was 
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#3.14 per day. The median travel cost was #1.05, for a free 
"benefit of #2.09 per visitor-day. The range was #22.62 to 
#.09 travel cost per day for persons in 288 parties surveyed, 
and was consistent with two other surveys in the study. Trice 
and Wood suggested the figure of #2.00 a day per visitor as 
the free value of recreation. Such a conclusion requires 
assumptions similar to those used to estimate irrigation and 
other consumptive benefits which are usually expressed in 
monetary terms in cost-benefit analysis. 
There also could be credited to recreation benefits in 
the form of "carry-over enjoyment," or the value of the vaca­
tion experience in retrospect. Other secondary benefits could 
be improved general health of citizens, reduced juvenile 
delinquency, and reduced costs of restraining and therapeutic 
institutions. To describe the sum of a figure expressed only 
in monetary equivalents and a figure which defies monetary 
definition is typical of the enigma encountered in attempts to 
measure recreational benefits. Analysis by simulation of 
costs and benefits approximates monetary values which can be 
used in making public policy. 
The National Survey of Fishing and Hunting The extent of 
fishing and hunting and the magnitude of monetary expenditures 
were estimated by the National Survey of Pishing and Hunting in 
1955 (62) and i960 (64). Interviews with eligible hunters or 
fishermen from samples of households revealed their character-
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Istlcs and expenditures. 
Increase in both numbers of participants and in expendi­
tures occurred from 1955 to I960, In the former year 
20,813,000 sport fishermen spent |l,914,292,000 and 11,784,000 
hunters spent an estimated #936,687,000 with total expenditure 
on the two activities of #2.9 billion made by 24.9 million 
different individuals. In I960 persons engaged in either or 
both activities numbered approximately 30.4 million, spending 
#3.9 billion. There were 25,323,000 fishermen spending 
#2,690,872,000, and 14,637,000 hunters making #1,161,242,000 
in expenditures. 
Separate state reports revealed attitudes toward expan­
sion of recreation areas. In 1955 92.3 per cent of the fish­
ermen and hunters in Iowa favored expansion and improvement 
of state parks. Means of a general state tax was favored by 
49 per cent, with others favoring fees, stamps, licenses, or 
a combination of means of revenue. Significant feeling on the 
part of recreation enthusiasts for public responsibility in 
provision of facilities was shown by two surveys. 
The Minnesota Arrowhead Vacation-travel Survey of 1958 
The M. A. A. Vacation-travel Survey was an attempt to deter­
mine economic significance and potential of recreation in I9 
counties of northern Minnesota (42). Owners of resorts and 
accommodations and summer guests were questioned by mail and 
interview. The two aspects of the industry inventoried were 
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accommodation facilities and the characteristics of travelers. 
Resources for recreation in Minnesota are representative of a 
large investment of capital. 
Economic importance of tourists to the Missouri Ozarks 
The University of Missouri carried information on the economic 
importance of tourists in the Ozarks mountains by gathering 
data on tourists (3). Key considerations about tourists were 
how much they spend, where they come from, how long they stay, 
and how many there were in the party. Volume of expenditures 
and access by highway stood out in importance. 
Empirical studies have typical shortcomings. They make 
aggregations, but there is a dearth of clues about behavior of 
component groups. Usefulness of recreational research could 
be expedited with shift in emphasis to planning data gathering 
and digesting and interpreting data. 
Problems of private land use for recreation in Wisconsin 
A survey by Anderson in T'/isconsin points up the dependence of 
an area on resorts and the importance of public policies toward 
the income position of the private resort industry (1). Con­
versely there appears to be a vested interest of the resort 
operators in state control of private development of shore 
lines of Wisconsin lakes. 
The relationship between program and organization in 
administration of forest and wildlife resources by the state 
of Minnesota The activities of agencies in Minnesota con-
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cerned with recreational resources have been related to the 
administrative organization of those agencies by Irving (23). 
It was found that means to stimulate public support were not 
always compatible. State-wide uniformity conflicts with local 
adaptation, for example. Special interests strengthen or 
weaken particular agencies in line with their causes. 
Recreational usage and visitors expenditures Gavins Point 
Jam and Reservoir The Business Research Bureau of the 
University of South Dakota published data on the recreational 
usage and visitor expenditure at Gavins Point Dam and Reser­
voir near Yankton, South Dakota, during the summer of 1959 
(68). The elasticity of demand in terms of cost per visit was 
estimated (l4). The construction of a demand curve was made 
based on data of visitors to the attraction in relation to 
total population. Expenditures per visit were found by 
tourists classified into zones as to distance from the dam and 
reservoir. The effect of increasing costs per visit on 
attendance figures was estimated. This study indicates how, 
with a useful economic model information can be extracted for 
useful policy purposes. The imposition of an entrance fee to 
a scenic or recreational area may be judged. Data indicated 
that the demand for recreational usage of the dam and reser­
voir >ra.s elastic for visitors living near the site, but ine­
lastic for people from a distance. This is logical because 
the additional expense, as an entrance fee is proportionately 
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a greater share of total expenses for those from near than for 
those living far from the resource. However, the demand 
appeared again to become elastic as costs of attendance were 
increased by larger amounts even for those from distant zones 
because of the alternatives offered by competing recreational 
attractions elsewhere. 
There is possibility for resource owners to use analysis 
on elasticity of demand for recreation for discriminatory 
pricing. In fact it is already done as in instance of out-of-
state license fees. A model will be introduced wherein this 
practice could be refined. 
Marion Clawson has offered notions how discriminatory 
pricing might be practiced in separating recreation customers 
so that, under conditions of inelastic demand as exists at 
certain national parks, consumer surplus might be taxed away 
by entrance fees (10). It can be observed that when there is 
a seasonal flat entrance fee for all entrants to a park, there 
is a form of discriminatory pricing because the charge per 
visit of nearby residents is less because their number of 
visits may be many, whereas, a traveler from a distance 
probably makes only one call at the park for the season. 
In the following section, an explanation of analytical 
model will be given. It could be useful in making policy 
decisions if a state seeks to maximize economic activity by 
controlling access and imposing charges on the taking of a 
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state-owned resource as wild game. 
A model for discrimination in pricing of a recreational 
product 
As indicated in studies by Olawson (10) and Evans (14) 
and Van Doren (68)» elasticity of demand for recreation 
becomes greater as the users reside nearer the resource. It 
is also reasonable that there will be a greater number of 
visits to a site or indulgences in a sport the more accessible 
the resource. %th these as basic assumptions, one can formu­
late hypothetical relationships from actual data to illustrate 
how a monopolist may price a resource where elasticities of 
demand are different. This could be relevant to policy 
formulation wherein one sovereign state has a monopoly on the 
supply or access to a recreational resource. The illustration 
in Table 3 uses the actual sales and revenues from resident 
and nonresident small game hunting licenses in South Dakota 
in 1961 (47, pp. 46-47). The elasticities of demand for each 
market is arbitrarily assigned in devising hypothetical 
figures used in an example shown in Table 4 if license fees 
were doubled for both resident and nonresident hunters. The 
elasticity of demand for hunting licenses of resident hunters 
was set at 2, being price-sensitive home demand. The price 
elasticity of demand for licenses on the part of nonresident 
hunters was assumed to be 1/2, representing an inelastic 
demand because fees would represent a smaller proportion of 
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Table 3. Actual data on number of small game licenses sold, 
price, and revenue by resident and nonresident 
hunters in South Dakota in 1961 (4%, pp. 46-47) 
Ho. licenses Price^ Revenue 
Resident 130,316 # 2.00 # 260,632.00 
Nonresident 50,013 25.00 1,250,325.00 
®Price disregards a fifty-cent fee for a general hunt 
ing license. 
total expense than with resident hunters. Part of the reason 
that resident license sales could drop as the fee would be 
raised is that (1) some would not hunt and thence not buy a 
license, and (2) others would seek to hunt without a license 
and evade enforcement authorities. 
Prom the hypothetical situation shown in Table 4 from 
the actual situation in Table 3, it appears that combined 
revenues would be increased if license fees were doubled for 
both classes of hunters. If this would be so, policy-makers 
may want to consider it. The conclusion may be only tentative, 
however, because certain expenditures, as food and lodging, 
are new expenditures in a state if made by nonresident hunters, 
but are regarded as being made by residents whether hunting 
or not. 
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Table 4. Hypothetical data on effect of doubling license 
fees for small game licenses for resident and non­
resident hunters In South Dakota from Table 3 
Ho. licenses Price Revenue 
Resident 26,063 #4 104,252 -2 
Numerical change -104,253 y, +#2 -156,380 
% change -133 1/3° +66 2/3 -86 
nonresident 35,723 |50 #1,786,150 -1/2 
Numerical change -14,290 +#25 +535,825 
% change -33 1/3 +66 2/3 +35 
^The equation for elasticity used was 
AQ 
1 + «2 
= 
d - AP 
Pi + Pg 
2 
The equation for percentage change in revenue was; 
AR = AR 
®1 + ®2 
^The decrease In number of licenses hypothetlcally sold 
would be over 100# when using the first equation above. The 
decrease In licenses exceeded the average of licenses sold 
before and after the hypothetical doubling of license fees 
for resident hunters. 
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Possible Demand Schedules for Hunting of 
Upland Game Birds in South Dakota 
Evidence in recreational studies indicates that state 
expenditures and decisions form much of the base for outdoor 
recreational resources. The grants-in-aid programs, which 
distribute federal excise taxes among states largely on the 
basis of numbers licenses and area leave discretion to state 
agencies in allocation funds among alternative programs. 
Apparent, too, is insistence on the part of the public 
that an end-in-view in resource allocation is the association 
of costs and benefits; that is, that those who benefit should 
pay in proportion to, if not all, the separable costs. There 
is the underlying premise that the justification for state 
expenditure is that total welfare would be increased over and 
above lijhat it would be with only private spending. Secondary 
benefits, as measured by expenditures made in pursuit of 
primary benefits, do not in themselves justify expenditure of 
funds by either state or federal government. A government is 
charged with assessing fees in line with direct or primary 
benefits. Tax receipts applied to these expenditures, as from 
general sales, cigaret, and motor fuel taxes revert to other 
funds. 
The use of a discriminating monopoly revenue method in 
assigning costs in proportion to direct benefits is often 
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regarded as academic. But by direct and subtle means states 
already practice price discrimination in differentiated mar­
kets by varying fees and by regulating access ranging from 
permitting unrestricted access to outright prohibition. A 
state may follow a public directive to maximize license 
revenues by examining, refining, and formalizing its methods 
of price discrimination. 
The Intentions of "buyers" of access to game, for in­
stance, as given by interviews yield information about atti­
tudes of hunters. The measurement of their actual expendi­
tures, even if grossly categorized and incomplete, may be 
helpful in deriving a demand schedule for access to game. 
Differences in the goals and objectives of various recre­
ational groups and individuals suggest that individual seg­
ments of demand are nonadditive in any attempt to estimate a 
single price and a single quantity of extra-market collective 
goods. Another feature of the recreation market is the lumpi-
ness in resources on the supply side. Commitment by a state 
to manage the resources leads to a dedication of blocks of 
land and water to a central plan and the formation of bureau­
cratic technical agencies with tenure and political support 
from constituent interest groups. A state system of manage­
ment fixes costs to the extent that marginal costs, or the 
additional costs of serving an additional participant in a 
sport, may not only be constant but may approach zero. Joint 
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relation.ships in the costs of providing physical facilities, 
technology, and personnel in multi-purpose programs makes the 
assignment of costs among purposes difficult and results in 
resistance of each interest group in accepting them. 
Use of an expenditures method of evaluating resource 
allocation can be made applicable to weighing merits of incre­
ments of expenditures among existing developments. It does 
not provide adequate criteria to compare the existing sites 
Tfith those having only potential development. Benefit-cost 
analyses distinguishing categories of project selection, 
financing, and institutions can make potential development 
operative. Policy-makers alert to alternative plans for 
supplying future demands are in a position to approximate an 
optimum allocation of resources. 
Studies of the demand for recreation Indicate that elas­
ticities of demand vary vlth the distance of the residence of 
the recreatlonlst from the attraction. At any given price 
there is an elasticity of demand relative to other markets. 
For participants from a more distant zone there is a more ine­
lastic demand because the recreation resource is unique. It 
is still •within traveling distance that can be spanned during 
a reasonable time interval, but as a portion of total expense, 
the license or permit fee declines. As the distance Increases, 
however, an attraction, though still unique, must compete with 
other attractions and the total expense becomes greater for 
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recreation!Sts. 
The state line may divide the group -with the most inelas­
tic demand. Those persons within state boundaries circum­
scribing a resource could be the most adamant to promote poli­
cies to restrict access or even prohibit access for those liv­
ing across the border, k legislative edict may constitute an 
imperfection in the market for recreational products. 
There could be four distinct markets for the recreational 
product after one is split arbitrarily by a state boundary. 
Bach could have its peculiar demand elasticity. Price dis­
crimination becomes a possibility in policy, and has realism 
under present practices, even though not alimys overt. In 
South Dakota a resident may hunt game birds during open season 
on land occupied by him -without first securing a license to do 
so (95). Otherwise the resident fee is two dollars for a 
small game license (93). Both classes of resident hunters of 
the state are required to secure a general hunting license at 
a fee of fifty cents,^ though there is not universal agreement 
that it is required. 
Two resident markets are recognized by the state. One is 
composed of hunters (and also fishermen) whose premises com­
prise the habitat of the game. The other resident market is 
the remainder of the state's population. Licenses are valid for 
^Office of Brookings County Treasurer, Brookings, South 
Dakota. Licensing requirements. Private communication. 1963. 
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their respective holders for the length of the open season as 
passed "by resolution of the commission. 
Out-of-state hunters are required to purchase a nonresi­
dent small game license which entitles the holders to the same 
privileges as the resident license holders for ten consecutive 
days at a cost of #25.00 (93), in addition to the fifty-cent 
fee for a general hunting license. The price is higher, and 
the term is shorter for nonresidents than for residents. The 
state is cognizant of prospects for commercialization through 
resident hunting being more limited than of those through non­
resident hunting, especially in weighing both secondary 
expenditures and license fees. 
State law recognizes two classes of resident hunters. 
Nature of economic demand for licenses could be said to 
separate potential hunters within the proximity of the game 
resource into two markets. Intervention of the state boundary 
further divides those whose demand is likely quite inelastic 
into two groups. The addition of another market ?Aiose hunters 
reside in an area beyond the state or even neighboring states 
makes a fourth market distinguishable. 
In accepting evidence to the nature of demand for access 
to game, one can characterize the demand elasticity for each 
market. From the tabulation of 1961 license sales (47, pp. 
46-47) the numbers of license sales to resident hunters and 
nonresident hunters are obtained. People who established 
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eligibility to hunt small game on their own premises were 
those who purchased general licenses. The number of general 
licenses sold to residents less the number of resident small 
game licenses sold would presumably estimate the group who 
would enjoy hunting privileges over a limited area—that of 
their occupied lands. The sales of licenses to nonresidents 
of the state would identify another market whose access to 
small game is limited in time to ten days. A fourth market 
composed of nonresidents whose demand is quite elastic may 
not be recognized by present licensing practices. It would be 
that composed of potential hunters from foreign states where 
other attractions compete with the small game of South Dakota. 
Pricing on the basis of elasticity of demands would suggest 
variable fees for nonresident hunters. Those with more elas­
tic demands likely, though not necessarily, could purchase a 
license at a price lower than out-of-state hunters from nearby 
states. 
An appropriate state agency is obliged to analyze the 
market d.emands made on a recreational resource, to aggregate 
submarkets, and to consider pricing in a discriminatory 
fashion In order to maximize income from primary beneficiaries 
who pay license fees to the state. 
The state, In a respect, pre-empts other claims on the 
dollar of expenditure for recreation. As, especially in the 
case of nonresident hunting, it establishes eligibility for 
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participation. Insofar as these receipts are plowed back in 
form of development of resources, primary and secondary (also 
termed direct and indirect) volumes of expenditures become 
complementary. A definition of primary or direct expenditures 
made in pursuit of an objective, as game, could include pur­
chases of ammunition and hunting and fishing equipment -which 
are subject to federal excise taxes. Because they are 
federally-imposed, for purposes here, they are separated from 
state fees for permits and licenses. 
An authorized state agency also recognizes the Income 
effect of pricing in recreational markets. As the distance 
becomes greater, the greater are the total expenditures con­
sidered to be. If a state reduces its charge for this market, 
it is compensating for the income effect, or loss of money 
available for expenditures on other alternatives. The state 
in formulating a pricing policy for enjoyment of its resources 
becomes a-ware not only of patterns of income distribution, but 
•what effects its o-wn programs have on altering those patterns. 
In addition, there is the more readily apparent problem of 
recognition of varying natures of demands if the state chooses 
to capitalize on them. 
An application of criteria of the Income effect and the 
elasticity of demand, the state would note that nonresident 
hunters, according to popularly accepted evidence, -with the 
most inelastic demand are those who have the least income 
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effect because of proximity to a hunting resource, although 
be it across the state line. Those vith greater elasticity of 
demand would be those with greater distance and expense so 
would also be subjected to a greater income effect, or loss 
of income remaining for alternative spending. These forces 
would operate to put pressure in the same direction under 
practices of discriminatory pricing. Those beyond a state 
line as one criterion, would be charged less as the distance 
increases. 
Illustration of discriminatory pricing in fees for recreation 
Estimates made to find a schedule of demand for recrea­
tion using an expenditures method really estimate a single 
point on individual demand curves. These price-quantity 
relationships are aggregated to form a demand curve for a 
feature of recreation. M.th recreation, where values systems 
vary, there can be as many demand curves as there are indi­
viduals. The classification of individuals into markets on 
basis of the nature of their demands is implicit in differen­
tial license fees. 
The 1961 license sales were tabulated in the 1961-1962 
report of the South Dakota Department of Game, Pish and Parks 
(47). These figures are used, together with certain assump­
tions, to demonstrate discriminatory pricing. 
Assumptions made are: (1) that the state through its 
licensing fee system has the goal of maximizing net revenue 
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on basis of demand elasticities; (2) that each elasticity of 
demand is unity (MR = 0) at a quantity of sales resulting from 
actual level of fees imposed in each of the three markets as 
identified by the pricing system; (3) that marginal costs are 
constant and zero, meaning that total expenses of a permanent 
organization are the same over all possible ranges -with result 
that marginal revenue equals marginal cost at zero and at a 
quantity where demand is unity, at which point both total 
and net revenue are at a maximum and they are equal. 
Data on prices and license fees for South Dakota small 
game is given in Table 5. It is assumed that these prices and 
quantities would maximize license revenue in each market. 
Assuming a straight-line demand curve in each market, the 
maximum price for which any license could be sold is given in 
Table 6. 
The two markets for resident licenses are illustrated 
graphically in Figure 6. State officials are credited n-Tith 
having set a fee which would maximize revenues in each market. 
In Figure 7 the actual price and quantity of nonresident 
licenses is used together with assumptions to describe a 
demand curve for those hunters from relatively nearby states 
having the more inelastic demand. There may exist another 
market of nonresident hunters -vriio have a more elastic demand 
and for whom the income effect of a hunting excursion is 
greater because of the expense associated with more travel. 
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Table 5. dumbers of licenses sold in 1961, assuming zero 
marginal revenue positions on demand curves in each 
of four markets® 
Resident Nonresident 
General Actual Hypothetical 
license only Small game small game small game 
12,777 130,316 50,013 50,013 
Actual numbers of licenses sold are shown for the 
resident markets and the actual small game nonresident market 
(4?, pp. 45-47). A hypothetical nonresident market with 
greater elasticity is added for point of illustration. 
Table 6. Prices of licenses necessary to drive quantity to 
zero positions on straight-line demand curves in 
each of four markets^ 
Resident Nonresident 
General Actual Hypothetical 
licenses only Small game small game small game 
#1.00 #5.00 #51.00 #25.50 
^The hypothetical nonresident market is assumed to have 
zero quantity for a license fee which would maximize total 
revenue for the actual small game nonresident market. 
If another classification of nonresident hunters were made, a 
fee would be set at approximately one-half of the present 
#25.50 necessary for all nonresidents currently. 
figure 8 describes the aggregation of the two resident 
markets. The demand for licenses on the part of those who 
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hunt on their own land appears negllble. If both markets were 
combined, it would be ignored, as the maximum revenue position 
on the total resident demand curve would retain the present 
fee established for residents -vdio hunt small game elsewhere 
than on the land they occupy. Recognition of the insignifi­
cance of the demand from those tôio would wish to hunt on land 
they occupy is detected from the confusion that exists as to 
whether or not such a general hunting license is required. 
The fee system as it exists has been accepted in a matter-
of-fact way. The presence of other demand curves or the pos­
sibility that they are of different shapes should be consid­
ered. The four markets do have relationships in terms of 
elasticity that evidence suggests they should. 
The aggregation of the two nonresident markets described, 
one being hypothetical, does suggest that total revenues from 
fees would be increased if the fee were set at a level dif­
ferent from its present amount. The example in Figure 9 sug­
gests that for the combined market the out-of-state fee of 
about 017.00 would bring in greater revenues than presently. 
This is based on assumptions that may not be realistic and on 
the presence of a market that may not exist. 
Figure 10 shows the area of demand relevant to revenue 
maximization when all four markets are combined into one. It 
is essentially a portion of the nonresident demand in Figure 
9. The Importance of the nonresident demand appears to be 
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License fee 
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Figure 6. Demands for small game licenses by residents 
to hunt on land they occupy (A) and by residents 
to hunt elsewhere (B) in South Dakota in 1961 
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Figure 7. Demands for small game licenses 
by actual nonresident purchasers 
(G) and for a hypothetical non­
resident market (D) in South 
Dakota in 1961 
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Figure 8. Aggregate demand for two assumed 
resident markets for small game 
licenses in South Dakota in 1961 
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Figure 9. Aggregate demand for two assumed 
nonresident markets for small game 
licenses in South Dakota in 1961 
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major in gauging license revenues if present practices of 
imposing fees have the objective of maximum revenues. If 
there were only one fee established on the basis of demands 
illustrated, it -would be about §17.00 with only nonresidents 
paying it. "Mlth the Institutional protection of the state 
boundary through the police power of the sovereign state, 
residents could be permitted to hunt free without disturbing 
the maximum revenue quantity and price, or possibly prevented 
from hunting if only monetary objectives were to be maximized. 
The state boundary is an effective instrument in effectual 
price discrimination through legislation and enforcement 
through the sovereign police power. Discovery of the positions 
of particular demand curves would be a major contribution 
toward promotion of rational economic resource policy. 
Implications of setting fees according to elasticity of demand 
The nature of demand for game licenses emphasizes the 
dominance of nonresidents as a source of potential expendi­
tures to form a base for additional income and economic growth 
in South Dakota. In order to take full advantage of the 
monetary possibilities residents may have to alter the 
structure of institutions and even value systems. 
Preference for hunting by residents and landholders would 
be reappraised. Release of these privileges would in politi­
cal reality be offset by gains elsewhere, as in dedication of 
state revenues to particular public purposes including the 
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Figure 10. Aggregate demand for two assumed resident 
markets and two assumed nonresident mar­
kets for small game licenses in South 
Dakota in 1961 
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propagation of game. Supply management at the state level and 
law enforcement at the local level would be requisite. 
South Dakotans through their prohibition of hunting of 
migratory waterfowl have reserved that activity where influ­
ences on the supply of the resource is not wholly within the 
state. %th nonmigratory upland birds both factors of supply 
and access are within confines of the state. 
The state has by legislative edict voided access to 
migratory waterfowl by migratory (nonresident) hunters where 
the supply is not totally determined by factors within its 
borders. Pursuance of a policy to procure economic develop­
ment through exploitation of nonmigratory game could require 
not only increased investment in factors of supply, but con­
ceivably increased regulation of access to nonmigratory game 
by nonmigratory (resident) hunters. 
If a state were to set fees for hunting licenses on the 
basis of elasticity of demand, there would be changes made 
#iich would be resisted especially by those groups who want 
their consumer surplus protected. There would be necessary 
classifications with variable fees or participants would be 
forced out of the market. Arbitrary rulings on the part of 
state officials on residents of the state would probably be 
resisted more successfully than by nonresidents who do not 
vote in South Dakota elections. 
Means by -vAiich charging fees according to demand would be 
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accomplished would relate to supply as well as demand. If it 
is true that those nearest the attraction have the most elas­
tic demand within the state, revenue from licenses would be 
maximized by a procedure which would charge residents of a 
county a fee inversely proportional to the length of season 
in a county, assuming that length of season is related to game 
population. 
Such proposals would not have much likelihood of politi­
cal acceptance. The chances for imposing variable levels of 
fees and even subsidies for nonresidents would have a better 
chance of adoption because the licenses would have no direct 
vote on its adoption. Their voices could be heard through 
federal aid programs for wildlife, but these would concern 
hunting of migratory waterfowl. Since access to that sport is 
already closed to them, clamor concerning nonmigratory game 
on the part of nonresidents would hardly be more effective 
than it has been in lifting the ban on hunting of migratory 
fowl. Lifting of the ban would come nearer reality if agita­
tion against it were accompanied by improved investment 
programs on the entire flyway. 
Policies concerned with taking of game meet strong 
approval of united interests in the state. The ways in which 
nonresident hunters make expenditures brings out conflict of 
interests. Owners of lodging accommodations possibly resist 
organized effort or permissive legislation to allow farmers to 
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pre-empt the hunting dollar by setting fees for access. An 
alternative to a fee plan has been for those vlth an Inelastic 
demand to keep access free by keeping the good will of farmers 
and by support for public shooting areas. Hunters and 
businessmen perhaps would join together to resist efforts of 
farmers to cooperate In order to capture the capitalized value 
of a flow resource, that of access. But Insofar as claiming 
monetary return for access could be reinvested In game habitat 
and services for hunters, it would provide Incentive for 
Improvement In productivity wblch could be of mutual benefit. 
Relationships Among Selected Factors Pertaining to 
Pheasant Populations and licenses Issued in South Dakota 
Analysis in this section is concerned with making esti­
mates of the importance of certain factors associated -wLth. 
pheasant populations and members of resident licenses issued, 
but most especially, of factors correlated -with numbers of 
nonresident licenses. By means of multiple regression analy­
sis using the stepwise procedure on the 1620 IBM computer it 
was planned to check correlation and regression coefficients 
using several independent variables for each of the three 
dependent variables. Then by a process of selection, those 
with logical and statistical relevance would be selected for 
later trials. The results may help to suggest further research 
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In order to reveal trends and guide investments made in the 
exploitation of the upland game resource for purpose of 
economic development in the state. 
Examination of the data in graphic form indicated that 
beginning with the year 1953, there was a change in the timing 
of certain factors. It appeared that after that year nonresi­
dents, especially, purchased licenses more on the basis of 
hunting success the previous year, with licenses issued to 
residents continuing to be closely aligned with pheasant 
population estimates of the current year. For that reason 
computations were made using data for the 15-year period for 
which data was available and the most recent 10-year s for 
purpose of comparison by observation of the statistical 
results of the two periods. 
Mathematical models^ 
Mathematical models used to analyze data pertaining to 
pheasant populations and licenses issued in South Dakota can 
be expressed as; = f(Y^,Xj) tdiere i ^  k, i = (1,2,3), j = 
(1,2,3,•••,9)• 
Each dependent variable (T^) was estimated by equations; 
- ^ 
A model is defined; Y = a + g p.+ s. It is 
1=1 ^ 
estimated by; Y = a + b^X^ + bgZg + "•• + b^X^ + u, #iere 
a and bj^ are finite numbers. 
Ill 
X» — 82 2^^ 2 ^   ^^ 5^ 5 ^  ^ 1 
XX* ïg — ôg ^  ^ 1^1 ^  ^ 2^2 ^  ^ 3^3 ^6^6 
+ b^ Zy + bio^ i + Ug 
m» Ytj — + ^ 1^ 1 2^^ 2 3^^ 3 + bgXg 
+ bgXg + b^Lo^i + ^3 
•where: 
T^ = Prehimt estimate total pheasants onrrent year 
Yg = Number of resident licenses issued 
= Number of nonresident licenses issued 
= Maximum bag limit 
Zg = Estimate of kill the previous year 
Xj = Prehunt estimate total pheasants previous year 
Xjj. = Posthunt estimate of cocks the previous year 
X^ = Posthunt estimate of hens the previous year 
Xg = South Dakota average personal income, 1962 dollars 
Xy = Price of resident license, adjusted 
Xg = Price of nonresident license, adjusted 
X^ = U.S. average family income, 1962 dollars 
The (b^)'s are the regression coefficients estimated by 
least squares and the (a^) is the constant term in each equa­
tion. The (u^) is the error or unexplained residual.^ 
^Por reference to assumptions and properties of linear 
regression and linear correlation, see (173, Oh. 9 and 10). 
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Factors assoelated -with pheasant population and numbers of 
licenses issued 
Data is show in Table 7 and Includes three dependent 
variables represented by T-j^, Yg, and Y^. Ten of the variables 
are treated as Independent and are Y^, $2* *"» ^9* 
estimate of pheasant population the current year (Y^) is the 
dependent variable in a test for biological relationships. 
VThen dependent variables are economic bases estimated by 
numbers of resident (Yg) and nonresident (Y^) licenses, Y^ is 
used as an independent variable.^ 
The number of resident licenses (Yg) is indicative of 
preference among activities of the state's citizens as 
Influenced by certain factors, possibly current game popula-
T_ The following equation for estimating the prehunt 
pheasant population (Y) preceding a given hunting season is 
adapted from a formula used by the 8.D. Department of Game, 
Pish and Parks: 
±2(1.4375%) - .2875X 
where X is the total cock kill calculated from mail survey of 
hunter success; f^ is the decimal proportion of females pre­
ceding the season from summer rural mall carrier surveys; fg 
is the decimal proportion of females following the season from 
winter sex ratio counts. The coefficients represent an 
additional 15^ crippling kill of cocks and a kill of hens 
equal to 25% of the kill of cocks. The final summer prehunt 
estimate is not concluded until after compilation of reports 
from the given hunting season. For further description see 
(169, 170). 
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tions. It does not represent a source of economic development 
as Indicated "by licenses issued to nonresidents (T^) idiioh 
results in direct revenue for state government and incomes to 
residents from expenditures made "by nonresidents. The regres­
sion of nonresident licenses (T3) on certain other factors, 
especially estimates of game population and incomes may esti­
mate the productivity of these factors. 
The maximum legal bag limit (X^), consisting only of cock 
pheasants, is set arbitrarily by officials and could Influence 
numbers of licenses. 
The cock kill the previous year (Xg) is based on the 
Department's q.uestlonnalre survey of hunters. It may measure 
hunter success and serve as an attraction in a later season, 
especially for the nonresident. 
The prehunt estimate the previous year (X^) Is simply the 
estimate lagged one year. It Is included to establish 
correlation between hunters, especially nonresident, in 
indicating presence of birds as separate from kill as an 
Incentive for hunters to return a following year. 
The Independent factor, posthunt estimate of cocks the 
previous year (X^) was included to estimate its relationship 
to population the current year. If there were evidence that 
reduction in male numbers were restricting the pheasant popu­
lation the following year, it would call for reappraisal of 
permissive hunting and management practices. 
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Table 7. Data pertaining to pheasant population and licenses issued, South Di 
Current year Number of licenses Previous year (millions) ! 
(millions) issued Maximum Prehunt Posthunt p 
Year prehunt Resident Nonresident Bag limit mi total Cocks Hens ; 
, a b _ b c . a „ a a a 
Y 
1 2^ 3 \ %2 S \ =^ 5 
1947 06.977 114,932 12,544 3 3.550 
19^  09.602 135,836 25,204 4 1.496 06.977 1.81 3.02 
1949 08.059 134,831 21,980 4 2.148 09.602 2.25 4.26 
1950 03.202 098,368 01,920 2 1.865 08.059 1.67 3.71 
1951 05.964 107,750 10,037 3 0.507 03.202 0.96 1.51 
1952 06.107 117,681 13,355 3 1.184 05.964 1.51 2.75 
1953 04.919 109,957 17,363 3 1.490 06.107 1.19 2.78 
1954 06.244- 112,603 16.879 3 1.210 04.919 0.93 2.25 
1955 06.34.7 118,748 19,428 3 1.672 06.244 l.o4 2.80 
1956 04.278 107,866 20,253 3 1.608 06.347 1.14 2.90 
1957 05.891 107,687 19,761 3 1.221 04.278 0.64 1.88 
1958 11.125 129,680 36,571 4 1.339 05.891 1.20 2.77 
1959 07.498 118,352 44,927 5 2.635 11.125 2.10 5.24 
i960 09.547 121,151 28,508 4 2.212 07.498 0.84 3.48 
1961 11.002 130,316 50,013 4 2.572 09.547 1.28 4.57 
1962 10.158 126,073 57,103 4 3.247 11.002 1.30 5.03 
1963 4 2.802 10.158 1.38 4.75 
*(170). 
(^172). 
*TDahlgren, Robert B., S.D. Department of Game, Fish and Parks, Huron» S, 
communication. 19^3• 
d 
(174). 
8(176). 
%'he price indexes used as deflators are those employed in deflating th( 
national income accounts, 
®(175). 
issued, South Dakota, 19^7-1963 
ar (itTi.llnons) S.D, average 
t Posthunt personal income 
Cocks Hens I962 dollars 
Price of licenses 
adjusted 
Residents Nonresidents 
U.S. average 
family income 
(1962 dollars) 
V 
1626 
7 1.81 3.02 I8I3 
12 2.25 4.26 1380 
:9 1.67 3.71 1512 
12 0.96 1.51 1650 
4 1.51 2.75 1421 
V 1.19 2.78 15I8 
-9 0.93 2.25 1540 
(4 l.o4 2.80 1425 
1-7 1.14 2.90 1487 
'8 0.64 1.88 1703 
?1 1.20 2.77 1749 
i5 2.10 5.24 1559 
)8 0.84 3.48 1875 
7^ 1.28 4.57 1845 
32 1.30 5.03 2065 
58 1.38 4.75 
b.f 
1.3200 
1.2494 
1.261? 
1.2433 
2.3302 
2.2844 
2.2578 
2.2396 
2.2279 
2.1925 
2.1283 
2.0881 
2.5757 
2.5409 
2.5242 
2.5000 
26.3992 
24.9875 
25.2334 
24.8663 
23.3019 
22.8441 
22.5785 
22.3964 
22.2792 
21.9250 
21.2834 
20.8812 
26.2724 
25.9173 
25.7472 
25.5000 
sr 
S 
4910 
5010 
4870 
5060 
5150 
5220 
5430 
5420 
5670 
5920 
5970 
5920 
6120 
6230 
6270 
6400 
Parks, Huron, S.D. Bag limits of pheasants. Private 
in deflating the personal consumption expenditure series in the 
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The posthunt estimate of hens the previous year (X^) may 
Influence Insofar as there Is correlation, the size of 
the surviving hen flock could influence the next year's 
pheasant population. Remaining variation is likely determined 
by environmental factors as wintering and hatching conditions. 
Correlation of South Dakota average personal income (Xg) 
with numbers of resident licenses (Yg) could serve as a clue 
to the nature of pheasant-hunting as an activity in competi­
tion for resident expenditures for other forms of recreation. 
An expected negative coefficient would mean that improved 
resident incomes would moderate competition between resident 
and nonresident for game. 
The real price of resident licenses (X^) and of nonresi­
dent licenses (Xg) would be expected to have negative relation­
ships with numbers of licenses issued. Tabulated license fees 
Include changes In price and the addition of a fifty-cent 
general license fee In 1959. 
The average family Income in the United States after 
individual Income taxes adjusted to 1962 dollars (Xg) may be 
becoming more Important as increasing numbers of nonresidents 
come from the average Income brackets. Expanding Incomes and 
charges for licenses could have meaning to the nonresident ^Aio 
has alternatives In spending his recreational budget. The 
element of regional competition is involved. 
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Interpretations of findings of correlation among variables 
Results of statistical analyses appear on Tables 8» 9» 
10, 11, and 12. 
A series of three equations were estimated statistically 
for the years 1948-1962 •with aid of the 1620 IBM computer at 
South Dakota State College. The dependent variables were the 
prehunt estimate of pheasant population for the current year 
(T^ ), the number of resident small game (essentially pheasant) 
licenses issued to residents of South Dakota (Yg); and the 
number of nonresident licenses issued for each year (Y^ ). The 
year 19^ 7 was the first year for fdiich comparable data is 
obtainable, but it was omitted because data became Incomplete 
•when a lag was placed into several columns. 
The variables Yg and Y^  were also estimated for years 
1953-1962, the last ten years for which data are available. 
Comparison of the two time periods could indicate trends. 
Other estimates were made using the same dependent varia­
bles, but different independent variables. Some independent 
variables were omitted because they were highly correlated 
with other Independent variables or because logic dictates 
that there would be no cause-effect relationship. 
Pheasant population the current year with cock and hen popula­
tions the previous year 
Correlation between bird population prior to the hunt 
(Y]_) with bag limit (X^ ) is taken that officials arbitrarily 
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set the limit according to population. The logically 
Important variables would be the carryover cook (X4) and hen 
(Xg) populations In Influencing the population (T^ ). 
The following model was structured; = ffx^ yx^ ). The 
2 E was found not to be significant, meaning that no linear 
relationship between dependent and Independent variables was 
established. 
The resulting estimated equation is; 
Yn = 4.978 - 1.45 Xa + 1.31 Xc 
^ (1.77) ^  (0.74) ^ 
The probability of the value for X^  lying within one 
standard error of the true mean O) was .78; for X^  it was 
.94. neither coefficient of regression is significantly dif­
ferent from zero at the 5 per cent level. A null hypothesis 
stating that there is no relationship between pheasant popula­
tion and either that of cocks and hens at the end of the 
previous hunting season could not be rejected. A game manage­
ment agency may release only hen pheasants to a wild state, 
holding the number of cocks unchanged without clear evidence 
that such practice would tend to reduce successive populations. 
Similarly the established practice of permitting the shooting 
of cooks only, leaving hens, is not proven unwise by the 
evidence. The data suggests that larger hen carryovers and 
smaller cock populations at the end of the hunting season are 
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favorable to larger total populations the following season, 
although not to a significant level of probability. The Ideal 
ratio has been said to be one cock for 10 hens In the breeding 
flock, but it has usually been one cook to four or five hens.^  
The variation in pheasant population (Y^ )^ from season to 
season can be explained only to the extent of 21.5 per cent by 
the variation in cocks and hens remaining at the end of the 
previous hunting season. The suggestion is that other factors 
account for most of the fluctuations in pheasant populations. 
Any regular cycle in pheasant population would be explained 
mostly by cycles in things other than numbers in the breeding 
flock. It could be weather conditions or predator populations 
at crucial periods. Further research could point to explana­
tion of more of the variation. 
Interpretations of findings of correlation among variables for 
resident hunters 
Hunters lAiose residence is in South Dakota do not con­
tribute to the Increase in total incomes in the state as much 
as do nonresidents for two reasons. First, some buy no 
license or one that costs less than that for nonresidents. 
Second, they do not make some expenditures made by nonresidents 
T^rautman, Oarl G., Pheasant Biologist, S.D. Department 
of Game, Fish and Parks, Brookings, S.D. Factors of produc­
tion for pheasants. Private commu^ cation. March 26, 1963. 
Table 8. Regression coefficients and standard errors data pertaining to pheasant population 
estimates in South Dakota, Model I, 1948-19^2 
a 1^ X2 X3 X4 %5 R2 
Yi = f(Xi) -1.23590 2.88166** 
(0.82514) 
0.77302 
(2.00438) 
0.66951 
(2.76377) 
-1.47876 
(1.71305) 
-1.72955 
(5.55089) 
.66735* 
11
 
4.97774 -1.45127 
(1.76673) 
1.30948 
(0.73781) 
.21533 
^^Significant at level» 
*Signifleant at 5^ levelo 
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or make them as part of regular nonhuntlng activities. 
Results of statistical analysis are presented in tabular 
form in Table 9 for the years 1948-1962 and in Table 10 for 
1953-1962. 
lumbers of resident licenses -with the prehunt estimate 
the current year. South Dakota ad .lusted personal income, and 
the real price of licenses The model was; Yg = 
f(Y^ ,Xg,X^ ) %here Yg was the number of resident licenses 
issued; Y-j^ , the prehunt estimate of pheasants, was treated as 
Independent variable as were Xg, the adjusted state personal 
income, and Xj, the real price of licenses. The regression 
coefficients were estimated for 15 years, 1947-1962, and again 
for 10 years, 1953-1962. 
Years 1948-1962 For the fifteen year period the 
was .91544, -which is significant at the 1 per cent level. 
These three variables, acting together could be said to 
explain 91.5 per cent of the variation in the number of resi­
dent hunting licenses Issued for the 15-year period. The 
estimate of equation results as; 
Y„ = 127,443 + 5394.21 Yn - 22.76 - 5349.61 X, 
 ^ (554.14) (7.09) (554.14) ' 
?3hen the personal income and license fee are held con­
stant, the coefficient of the prehunt estimate (Y^ ) does 
exceed, in absolute value, the standard error of 554.14 in 
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less than 1 per cent of similar trials. A conclusion is that 
potential licensed resident hunters are sensitive to the 
pheasant population. Ihey likely gauge volume of license pur­
chase on the same factors that give estimates similar to those 
of the Department of Game, Fish and Parks. 
For years 19^ 8-62, it is found that South Dakota personal 
income has a highly significant negative relationship (1 per 
cent level) with numbers of resident licenses. Data indicate 
that the greater average personal income is in the state, the 
fewer residents buy licenses, assuming that bird population 
and the fee are constant. 
The ezplemation of the negative coefficient involves the 
nature of the hunting experience in competition -with other 
activities. One hypothesis is, that, within an income class, 
time becomes plentiful relative to money, with unemployment 
and lowered farm Income. Hunting is time-consuming compared 
to other ways of spending money. Boating, camping, and travel 
possibly require more money, relative to time, so the decision 
is made to spend additional time with hunting pursuits to an 
extent which would require a license. The income drop is not 
likely to cause increased hunting for the meat provided at 
existing prices. The alternative of hunting pheasants by 
residents apparently has offered an advantage to price-
conscious recreationists. 
The price of a license (3C^ ) appears to be a significant 
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factor In Influencing the numbers of resident licenses issued 
(Yg). The probability of obtaining a larger t value by chance 
alone was less than 2.3 per cent. A rise in the price of a 
license is associated with a decline in license sales, as 
expected. The effect of the license fee on remaining income 
is probably insignificant, but there likely is an area of 
competition for the dollar among recreational activities. An 
absence of an income effect in presence of a price effect 
would not cause policy decisions to ignore marginal utility 
provided to the consumer by a game resource, even among 
residents. Even if there would be net gain in state income 
through the license fee to residents, there would be political 
resistance to implement a program of development. Conditions 
of investments being made by the users of a resource, who as 
their incomes rise turn away from a sport and A^io may already 
be sensitive to prices, are not conducive to extensive devel­
opment through fees by users. 
Years 1953-1962 The 10-year period yields some­
what different statistical estimates than does the 15-year 
period with regard to determinants of the number of resident 
licenses issued (Yg), Mth of ,95, the estimated equation 
is: 
Y^  = 103,689 + 3,993.42 Y. - 13.84 + 3,010.77 X7 
 ^ (594.26) (6.4o) ® (4,837.29) ' 
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A comparison in the two time periods may point to further 
research in discerning changes in determinants. The coeffi­
cient for the later years for the prehunt population (T^ ) has 
declined, but is still significant at the 1 per cent level. 
The coefficient for the state's income (Xg) has declined in 
absolute terms, but is still negative, and is significant at 
the 4 per cent level. The coefficient of price of licenses 
(Zy) for years 1953-62 is positive, but is not significant at 
the 5 per cent level. Income (Xg) remains important, nega­
tively, and price (X^ ) has lost importance, it would seem, as 
influences on numbers of resident licenses (Yg). A possibil­
ity is that hunting is becoming less competitive, dollar-wise, 
with other activities, or that the popularity of hunting 
assures the issuance of licenses, aside from their price, to 
its loyal devotees. 
The for the 10 years, 1953-62, is .94958, even higher 
than for 15 years. The inference is that almost 95 per cent 
of the variation in resident licenses (Yg) can be explained by 
variations in pheasant population (Y^ ), personal income (Xg) 
and price of license (X^ ) acting together. Evidence suggests 
that some residents buy licenses in direct proportion to 
pheasant numbers, but some inversely with personal income. 
If one were to gather meaning from contrast of the 1947-62 
period from the 1953-62 period it is the suggestion that resi­
dent hunters are tending to be more well defined. The 
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constant has declined, and so has the coefficient. Fewer buy 
licenses on basis of factors other than pheasant population, 
and an increase in pheasant population is associated -with a 
smaller increase in resident licenses. 
Not only do residents probably buy fewer licenses with 
relation to pheasant numbers, but fewer respond to changes in 
game population. Those who remain In the market, though still 
decide to buy licenses more on the basis of seasonal pheasant 
numbers than on any other single factor. The effect of fall­
ing Income probably is becoming slightly less pronounced as 
a stimulus to purchase licenses. The effect of license fee is 
likely not of great Importance to most residents in decisions 
to obtain licenses. 
Numbers of resident licenses with kill estimate and South 
Dakota average Income There was no statistical signifi­
cance attached to the factors of kill the previous season (Xg) 
and current average personal Income (Xg) as related to number 
of resident licenses issued (Yg) In either time period. It is 
surmised that residents place more weight on the pheasant 
population (Y^ ) than of the kill the previous season (Xg). 
The number of resident licenses issued with kill estimate, 
current pheasant population, and average Income The com­
bination of factors Xg, Y^ , and Xg can account for a highly 
significant portion of the variation in Yg. 
1948-1962 The estimated equation is: 
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Yp = 121,662.04 + 5,301.634 Yi + 1,227.42 Xp - 27.08 
(700.58) (1,907.31) (8.41) 
The factors Y^ , Xg, and Xg account for over 87 per cent 
of the variation in Yg and Is significant at the 1 per cent 
level. The kill the previous year (Xg) does not contribute 
significantly to the explanation of the variation of the 
Independent variable (Yg) but current population (Y^ ) and 
state Income (Xg) are both highly significant. The Income 
(Xg) and resident licenses (Yg) are negatively related. 
1953-1962 For the ten-year period all three 
O 
independent variables have significance. The R is 96.75 and 
significant at the 1 per cent level. The estimated equation 
is: 
L = 112,195 + 3,962.90 Y. + 2,307.72 Xp - 17.24 Z. 
 ^ (403.38) (1,165.85) (5.45)^  
A comparison with the years of 1948-1962 with those of 
1953-1962, suggests a trend placing more importance in deci­
sions of residents in buying licenses on the kill estimate the 
previous season (Xg) and less on the current estimate (Y^ ). 
Effect of income (Xg) remains negative and significant at 1 
per cent. Perhaps some potential hunters have come to measure 
expected satisfaction by carryover of previous success. Again, 
the numbers of resident licenses attracted to the sport by a 
given increase in estimated current population of upland game 
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birds appears to be on the decline. The resident licensed 
upland bird hunters are coming to be typified by a core of 
avid sportsmen -who pursue the activity vlth less response to 
present game bird numbers and more to success the immediate 
past season. 
Resident hunter licenses related to prehunt population 
estimate and average personal income The two most reliable 
estimators of resident small game licenses (Yg) are the varia­
bles of prehunt estimate (Y^ ) and of average personal income 
(Xg). The former has a positive relationship and the latter, 
negative. 
1948-1962 There are hunters in significant 
number -who base their decisions to buy licenses on an estimate 
of small game population (Y^ ) which is not correlated with 
average income (Xg). 
Model II, using two selected variables, gives and 
equation: 
Yo = 122,496.14 + 5,422.4? Y, - 26.76 
(658.27) (8.20) 
Hunters are increased by over 5»400 with every million 
pheasants believed to be in the state; but with an increase 
of one dollar in average personal income, there has been loss 
of nearly 27 resident license sales. The of .87 and the t 
values for each of the two independent variables are all 
significant at the 1 per cent level of probability. 
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1953-1962 The estimated equation for the ten 
year period becomes; 
= 108,336 + 4,029.66 Y, - 12.90 
2 (478.47) ^ (5.94)^ 
Changes in comparing the 15 years with the 10 years 
indicate changes, but the coefficient of determination (S = 
.94632) and the coefficients for the variables (ï]_,Xg) are 
significant. All the estimated parameters decline from the 
15-year period. For what indication there is, it is suggested 
that the prospective resident licensed hunters know what is 
important in deciding to buy licenses. Income, still dis­
courages buying, but with a smaller coefficient and a lower 
degree of significance. Bird numbers the current year remain 
significant at one per cent. Nearly 95 per cent of the varia­
tion in issuance of resident licenses can be explained by 
variations in the prehunt estimate (Y^ )^ and income (Xg). 
One possible explanation for lowered coefficients is that 
there is a class of hunters, tdio formerly purchased licenses 
if bird numbers scored gains, have been reduced in numbers 
themselves. They are the farmers. The decline in their 
numbers may offer some explanation for the decline in the 
coefficient of Y^ . The enlargement of farms also offers the 
farmer a larger area, which he occupies, over which he can 
hunt without a license. The typical farmer need not go on his 
neighbor's land. In fact, if he did so, he may infringe on 
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the reservation made by others. Each farmer is more likely to 
have his land reserved for guests, so a farmer himself tends 
to spend his hunting time on his om farm and so sees less 
need for a license. The non-farmers still could base their 
decision to buy licenses on bird population. Income in the 
more recent period appears to be relaxed as a deterrent to 
license purchase, both to degree and reliability. It perhaps 
has been replaced by limitation in access to game as a nega­
tive factor. 
Resident licenses idLth only prehunt estimate The 
prehunt estimate (Y^ ) is the most consistently reliable single 
indicator of resident licenses (Yg) and is illustrated in 
Figure 11. 
1948-1962 The estimated equation is; 
Yp = 89,747 3,917.41 Y. 
2 (620.44) ^  
2 The r of .75409 is significant at the one per cent level, 
as is the coefficient. Using the single factor, a change in 
bird estimate of one million would be associated vdth a gain 
of over 3900 resident licenses. 
1953-1962 The estimated equation is: 
Yp = 93,513 + 3,211.32 Y. 
(356.65) 
The constant is higher for the latter period, perhaps 
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Indicating a specialized group of hunters more likely buy 
licenses on considerations other than bird population alone. 
This leaves fewer tdio gauge decisions to buy on basis of bird 
estimate as shown by the smaller coefficient in the 10 year 
period. Sut to those tâio remain in the market are influenced 
as strongly by the current estimate as were the larger number 
of potential licensees in the longer period, as demonstrated 
by significance at the one per cent level of probability. 
Interpretations of findings of correlation among variables for 
nonresident hunters 
Nonresident hunters are a potential source of economic 
development for the state of South Dakota ^ en combined with 
game. Their expenditures, made in exploitation of a resource 
become income to residents %hioh would not otherwise accrue. 
Oeytain variables in the decision-making process in their 
determination to travel to South Dakota, buy licenses, and 
spend time and money is revealed in possible meaning by 
statistical analysis. Statistical data appear in Tables 11 
and 12. 
Numbers of nonresident licenses Tfith bag limit. kill 
estimate, prehunt estimates, family income. and license price 
Certain factors as possible determinants of nonresident hunter 
numbers in the state are important because of the direct 
income to state government through license sales and additional 
spending of visitors which appear as regional primary monetary 
Resident small game licenses 
issued, in thousands (Y2) 1948 
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Figure 11„ Resident small game licenses issued as function of pre-hunt 
pheasant population estimate the current year 
Table 9c Regression coefficients and standard errors, data pertaining to resident small game 
licenses issued in South Dakota, Model II, 1948-19o2 (standard errors in parentheses) 
a Yl X2 % R2 
^2 = f(Yi,Xil) 127,443.00 5,394.21452** 
(554.13725) 
-22.75768** 
(7.09005) 
-5,349.61382* 
(2,194.77542) 
.91544** 
^2 — f(Xj^) 84,909.67 5,095.83112 
(4,382.76592) 
14.81532 
(15.12470) 
.22117 
^2 = f(Yi,Xii) 121,662.04 5,301.63163** 
(700.58032) 
1,227.42032 
(1,907.30792) 
-27.07796** 
(8.41771) 
.87450** 
^2 = f(Yi,Xll) 122,496.14 5,422.46592** (658.26702) 
-26.75842** 
(8.19536) 
.86978** 
^2 = f(Yi) 89,747.17 3,917.40742** (620.43629) 
.75409** 
^^Significant at level» 
*Signifioant at 5^ level. 
Table 10, Regression coefficients and standard errors, data pertaining to resident small game 
licenses issued in South Dakota, Model H, 1953-19°2 (standard errors in parentheses) 
a Xg %6 X7 
^2 = f(Yl,%) 103,688.98 3,993.4512** (504.26425) 
-13.84117* 
(6.40089) 
3,010.76592 
(4,837.28692) 
.94958** 
^2 = f(Xj^) 79,364.70 3,265.3712 (4,445.97732) 
19.44836 
(15.19742) 
.44524 
^2 = f(Yi,Xii) 112,195.04 3,962.90432** (403.37745) 
2,307.71842* 
(1,165.84722) 
-17.23838** 
(5.45117) 
.96753** 
^2 = f(Yi,Xi) 108,366.06 4,029.6642** (478.4010) 
-12.89801* 
(5,94058) 
.94632** 
^2 = f(Yi) 93,513.19 3,211.32782** (356.65443) 
.91018** 
^^Significant at 1^ level. 
^Significant at 5^ level. 
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benefits. These Increments to incomes of South Dakota resi­
dents sire a result of a game resource. 
Years 1948-1962 Pour variables were considered 
as independent variables. All could be said to be related to 
numbers of nonresident licenses closely enough to be included 
in the model ^ ich was estimated by the following equation: 
Y, = 87.689 + 2,198.85 Y, + 3,398.38 X. + 1,879-56 I, + 12.75Xq 
 ^ (846.26) ^  (3,205.03) ^  (704.20) ^  (2.90) ^  
The value was .92873, significant to the 1 per cent 
level. The bag limit (X^ ) was included to find its possibility 
as an enticement to out-of-state hunters. It proved to be the 
most closely correlated with Y^ , the number of nonresident 
hunters, but because of inter-correlation, the bag limit, 
holding other factors constant, was the least reliable with 
probability of .84 as a predictor of nonresident licenses. 
However the standard error is less than the coefficient, so 
it may add reliability to the estimate. 
The prehunt estimate the previous year (X^ ) was included 
as having a possible effect on hunter intentions. It was 
significant at the 2 per cent level. The prehunt estimate 
the current year (Y^ ) was also significant at the 2 per cent 
level. 
It should be remembered that the prehunt estimate is not 
officially released until after the hunting season. It is 
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assumed that it -would correspond to other estimates and 
private communication from South Dakota residents to others 
regarding number of pheasants in advance of the season. 
A rise in income {Xg) was highly significant, in fact, 
to the level of .0015. In less than one and one-half times 
out of a thousand similar samplings would the variables of 
income and numbers of nonresident hunters be so closely corre­
lated by chance alone. 
Years 1953-1962 A different set of variables 
were selected for the 10-year period. The model was: = 
fCXgiYij^ s). The number of nonresident hunters is the 
dependent variable (Y^ ). The kill the previous year (Zg) was 
chosen because it is a more recent statistic than the prehunt 
estimate the previous year (Z^ ) and because it represents the 
most direct measure of hunter success, and is also closely 
correlated with the prehunt estimate the current year (Y^ ). 
The real price of the license (Xg) was Included to give 
indication of its possible effect on license revenue. 
The problem resulted in the following estimated equations 
L = 30,748 + 2,534.60 Yn + 20,243.56 Xp - 2,473.20 X. 
^ (795.63) (5,472.45) (1,726.79) ® 
The was .92219 and significant at 1 per cent. The 
kill the previous year (Xg) was correlated with the Independ­
ent variable (Y^ ) at the 1 per cent level, as was the prehunt 
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estimate the current year (T^ ). The real price of licenses 
(Xg) had a standard error less than its coefficient, but was 
significant only at 11 per cent. 
The level of U.S. income is statistically significant as 
a possible determinant of hunters from outside the state. 
"Whereas, the meaning of the price of license is not signifi­
cant, it is not disproven to be of importance as a factor in 
nonresident licenses.^  
Relationships between nonresident licenses and variables 
of kill and income The two variables, kill and previous 
season (Zg) smd U.S. average income (X^ ) explain a highly 
significant portion of the variation in Ï3. These two esti­
mators are both known in advance of any season and can serve 
as predictors of according to data from both time periods. 
Years 1948-1962 The estimated equation is: 
Y, = 84,729 + 9,470.35 Xp + 16.47 
(3,992.22) (5.38) 
2 
The R is .707. The kill the previous year (Sg) is sig­
nificant (.05) and income (Xg) is highly significant (.01). 
Evidence illustrates a contention that nonresidents have been 
willing to spend their incomes in successful pursuit of game. 
D^ata were transformed into logarithms in an attempt to 
establish a demand curve of constant elasticity for resident 
and nonresident licenses. Results with statistical meaning 
were not obtained. 
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Years 1953-1962 The year 1953 has teen one of 
demarcation in behavior of nonresident hunters. They seem 
less Tfilling to spend money unless they expect to get birds. 
The estimated equation is: 
Y. = 79,658 + 13,158.43 + l4.4o Xq 
 ^ (5.825.82) (12.05) 
The kill estimate (Xg) remains significant, and its 
coefficient has risen sharply. The constant has fallen com­
pared to the 15-year period. Nonresident hunters appear more 
interested in successful accomplishment of the hunt. There is 
less consideration given the income factor, suggested by a 
lowered coefficient and its reduced, but significant correla-
2 tlon. îBae E has risen to .80 indicating that the two factors 
(Xg and X^ ) have come to be even better predictors than for­
merly. A shift of emphasis to the kill the previous year 
focuses attention on the purpose of the mission, and the 
better communication that nonresident hunters have among them­
selves as to measurement of success. 
nonresident licenses and the factors of kill, current 
prehunt estimate, and Income All three variables are sig­
nificant in explaining the variation of X3 to a highly signif­
icant proportion, over 89 per cent in both time periods. 
Years 1948-1962 The estimated equation is; 
Y, = 75,162 + 3,045.975 Y, + 6,712.45 Xp + 11.716 Xq 
 ^ (710.056) ^  (2,630.23) (3.609) ^  
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In an average for every additional million pheasants 
killed the previous year the likelihood Is that the state will 
sell about 6700 more nonresident licenses the following season. 
For every dollar Increase In average U.S. family Income, 
nearly 12 more nonresidents buy licenses. And about 3,000 
more acquire licenses ^ en It Is thought that there are another 
million birds In the state In advance of a season. 
Years 1953-1962 There are changes from the 15 
years. The estimated equation for the 10 years becomes: 
Y, = 28,813 + 2,449.19 Y, + 12,778.51 Xo + 2.78 Xq 
^ (1,034.12) (4,526.64) (10.56) ^ 
The coefficient for kill the previous year (Xg) Is sig­
nificant and nearly double from the 15 years. There Is gain 
In the Xg coefficient, a decrease in the coefficient for Y^  
tAilch is still significant. Income (Xg) is no longer signifi­
cant, The meaning of the shift appears to be that more 
importance is given the kill the previous year, with income 
being reduced to insigniflcancQ, The reports of kill one 
season (Xg) tend to bring greater response in numbers of 
license sales to nonresidents (Y^ ). They continue to attach 
importance to current pheasant population, but the larger 
measure is that of kill, in making plans for the following 
season. 
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Honrealdent llcenseB as related to U.S. average Income 
and prehunt pheasant estimate The combination of current 
prehunt estimate (Y^ ) and of income (Xg) form a useful model 
for predictive purposes, but one of declining reliability. 
Years 19^ 8-1962 The estimated equation is: 
Y^  = 85,689 + 3,488.90 Y, + 15.18 Xq 
 ^ (831.79) (4.04) ^  
All coefficients are significant at the 1 per cent level. 
The two independent variables account for 82 per cent of the 
variation in the dependent variable. 
Years 1953-1962 For ten years there is the 
estimated equation: 
Y, = 125,120 + 2,552.65 Y, + 23.01 Xq 
 ^ (1,459.93) ^  (10.97) ^  
Income (Xg) appears to have gained as a determinant -when 
combined Tjith prehunt estimate (Y^ ), but with less significance, 
being at the 7 per cent level. The has fallen from .82 to 
.75, but remains significant at the 1 per cent level. The 
trend suggests declining reliance can be placed on the com­
bination of Y2^  and Xg. It is noted that the kill from the 
previous year (Xg) is knoim in advance of the current season 
•while the official prehunt estimate (Y^ ) is not yet released. 
To use the combination of kill (Xg) and income (Xg) in pre­
dicting numbers of out-of-state licenses, especially in the 
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later period, Is more realistic and more reliable. 
Estimate of nonresident licenaes by the single factor of 
kill the previous year The kill the previous year (Xg) by 
Itself Is a meaningful measure In estimating the number of 
nonresident licenses for a given year (Y^ ). Regression for 
each time period Is Illustrated In Figure 12. 
Years 19^ 8-1962 The single variable of Xg 
significance at the 1 per cent level both as to the regression 
coefficient and the coefficient of determination. The esti­
mated equation is: 
L = -2,665 + 15,444.65 X_ 
5 (4,468.58) 2 
This equation could estimate nearly 48 per cent of the 
variation in licenses for the 15-year period. 
Years 1953-1962 The regression coefficient of 
kill (Xg) is increased, and the r^  is greater for the recent 
10 years in comparison with the 15 years. The new equation 
is: 
Y, = -4,688 + 18,623.65 X^ 
^ (3,704.98) 
The increase of 1 million pheasants in the kill estimate 
the preceding season (Xg) by Itself, appears to attract an 
additional 18,623 nonresidents into the state. This is 
significant at 1 per cent, as is also the amount of variation 
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Figure 12, Nonresident small game licenses as function 
of pheasant kill estimate previous year 
Table 11. Regression coefficients and standard errors, data pertaining to nonresident small game 
licenses issued in South Dakota, Model III, 19^40-19^2 (standard errors are in paren­
theses ) 
R 
Y = 87,689.343 2,198.85272* 3,398.37842 
j ^ (846.26384) (3,205.03392) 
1,879.55522** 12.75115** .92873** 
(704.19586) (2.90451) 
Y = f(Xi) 84,729.476 9,470.34892* 
(3,992.22402) 
16.47412** .70762** 
(5.37637) 
Y = f(Y,X,) 75,162.715 3,045.97572** 
3 (710.05604) 
6,712.45892* 
(2,630.22822) 
11.71624** .89061** 
(3.60935) 
Y = f(Y ,X.) 85,688.919 3,488.90102** 
^ ^ (831.77193) 
15.17545** .82583** 
(4.04116) 
Y_ = f(X^) -2,664.93902 15,444.651** 
(4,468.58462) 
.47887** 
**Significant at 1^ level. 
*Significant at 5^ level. 
Table 12, Regression coefficients and standard errors, data pertaining to nonresident small 
game licenses issued in South Dakota, Model III, 1953-I962 (standard errors in parentheses) 
a ?1 %2 %8 X9 R2 
3^ = f(Yl,Xi) 30,748.109 2,534.60172** (795.63420) 
20,243.561** 
(5,472.45132) 
-2,473.20292 
(1,726.78612) 
.92219** 
^3 = f(Xl) 79,657.620 13,158.432* (5,825.81922) 
14.40036* 
(12.04904) 
.80027** 
= 28,813.968 2,449.19452* 
(1,034.11662) 
12,778.510* 
(4,526.64192) 
2.77862 
(10.56489) 
.89677** 
^3 = f(Yi,Xi)  125,119.65 2,552.6422 (1,459.92832) 
23.00633* 
(10.96727) 
.75968 
^3 - -4,687.98402 18,623.651** (3,704.98012) 
.75952** 
**Significant at levelo 
*Significant at 5^ level. 
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In it explains, nearly 76 per cent. The clear trend is 
that kill the previous year (Xg) is the one factor, no matter 
how combined with other factors, to be of ascending importance 
and of more significance in relationship to the numbers of 
nonresident pheasant hunters in the state. 
Summary and conclusions pertaining to pheasant data and 
numbers of licenses 
Generalizations can be made for both resident and non­
resident hunters and the relationship between the two. 
Analysis indicates that prospective hunters have been shifting 
emphasis to the kill estimate the previous year as a deciding 
factor in the decision Aether or not to buy a license for an 
approaching season. 
Both classes of hunters place weight on the current 
prehunt estimate, but to a lesser degree than earlier years. 
The estimate is made on the basis of kill and sex ratios. The 
actual number of pheasants may never be knoim, but standard 
procedure gives indication of trends. As long as there are 
changes, the estimates are valuable in policy decisions. 
Residents and nonresidents both seem to buy licenses 
according to expectations. Expectations of residents are 
formed on an estimate of the current pheasant numbers before 
a hunting season, -while nonresidents are more inclined to let 
immediate past positive experience be the guide. 
Income to the resident could be said to be a deterrent to 
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buying licenses. Higher incomes apparently direct use of time 
to more expensive pursuits. A more mundane explanation is 
that farmers with big crops are too busy harvesting to leave 
home in order to hunt. Income to nonresidents has been a 
stimulus to buy. If residents of the state could build up 
incomes by exploitation of the pheasant resource, their o-m. 
degree of competition %ith the out-of-state licensees m)uld 
decline. The pheasant to residents has features of an 
"inferior" good. To the nonresident it is more nearly a 
luxury good. 
The larger the total kill in cooks one year is believed 
to make more favorable the prospects for larger pheasant 
populations the next, within the limits of ratios of hens and 
cocks from 1948-1962. From a purely biological aspect, the 
conflict between residents and nonresidents is ameliorated if 
management practices and dispersion of hunters over space and 
through time can be accomplished. 
The effect of income on licensees has been reduced. 
Price of the license to both classes of hunters has been of 
some Importance, but it is not clearly correlated -with licensee 
numbers, so "within the historic range, it can about be dis­
missed as a consideration in predicting numbers of licenses 
sold. 
Analysis of the data indicates strongly that neither 
resident nor nonresident engages in the pheasant-hunting 
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activity Just to be spending time and money, although the 
resident substitutes time for money in recreation lAien incomes 
fall. In the case of .the nonresident, he is interested in 
results, as indicated by correlation nith estimate of kill. 
Since 1953, nonresidents have lagged one year in following 
changes in measurements of success. They apparently don't 
object to point of staying atrny, because of the price of the 
license. They have been willing to spend from higher incomes 
amounts in Increasingly greater proportion to the pheasant 
population. But at the same time, the trend suggests they are 
conscious of the results of the hunt, the numbers of pheasants 
bagged. Alternatives to that of going to South Dakota to hunt 
pheasants are real to the nation's sportsmen. (Die prospect 
of success in getting birds as estimated by previous success 
is important in the decision -«here to spend time and money for 
recreation. 
In 1959 the average nonresident hunter expenditure, 
exclusive of license, was #178.39, so on the basis of 44,700 
nonresident hunters, the total expenditures equalled 
#9,091,000.00 (48, p. 6). The average expenditure in 1962 
dollars approximates #183.75. Using the coefficient obtained 
for the single independent variable of kill the previous 
season (ïg) which is 18,623.651 for 1953-1962, the meaning of 
one additional pheasant bagged In terms of added spending in 
the state directly Is estimated at #3.42. The expansion of 
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total spending through the multiplier effect as this new 
Income is re-spent with other residents would further add to 
aggregate state Income. 
Even though there appears to be opportunity for the state 
of South Dakota to commercialize further on Its pheasant 
resource, doing so would likely cause redistribution of bene­
fits within the state. As those #io control access, farmers 
mainly, would organize so as to reap economic rewards for 
providing a larger population base, they would also necessar­
ily reduce the consumer surplus of noneconomic primary bene­
fits of the nonfarming residents. Resentment at loss of hunt­
ing privileges and pre-emption of out-of-state money by sale 
of rights to access, could again focus attention on institu­
tions. It is doubtful that they would be revised by rurally-
oriented legislatures to a serious extent. The problem would 
be resolved by permissive legislation so that the resource 
base would be enlarged through incentives for those ^ o make 
investments to claim returns. This relates to cooperative 
game districts, trespass laws, liability, insurance to cover 
damage from game, and a myriad of related aspects. It Is not 
unlikely that accommodation in the political arena would be 
for urban hunters to continue to be protected from foreign 
competition for migratory fowl at the price of acceptance of 
provisions which would throw them into economic competition 
with nonresidents of the state for upland game. Political 
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forces idiloh favor economic Investment and exploitation of 
game resources for purposes of economic development, through 
alliance, could conceivably control dominant decisions which 
allocate resources for recreational use. 
The incidence of cost is a factor in the supply of game 
birds. Waterfowl depredations in the Souris Refuge in North 
Dakota caused damage of |3523 for 115 farmers, as estimated by 
Wunderlich (72, p. 101). Damages to private parties by a 
public resource, illustrated by migratory birds, may be dis­
persed and unpredictable among individuals from one season to 
the next. Cost of producing pheasants could also be estimated 
and paid by beneficiaries. Legislation to permit voluntary 
game districts for farmers TAio provide habitat for pheasants 
may provide effective means of distributing costs among sup­
pliers. Joint research In sciences of ecology and economics 
could give information to evaluate alternative methods of 
compensation to those ^ o bear the costs of game production. 
Allocation of Recreational Resources 
Findings of economic analysis can become Instruments of 
economic policy. Growing affluence of American consumers can 
be taken as an argument that more resources should be directed 
by the dictates of choice In the market place. In contradic­
tion, It is argued that growing demand for outdoor recreation 
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calls for greater dedication of resources made most efficiently 
through the public sector, government; so that as per capita 
incomes rise, consumer wants favor relatively more social 
goods and fewer private goods. 
If the state organizes inputs for a given purpose, it is 
necessary that standards and rules guide its action. The 
criteria can, as well, he used in making judgment of its 
performance. If responsive to needs, the state accommodates 
and compensates on a welfare principle. 
Schiokele lists two master goals of economic policy; 
(1) the maximization of the social product over time, and (2) 
the optimization of income distribution among people (4l, p. 
6). The first is concerned with the problem of land use so 
that marginal social net products are the same for all alter­
natives in allocating resources among possible products. The 
public norm of efficiency would require that ratios of bene­
fits to costs for each product would be equal, and also equal 
to one. It also requires allocation of costs according to 
benefits of purposes. 
Timmons follows up Schickele with observation that land 
use goals fall within the economic goal to maximize social 
product over time, and land tenure goals are within the 
economic goal of optimm income distribution (53, pp. 277-278)» 
Further refinement could be made in placing resource use for 
recreational purpose and distribution of the benefits within 
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these respective goals. 
Resource policy includes the formulation of social 
objectives. The division between values with monetary measure 
and intangible values must be recognized and resolved in form 
of some common denominator. Another division of benefits is 
made prior to final accounting of social benefits. Citizens 
of an autonomous political unit may choose to accept part of 
their primary or direct benefits in intangible form. Decision 
to reserve to themselves access to certain classes of game is 
indication that they choose to accept loss of monetary gain 
as a cost for attainment of social objective. Again these 
same residents permit reservation of access to another class 
of game for nonresidents in order to claim in monetary form 
Tdiat are national secondary or indirect benefits. 
Land use goals should be formulated to preserve a 
resource above the critical zone. In addition, they should 
allocate development investment, private and public, so that 
social benefits over time are maximized. The norm of maximiz­
ing social welfare has implications for institutions which 
fall short of the objective if they confuse public and private 
interests. Public Investments which are usurped for private 
gain or at expense of the resource comprise misallocatlon of 
public funds and violate criteria which would direct economic 
policy. Private costs of public benefits, if uncompensated, 
are another form of misallocatlon. 
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Means to accomplish objectives of resource use are 
selected by recognition of certain sub-goals or ends-ln-vlew. 
Expansion of the resource through greater use intensity over 
space or through time is an objective ^ Ailch furthers progress 
toward master goals. Preservation of the resource is not 
synonymous with preservation of the use of the resource. 
Flexibility in control to shift resources at economic margins 
to new combinations of uses is reserved to social action. 
The relevant public, as affected by policy decisions is 
ascertained through political expression. In a democracy the 
public is recognized by active Interest groups. The view­
points of geographic areas and economic sectors provide norms 
for applied policy. The market system does not always associ­
ate social cost and social benefits, but it is within this 
area that economic models are appropriate. It is the job of 
institutions to compensate for the discrepancy between 
economic progress and social objectives. Insofar as individ­
ual freedom is maximized within constraints dictated by nature 
of the resource, success of the institutional control is 
measured. 
Research and survey is amenable to all phases of the 
problem. Economic research, as developed to date could make 
its contribution to maximization of net returns from limited 
investment. Given a goal of dollar net Income maximization, 
researchers could provide clues to the direction of capital 
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to activities lAloh at the margin yield the highest return* 
Suppliers of recreational resources could then allocate funds 
according to the goal of maximum profit for the firm. Esti­
mates of demand should specify quantities and qualities of 
resource to te allocated, A related task for researchers is 
to propose adjustments needed in institutions to accommodate 
demands. Legal considerations in trespass and liability con­
front commercial development of game farms. Public develop­
ment involves state relations with local units of government, 
t^h taxes and public services. 
Coordination of resource policy and activity in manage­
ment can serve to provide equal ratios of returns and costs 
among alternative uses. Communication between planning and 
action agencies is a necessary condition for optimum multi-use 
of resources. Recommendations of how to evaluate recreation 
by the same criteria as applied to other purposes could be a 
major contribution to general resource development, 
A contribution to comprehensive resource planning has 
been Senate Document 97 (38)• It develops standards to be 
used in planning by the four secretaries of federal action 
agencies -with major responsibilities in development. Castle, 
Kelso, and Gardner view the main significance of the objec­
tives as a pointed attempt to place water quality, recreation 
and wilderness on a par with other uses of natural resources 
(6, p. 694). further progress toward coordination of total 
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resource activity would be to develop criteria by #.lch state 
policies, standards, and procedures could be coordinated with 
total development of all water and related land resources. 
Successful coordination requires consideration of Institu­
tional change. 
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INSTITUTIONS HELEVMT TO IMPROVIHG PRODHOTITITT 
OP REORSATIONAL RESOUHCSS 
The second objective of this study is to analyze the 
reasons for the gap between the optimum and actual levels of 
economic development from recreational resources. The guiding 
hypothesis is that uncertainties obstruct the allocation of 
resources toward the condition of an optimum ^ ere marginal 
revenue and marginal cost for each alternative are equal and 
the ratios of marginal revenue to marginal cost are equal 
among all investments. 
The meaning of the term "institution" has received the 
attention of leading social scientists. A social institution 
consists of a concept and a structure according to Sumner: 
The structure is a framework, or apparatus, or perhaps 
only a number of functionaries set to cooperate in 
prescribed ways at a certain conjuncture. The struc­
ture holds the concept and furnishes the instrumental­
ities for bringing it into the world of facts and 
action in a way to serve the interests of men in 
society (52, pp. 53-54). 
Custom was recognized as an institution by Commons who 
wrote in his classic work. Institutional Economics: 
Inducements are the individual persuasions, 
coercions, commands, lAiich carry transactions through 
to their consequences. Sanctions are the collective 
inducements that require individuals to conform their 
behavior to that of others. Bach is founded on simi­
lar habitual assumptions. But the latter is the mean­
ing of an Institution. An institution is collective 
action inducing Individual action. While there is a 
great variety of institutions and sanctions, and these 
are continually changing in the history of civilization. 
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the general principle common to all of them is custom 
and the derived habitual assumptions (12, pp. 700-701). 
The law, or the science of Jurisprudence, is seen as a 
framework for ordering human behavior by Timmons: 
The law is largely concerned with making people 
responsible for the consequences of their action. 
That is to say, the law endeavors to prevent people 
from shifting (or dissociating) the costly conse­
quences of their action to others while retaining 
the beneficial results (54, p. 1136). 
Whereas, Institutions are usually considered to be either 
laws or customs, the Institutions of law and law-making are 
those of concern in this report. 
Identification of Institutions Affecting Allocation of 
Recreational Resources for Economic Development 
The structure of government provides the instrumentali­
ties for concepts being accommodated which may be the values 
of interest groups. The Institutions are considered to be 
those of general self-government.^  
A^ny definition of general self-government would be too 
restrictive to be satisfactory. Some of its features may be 
identified Î 
a. The environment is large enough so that its controls 
treat citizens equally, or on the basis of individual 
merit. This is an Individual-individual relationship 
wherein arbitrary decisions of government are tempered. 
b. Residents recognize the mutual disadvantage of competition 
so they submit to an authority which has control over a 
larger environment. This is a group-group relationship 
pertinent to a federal union of sovereign states. 
c. Membership in a group fdiich can control or accommodate 
forces within a relevant environment is seen by an indi­
vidual as the best protection for individual welfare. 
This is a group-individual phenomenon -which is a basis for 
consti tutlonal government. 
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Legislative decisions 
Policy formation Is largely through the legislative 
process. Resulting policy depends In part on the apportion­
ment of representation of the legislative body among the popu­
lation. The popularly-alleged ascending plea for greater 
allocation to outdoor recreation even at possible expense of 
vested agricultural interests Is largely from centers of 
population under-represented In most state legislatures. An 
Imbalance of power Is held by the people from geographic areas 
•which would be making adjustments as a result of vigorous 
pursuit of the popular objective. Kblle obstructing change, 
this feature also promotes stability, and minimizes sacrifices 
made by a minority for benefit of the majority. Although 
empowering Its agencies to act in accordance with popular 
wishes, influential vested interests are likely in position 
to react against overly-aggressive action to displace estab­
lished use So 
A major means of guiding policy is through the budget. 
The legislature decides between an alternative for close 
association of investment expenditure and collection of funds 
and one tihere investment decisions are separated from raising 
revenue. The former course is allowed when a state agency 
embraces technical competence, fiscal authority to collect 
revenues, and responsibility in making Investment expenditure 
according to a system of priorities. Earmarking, by purpose, 
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the expenditure of revenues together -with exclusion of opera­
tions of a department from the legislative budget gives 
autonomy to departments. It also serves to weaken the hand of 
the governor by removing his control over policy through the 
budget he presents the legislature. Departments with degrees 
of independence in South Dakota include Departments of High­
ways and of Game, Fi^ , and Parks. If the legislature sees 
the technical competence of a department as justification for 
Independence granted, it is delegating its functions. If the 
legislature is unable to bring under its control the fiscal 
operations of its own creatures because of powerful special 
interests #10se position might be placed in jeopardy by 
legislative direction of departmental fiscal affsd.rs—then the 
legislature has abdicated its image as a representative body. 
Matters of political controversy over policy should not 
be carried over into the execution of technical decisions. 
Conversely, technical personnel should be isolated from 
political pressure so that emotional interest groups cannot 
over-rule a qualified decision through the legislature. 
Administrative decisions 
A commission is empowered by the legislature to act in 
its behalf in some policy decisions. The Department of Game, 
Fish, and Parks is administered by a Commission of eight mem­
bers appointed by the Governor, with equal representation from 
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the two major political parties and representing Congressional 
districts in rigid proportion. The intention of the legisla­
ture appears to he that of protecting the Commission from 
charge of political bias. Commission action is not the 
program of any certain political party. Yet members are In 
posture Tdiereby Implications of their decisions make their 
partisan positions extremely sensitive. Walle permitting 
stability Independent from swings in partisan fortunes, the 
bi-partisan composition of the group may prevent execution of 
resourceful resource policy and it may expose Its technical 
staff to reactions vAilch more properly should be directed 
toward political parties. 
The Commission is authorized to act in the name of the 
state In matters prescribed by law. It is in position of 
possible isolation between natural elements in our system of 
community and nation. How successful a state Is in organizing 
resource policy and in administering allocations according to 
policy may be a measure of the responsibility of state govern­
ment in future affairs. 
Judicial decisions 
Court systems are not charged with passing on wisdom of 
legislation, but in determining rights. Early Supreme Court 
oases in South Dakota were inconclusive in finding the extent 
of public interest in disputes concerning meandered areas 
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•whether through care or uncertalnlty. The Court did not 
alienate public trust and In some cases left private dis­
putants In uncertain situations because they could not satisfy 
the Court as to extent of their ovn rights. 
South Dakota courts delayed application of common law 
tests of navigability used earlier In other states. This 
caused uncertalnlty in control, but it also left no precedent 
#lch would rigidly dedicate meandered lands to certain uses 
in spite of changes in demand and technology. The action of 
state circuit courts in passing to private parties title to 
lakebeds is an instance ^ bere an institution was designed to 
remove uncertainty and Improve resource allocation. Because 
it was based on errors in fact, it did neither. 
Evidence testing the second hypothesis suggests that 
uncertainty in law has not alirays moved a position of resource 
use away from its norm, once that norm has become clearly 
Identified. Court decisions in South Dakota have been of a 
nature that permits future action to direct resources to the 
highest use. 
Politics on the Great Plains 
Economic problems involve areas that extend across state 
lines and legislative districts. Their resolution and solu­
tion, likewise, requires recognition of political forces and 
often political alliance. An area, as the Great Plains, 
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exposed to pressure for adjustment dictated by swinging 
demands on resources derived from general economic progress 
find as a dualism of a sort in devising political strategy to 
recover costs of adjustment from the general dispersed bene­
ficiaries. 
Residents of the Great Plains may be paying a dispropor­
tionately large share of the cost of general economic progress 
through displacement of the human factor as technology re­
places labor and as water replaces land. There are tiro 
political paths open to people ^ o Insist that compensation 
from a larger group of beneficiaries be made. Both appear as 
extreme positions ^ th friction between them reducing the 
effectiveness of either choice. 
One group, for -srant of a better term, can be called con­
servatives; the other, liberals. The former choose to cling 
to established institutions, as those of local control. They 
see expediency of preserving disproportionate representation 
as the most effective my of claiming compensation, "diich must 
also pay for the loss in philosophical values coming with the 
decline and dissolution of local entities. Resistance is part 
of strategy. Reservation of benefits for people In a geo­
graphical area of political representation along non-func-
tlonal lines Is a means of the conservative element. Another 
Is to attach sinister motives to a popular movement elsewhere 
and seek to discredit its leaders In attempt to preserve 
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waaing political control and to reduce the effectiveness of 
representations of other regions -whose constituency forms the 
popular majority in a legislature. 
Another political coalition can be arbitrarily tenned 
liberals. They are no less realistic nor loyal to the home 
ideals than are the conservatives. They are willing to bargain 
with other political alliances directly on the issue of com­
pensation for contribution to economic progress rather than 
over the price to be paid for the weakening of local institu­
tions and the loss of power through legislative reapportionment. 
The distinctions are not clearly partisan, even on the 
Great Plains. Voters vacillate between politicians seemingly 
separated by extremes in method. One faction recognizes the 
problem as large and favors immediate progress, so its members 
seek representation on executive action agencies vjhich are 
likely to make the final decisions because of gains in repre­
sentation t-àien population shifts. The other faction (conserv­
ative) sees present political strength as an asset in bargain­
ing. They are less likely to join the forces directing federal 
development than are the liberals who see the best strategy as 
one of getting decisions made before local representation 
fades further. 
The dilemma is one of choice of method, not of objective. 
A caucus of the two views could bring greater progress towards 
the mutual objective of claiming benefits for the relevant 
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constituency before the difference is exposed and aggravated 
by partisan alignment at the federal level. 
The dispute between local factions has been resolved in 
instances of federal resource development to benefit of a 
region. Presently a constituency is evaluating alternatives 
of action to be taken to give them as large a share as possi­
ble of the benefits of recreation. The action concerns the 
development of the reservoirs on the Missouri River. 
Recreational dualism 
Decisions regarding allocation of resources for outdoor 
recreation are fraught with many frustrations, as are other 
decisions which allocate resources. There is the additional 
problem of weighing measurable economic tangibles against 
intangible, nonmonetary values. It is likely easier to 
evaluate actual monetary cost or the cost of alternatives 
foregone than to measure rewards lAien they serve purposes 
whose underlying values are in conflict. 
i&th any problem study there are both economic and social 
aspects. The market structure serves economic objectives of 
society within certain social limits. When it does not, 
society constructs institutions lAioh control resource alloca­
tions directly. Such has been observed with regard to recrea­
tional resources In South Dakota. 
The resource of game which is renewable, well above the 
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critical zone, and nonmigratory has been represented by upland 
birds and certain big game* Here legislation has promoted by 
economic means alternatives in development and has directed 
exploitation. The game resource, idiioh is migratory, whose 
supply is closer to the critical zone, and -sâiich is less well 
regulated in supply by state directives, is represented by 
waterfowl. Waterfowl is treated on the order of a stock 
resource. There the state has controlled distribution of 
benefits emitted from the resource by institutional means 
reserving access to geographic residents of a sovereign state. 
Controversy over imposition of a ban against nonresidents 
further reveals its effect on distribution of benefits among 
residents of the state as well as between blocs of residents, 
namely, states. 
Development of the game resource for hunting can be 
either as a single purpose or as part of a multi-purpose 
program. It happens that propagation of nonmigratory game is 
largely on privately-owned farms and is becoming potentially 
a larger integral part of farming operations with possibility 
of further commercialization. Limitations in factors of 
habitat for migratory game have been alleviated by attempts 
of the state to exert its authority directly over an extensive 
area suitable for waterfowl, the meandered lakes in eastern 
South Dakota. Coincident with state assumption of jurisdic­
tion over the relatively large areas of waterfowl habitat have 
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been actions by certain federal agencies to offset programs 
of other federal programs and to complement state efforts by-
preserving by purchase and easement, smaller areas of water­
fowl habitat, as potholes on private land. Activities in the 
field of outdoor recreation, whether coordinated or overlap­
ping, have produced observations concerning interest group and 
political activity. 
Olientele of the respective state and federal action 
agencies have been divided. The federal activity has found 
appeal among landowners through moneys to sponsor both the 
single purpose of recreation on private land and multi-purpose 
recreational development on public land mainly on the mainstem 
reservoirs along the Missouri River. Federal activity has the 
advantage in support of both extremes of philosophy, advocat­
ing private omership or public development. The state, -with 
limited spending power, resorts to construction of local law 
and even to the police power which necessarily becomes 
offensive to private persons -çrtio presume vested rights, for 
example, the riparians. State authority is more direct, almost 
wholly uncompensated, and is identifiable. Regulated Individ­
uals come to attribute arbitrary action to state officials, 
and in spite of professed political philosophy, find the 
acceptance of federal money attractive, the federal directives 
less restrictive and officials more remote than the on-scene 
regulatory contact made by state officials. An advocate of 
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use of measures available to the state is the resident, urban 
hunter. Control of the resource, and access to It Is a means 
of reducing competition for enjoyment of its use. This group 
also preserves nostalgia of hunting as a harvest of nature's 
abundance rather than of Investment. It takes the lead in 
urging good tdll between hunter and farmer, -which aside from 
congeniality, is the least costly alternative of preserving 
access to game as well as one %hlch tends to avoid pre-emption 
of the hunter expenditure by the farmer to disadvantage of the 
tomi entrepreneur selling services to sportsmen. 
This logic leads to two conclusions regarding (1) align­
ment of clienteles and (2) competition to develop recreational 
resources. The strongest support for firm state authority 
over recreational resources, as demonstrated by urging of the 
Game Commission to assume control of meandered lakes, has been 
from 'sportsman groups and Chambers of Commerce. Farm organi­
zations have tended to look with favor on acceptance of 
federal payments to preserve present recreational land use and 
federal loans to develop recreation as a land use. Actions 
taken through powers of the state to promote recreation for 
those presently eligible are popular with those vho see the 
current trend toward commercialization reducing their benefits 
or raising their costs. Acceptance is less by those who for-
see gain from economic trends in supply and demand providing 
access were to be distributed by private riparians or group 
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game districts. The situation calls for an astute political 
role to be played by officials Implementing state programs. 
They are Involved with the accommodation of conflicts without 
extensive powers to compensate from public funds except as 
provided by federal grants. 
Competition among governmental agencies each promoting 
a purpose extends Into means of promoting a definite purpose. 
The cleavage between federal and state positions become a 
source of sensitivity. The federal development of recreation 
can get advantage ^ en multi-purpose, publicly-built struc­
tures are proven economically feasible for purposes of flood 
control, navigation, power and irrigation, especially when 
purposes are nonreimbursable. The state, with a plan calling 
for single-purpose development in recreation finds it diffi­
cult to justify state expenditure to promote a purpose ^ ose 
benefits are not easily measured, and a structure for which 
does not already exist. This situation demands a new kind of 
federalism calling for comprehensive evaluation of recrea­
tional potential. Inclusion of recreation as a nonreimbursa­
ble secondary benefit of malnstem dams could conceivably 
allocate Investment according to the economics of nonrecrea-
tional primary purposes rather than of recreation. 
The threat to state sovereignty In resource development 
is stlnglngly pronounced by officials of the Department of 
Game, Fish and Parks whose comments in late 1963 are quoted: 
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The federal octupus is tightening its tenacles 
to crush the life out of states rights in fishing, 
hunting and other forms of outdoor recreation. . . . 
Federal inter-agency jealousy, empire-building and 
a damaging lack of coordination . . . the cruz of 
the crisis . . . retarding sound, recreational 
development in South Dakota. Many of the so-called 
"new*' federal recreational programs in South Dakota 
and other states are merely costly, "me-too" duplica­
tions of well-balanced programs worked out by the 
states themselves years ago. 2ven worse, the shot­
gun pattern of federal recreational development is 
so disorganized that it has, in turn, disorganized 
many formerly solid, state-sponsored plans. 
IQiere has been a tendency to accept the vast 
Missouri Hiver reservoir projects as a recreational 
boon. Can we justify the loss of vital hunting lands 
as an "even swap" for boating water skiing or even 
fishing opportunities? 
The time has arrived when the people of South 
Dakota, through their Legislature, must make a 
decision. Are we to continue surrendering our 
states rights to the federal government under the 
pretense of getting "free" money for outdoor recrea­
tional development? Or, are the people willing to 
develop resources on a state level to obtain the 
type of outdoor recreation they want? 
The wrong decision right now will be paid for at 
a terrible price by our children and to generations 
xdiich follow! (7» pp.3-5) 
%ether opinions are indicative of the costs of federal 
control in teims freedom and lost development, or of the 
wilting of bureaucratic aspirations, or even of the reaction 
of a federal public against the provincialism or the reverse, 
later history may show. Tlhatever waste in extensive federally-
financed development there may proved to be in South Dakota, 
it likely is not necessarily unique to the area of recreation. 
As other federal developments have been completed, there has 
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not been noticeable deep reluctance of the people of the state 
to claim their benefits. 
Certainty of Expectations and Flexibility in Use 
Institutional means to reach economic and social ends 
attsdn for society certainty of expectations only as they 
assure control over resources. Flexibility in resource use 
requires that resources are directed to purposes of highest 
marginal returns as demands upon resources change. These 
tests of (1) certainty of expectations and (2) flexibility of 
use can be applied to existing institutions and to proposals. 
The legal system as provided by the state gives predictability 
needed to serve social purpose; yet, uncertainty in interpre­
tation of law provides pliability in meeting unprecedented 
problems. How well institutions as means to an end fulfill 
the criterion of certainty of expectations can be tested by 
establishing the degree to lAiich they have provided society an 
assured ability of maintaining control over resources. The 
test of flexibility in use, as provided by all levels of 
government, can be expressed as a criterion that marginal 
productivities of resources are directed over time to uses 
nAiere they are the highest. Thus, in order to attain and 
maintain maximum net social product, society changes its 
demands upon a resource. 
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An Increase in demand of a land resource for recreational 
purposes accompanied by a relative decline in demand for live­
stock feed grains calls for flexibility in resource use -with 
control established over the resource so as to provide for 
certainty of expectations. Economic principles should guide 
legislation ^ ich controls any resource, instead of the 
reverse. Mien demand for services emanating from a given 
resource increases and the quantity of resource declines, it 
is no longer a free good, as space may have come to be. 
The priority in land use -uhioh id. 11 maximize social net 
product is dictated by the "highest marginal value product," 
The use idiich adds the most to social product per unit of 
resource deserves first attention. The establishment of 
present values is difficult enough, but predictions as to 
productivity of a resource and demands for it in future years 
or generations further challenges legislators and administra­
tors of a public resource. Equitable distribution of benefits 
and association ^ th costs as between individuals, groups, and 
generations are promulgated in a legal system by idiich society 
is assured control of the resource with flexibility in use. 
The uncertainty of law and economics 
Frank m-ltes on the usefulness of law and the ways in 
which it is understood and misunderstood by those administer­
ing it and those among lAom it seeks to equate burdens and 
bounties (15, p. 3). Laymen popularly criticize the law, and 
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Its practitioners—lasers, judges, administrators—for 
inability to find exact legal answers as certainly as logarithm 
tables or a slide-rule can give exact answers to engineering 
problems. Public decrial over lack of precision over simple 
legal questions may reduce confidence in laws as a basis of 
prediction. 
But Frank counters this misconception: 
The law always has been, is now, and tdll ever 
continue to be, largely vague and variable. And 
how could It be otherwise? The law deals with 
human relations in their most complicated aspects 
(15, p. 6). 
Par from a frozen legal system being possible, it is 
desirable that the system be fluid and pliable to meet 
unprecedented problems. Prank claims, "Much of the uncer­
tainty of law is not an unfortunate accident: It is of 
Immense social value" (15, p. 7). 
Citizens are dismayed by disputed questions of fact and 
points of law. The uncertainty of law resulting from care­
lessly worded statutes, arbitrary decisions as well as doubt­
ful circumstances stymie the client idao would want an infalli­
ble guide in determining lAiat his rights are. Prank sees the 
search for certainty in law as an effort to restore security 
felt in childhood environment, but which was dashed when 
maturity discovered human imperfections in seemingly infalli­
ble and exact law-making, law-pronouncing and law-enforcing 
parental guidance. 
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Characteristics of law have been given as generality, 
continuity, and predictability (15, p. 52). A more mature 
approach to law accepts scientific social inquiry. 
Friedman would judge a theory by its predictive power, 
and deals with positive economics as an objective science. 
Economics as a positive science is defined as "a body of 
tentatively accepted generalizations about economic phenomena 
that can be used to predict the consequences of changes in 
circumstances" (16, p.39). But "There is never certainty in 
science . . ." (16, p. 30). If economics as a science does 
not predict with certainty, there are elements of uncertainty 
in regard to prices and costs. 
Tlmmons places economic decisions in a legal framework 
to show that problems of mankind Involve consideration of all 
social sciences, with special Interest in analyzing methods 
used In resolving land problems through integration of law and 
economics (54). Law provides the means by i&ilch human behav­
ior is directed In order to reach objectives of humanity. 
Land problems, as Interpreted by Tlmmons, are defined In terms 
of conflicts, confusions and uncertainties regarding future 
courses of action in the use of land. From the vague and 
often conflicting actions of individuals and groups, an 
attempt Is made to identify norms sought by people in making 
decisions on the use of land, including elements of production, 
distribution and stability which are legal and economic in 
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nature. Tlmmons suggests that neo-classical economists may-
accentuate theories of economics; whereas, Institutional 
economists devote major emphasis to institutional framework 
within vAiich economic goals are set and pursued. Collabora­
tion in the two areas through interdisciplinary research is 
envisaged as a valuable contribution if errors within each 
discipline are not accepted in the composite findings. 
Economic decisions which maximize returns of some nature 
are sanctioned by law for individuals, private businesses, and 
quasi-public groups %hloh are legally-constituted, as well as 
pseudo-public voluntary organizations and agencies of govern­
ment. Laws as formulated by man may lag behind his needs. 
This social lag may impede progress but may also lend stabil­
ity in society. Society may find an acceptable rate of 
substitution between certainty of returns for Investment and 
flexibility in use of a given land resource. 
Establishing flexibility in use and certainty of expectations 
though legal-economic research 
Certainty and flexibility are characteristics of law 
suggested by Prank and adapted by Timmons (55, p. 3^ ). These 
attributes give insight into law as a means of determining 
efficiency of resource use. Decision-making concerns both law 
and economics as well as other social disciplines which 
describe man* s well-being. 
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Laws can be evaluated by how well they permit interac­
tions of economic decisions made by several units of govern­
ment to reach optimum achievement toward their goals in such 
a way as to minimize conflicts or mete out "justice" in case 
of litigation. Miere measures advocated regarding resource 
use in order to reach economic or noneconomic objectives are 
inhibited or in conflict, the objectives or the law must be 
compromised. At times objectives are not clear or the law is 
ambiguous as evidenced by conflicts, confusions, and uncer­
tainties regarding use of a resource, as land. 
Glawson states, "The aim of good resource management is 
to achieve a maximum reconciliation of different interests," 
with a prediction that conflicts among users of land and water 
will grow sharper as population, income, and demand for land 
rise (9, p. 119). Conflicts may occur among urban industrial 
users and agricultural, forestry and recreational interests. 
Law has evolved as a major institutional means of making 
feasible, efficient use of resources consistent with progress 
toward economic and social ends. 
Ownership and Management of Land Resources 
Ownership gives a person claims to services emanating 
from attributes of a land resource because of control over 
land as space. The owner submits to coercion of a larger 
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group In the "way he dedicates his resource within a productive 
process, or the way he manages the resource. Social control 
does not necessarily affect directly the claims to Income be­
cause of ownership, but It does affect the use of the resources. 
Oimership by the state leads to proper operation of plan­
ning machinery according to Haar: 
Oraiershlp by the state Is the most direct method 
of eliminating the conflict between the private Inter­
est In putting a given piece of land to the most 
profitable use for which it can find a market, and 
the public interest in ensuring the best use of all 
land irrespective of monetary return, a conflict 
which often obstructs the preparation of a plan with 
scope for daring and vision, and hinders the proper 
operation of planning machinery (18, p. 127). 
Preserving the unity of ownership and control is seen by 
Haar as the most direct means to reduce the conflicts regard­
ing the most profitable use for the public Interest. This is 
socialization in the economic sense. Democratically a society 
resorts to control over land separate from ownership. A 
democratic people may vacillate in their efforts to establish 
optimum use combinations of resources between positions of 
(1) preserving the unity of ownership and control, and (2) 
permitting separation of ownership and control. 
Broad public issues Involve this question; ""Bhat criteria 
are to be used to ration access to goods and services?". The 
U.S. Supreme Court recognized separation of ownership and con­
trol •when it removed racial membership as a criterion for par­
ticipation in education, publicly-owned, and interstate travel, 
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priTately-omied. In education the temporary welfare of the 
child is subjugated to long run benefits to society by compul­
sory school attendance. Needs of society and participation by 
the individual are held to be consistent. The criterion for 
participation In medical services, tihether one of personal 
purchasing power or the stage of disrepair of health, tran­
scends the question if such service is to be provided by 
government socializing (oiming and controlling) the area or by 
merely regulating access to a privately-owned service. Con­
cepts of ownership and control are separated in either. 
Gunnar Myrdal in Rich lands and Poor generalizes the 
point in his discourse on "A Created Harmony": 
In a very few countries we have by now reached 
a situation where no large social groups and, conse­
quently, no regions are permitted to be really poor 
and, even more important, where the opportunities 
for the newly bom are becoming more and more 
equal .... 
Economic progress has . . . hampered the trend 
toward inequalities, and thus also solidified the 
base for democracy. ... In its turn the greater 
equality of circumstances in these countries has 
sustained economic progress (31, p. 47). 
The broadening of access to participation in benefits 
emanating from an expanding economy and the very expansion of 
that economy may be mutually reinforceable. 
Ownership of a certain land resource may be in dispute 
between public and private Interests. This issue of ownership 
can be overemphasized. #.ether or not the state adjudges 
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itself to own a land resource, it does not "by that property 
right necessarily control those seeking access to its surface. 
That ability arises from the police power irtiich applied also 
to land the state does not cwn. An answer to question of 
omership is not always the answer to a question of use. That 
is provided by the state's sovereign police power Independent 
of ownership. 
The purpose of a government in management of a public 
land resource is to describe, analyze, and organize activities, 
and to appraise social costs and returns resulting from those 
activities. An analysis to determine how an economy directs 
and times its resource use from the standpoint of social 
returns can be a basis for recommendations concerning policy 
and administration in development of a resource. 
Full government control through ownership or lease has 
been advocated in order for government planning to provide 
maximum net social returns. Returns would Include direct 
receipts of sales of produce, leasing and licensing, as well 
as broad public benefits from recreation, wildlife, and crater-
shed protection. Costs would Include management expenditures 
and private development forgone as a result of public manage­
ment. Public control indicates interest of a broad environ­
ment, so that the higher levels of government may justify 
subsidizing lower levels whose Income status is more directly 
tied in with local private interests. 
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Decisions of public officials are not fully determined 
by weighing dollar costs and dollar returns. A mathematical 
method of analysis is not developed so highly it can replace 
good judgment of investigators, legislators, and administra­
tors. The timing, and the waiting or ripening period for 
benefits to materialize is subject to public patience. 
Agencies ^ ich manage public resources are subject to 
varying objectives as are managers within a privately operated 
industry. It is difficult to compare public and private con­
trol directly. Mien the purpose is short range, private 
management may well serve public Interest. But the resource 
may be suitable to public management lAien purposes are long-
range, if there is to be any planning at all. There may not 
be usefulness in pursuing advantages of public and private 
systems because the nation's general philosophy is to combine 
the two to achieve its goals. 
The purpose of study of private persons idio act as 
managers of a resource is to evaluate them from standpoint of 
the efficiency of the individual firm and their actions In 
maximizing total net returns to the community. In some land 
areas the divergence in public and private interests are in 
agricultural and recreational uses. "Kith land resources where 
the owner Is the manager of the resource, the profits provide 
a key to benefits, as it is assumed that the owner reaps the 
benefits and pays the costs. 
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But Tdiere the manager Is a private Interest lAiloh con­
trols a resource ^ dalch Is publlcly-cwned, obviously the profit 
to the Individual Is not an adequate measure of beneficial use 
In a monetary sense, to say nothing of consideration of social 
values. The divergence between public and private Interests 
is broadened -«hen a public resource is used for private 
profit at the expense of the public resource. 
Public OTmership of land entitles the government to use 
such land as it -wishes, but where private interests hold 
ownership the public may exert social control. Control, 
according to Eenne, means to "exercise restraining or direct­
ing influence over or, more briefly, to coerce" (39, p. 34). 
Such coercion is backed by Irresistible power of an agency 
or group which is able to impose penalties. The sovereign 
state sets penalties for violations of laws so high that any­
one tdio wishes to survive economically or physically, with any 
degree of freedom, must abide by such laws. 
Representative government is assumed to accommodate 
various groups and interests in society. As interests over 
use of a given resource widens to concern larger portions of 
society, the more nearly institutionalized becomes the use of 
such resource. Control by groups and individuals, as per­
mitted, can be taken to be consistent with general welfare, 
also true ^ en a governmental agency or official is charged 
with enforcing the law. 
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Social Institutions as they affect economic behavior 
determine property rights important in decisions in use of 
resources. Prom the primary economic institution of property 
rights are derived economic institutions of tenancy, credit, 
and taxation. Property has "been called a "bundle" of rights, 
and is represented by control of individual strands distributed 
among the state, omiers, users, creditors, and others (69, p. 
141). 
"Fugitive" resources are those which must be "captured" 
or "reduced to possession" before omiership is established. 
Examples are wildlife, migratory waterfowl, unregulated range 
forage, petroleum, and sometimes water. The shorter the plan­
ning interval of an owner, the greater the discount given for 
deferred use of a resource because of uncertainty. Individ­
uals compete to capture fugitive resources with possibility 
of exploitation of stock resources due to the indefiniteness 
of property rights. 
Wantrup suggests two main remedies for wasteful deple­
tion: first, control resource use by law and government 
regulation so that the need for capture disappears; second, 
control of the resource may be vested in the government rather 
than making private tenure more definite (69, p. 143). Under 
the first, those with rights to utilization of a resource may 
establish unified control over collective owners to adjust 
conflicting claims as has been done regarding oil, water, and 
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grazing. The second is used with respect to wildlife in the 
United States. National and state constitutions vest owner­
ship in the people, resulting in nonmigratory and inland 
fisheries controlled by the state and migratory fish and game 
subject to both federal and state laws. 
States may enact legislation -which is additionally 
restrictive to federal regulations, as is evidenced by differ­
entiation of resident and nonresidents of a state regarding 
eligibility for hunting licenses. Such state power is exer­
cised by the state of South Dakota in making nonresidents 
ineligible for a license to hunt migratory waterfowl. The 
same state exempts from the requirement as to licenses persons 
tAio occupy the land. 
A case in point is taken from regulations for game 
animals from the South Dakota Code: 
e^never the Commission shall deem it advisable 
to limit the number of licenses Issued for the hunt­
ing, taking or killing of deer, antelope, or elk, 
during any season, the Commission may, in any manner 
It deems feasible and expedient, establish uho shall 
be eligible to apply for such licenses. In estab­
lishing eligibility, the Commission may give prefer­
ence to persons who actually operate or live as 
owner or tenant on agricultural, timber or grazing 
lands situated within the areas opened to such big 
game hunting. It shall be unlawful for anyone to 
apply for such licenses except those persons whose 
eligibility has been established by the Commission 
(96). 
A state may compromise its exclusive claim of ownership over 
game animals >rf.th the person t^ o occupies the land. This 
would indicate that game can be considered a valuable 
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appurtenance to land. 
Special consideration for those ^ Aio occupy the land sug­
gest that there Is a modified tenure right to a resource 
generally supposed to belong to a public. Aside from enumer­
ated privileges the private owner of land may use his surface 
rights to prohibit trespass on his land and in a sense permit 
use of a public resource only -with his approval, wb.ich can be 
purchased by compensation. Access to use of a public resource 
is retained, then, to some extent by private owners, 
Wantrup refers to "Imbalance of property rights" (69, pp. 
147-149). There is "imbalance" if the social agent responsible 
for utilization of a resource does not take into account all 
of the revenues and costs. Social economics finds significant 
the difference between the "incidence" of revenues and costs, 
as based on property rights, and the "allocation" of revenues 
and costs with consequences. "Distortions" of the most 
socially desirable plan for utilization of a resource may 
result from imperfections in property rights which are devised 
as instruments for social purposes. 
In an individualistic democracy there are ways to reduce 
Imbalance. Wantrup gives three : (1) the difference between 
incidence and allocation can be reduced by compensation as by 
subsidies or legal instruments, one of irfilch being civil law 
covering damage; (2) negative approaches as prohibition, 
zoning, and ordinances can bring Incidence and allocation 
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nearer balance; and (3) positive requirements may also be 
applied to resource users in order to restore or maintain 
stock resources, as a requirement to treat wastes to avoid 
pollution of air and water. 
Protection of outdoor resources for public use involves 
control of owners of factors of production for a publicly 
owned resource. If wildlife is owned by the landowner Ms 
decisions select the portion of the population whose welfare 
will be advanced by participation in hunting. This is some­
times called the European system. 
Berryman believes that public hunting in the United 
States depends on economic considerations leading to landowner 
compensation (2). He cites the situation of the people 
through the state, holding title to wildlife, but with private 
landowners being in possession, so that there is a stalemate 
i»Èiere the farmer is not "game conscious." In order to make 
the use of land for game sustaining to the landowner public 
compensation is claimed to be justified. It would expand use 
of intensively-farmed land for game, and would substitute game 
for other uses >3here marginal returns are low. Berryman sees 
a need for legal means to allow sportmen to participate in 
costs of producing game in a world where fish and game are no 
longer "free" goods, but "scarce" goods; so there should be 
some way found to raise their value to the producer, within 
the pricing system, by public administration. 
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Cooperation of public and private sectors Is said to be 
needed for management which id. 11 maximize a public-owned 
product produced by private factors. Towell declares that for 
state game departments the "chief responsibility Is to main­
tain wildlife production on private lands, and at the same 
time make it available for public harvest" (56). Marginal 
returns for expenditure on recreation are held to be higher 
from development of resources, as game, on privately-omned 
land than lAien spent In any other way. 
Legal Considerations in Land Use Decisions 
Jurisdiction is of paramount importance in deteimining 
allocation of land resources. Resource tenure, being all 
property rights, involves all relations of control between men 
and resources. Efforts to attain efficient use for land amid 
uncertainty, have attributed to the law characteristics of 
certainty and flexibility described previously. Patterns of 
control have evolved among nations, between units of a federal 
system, and within a state and its subdivisions. Principles 
have been developed #ilch are applied to specific situations, 
as outlined by Clark (8). 
Boundaries between nations 
The boundaries between nations are usually fixed by 
treaty. Disputes over the agreements can arise v&en the lines 
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are not permanently marked or lAien the language of the treaty 
18 subject to different constructions. Settling a dispute 
requires much evidence, extensive surveys, and compromise. 
The Great Lakes are a special case. The navigation of the 
lakes are open to both nations of the United States and Canada» 
and to vessels of other countries by permission of the t-wo 
nations, the usual "three-mile" limit not applying to these 
Inland lakes %hlch are navigable. The beds of the lakes 
belong to the respective states, and their sovereignty extends 
to a joint boundary or to the Canadian border as long as their 
laws do not conflict id.th those of the United States. 
Boundaries between states 
True boundaries between the original 13 states were 
subject to grants from sovereign countries. Federal courts 
have been called on to construe meanings of old grants and to 
determine borders with consideration given to evidence as to 
which state had exercised jurisdiction over the disputed 
territory. 
States other than the original 13 have generally had 
boundaries fixed by Congress through the enabling acts, #Lloh 
admitted them to statehood. The statutes of the state may 
also identify boundaries as a matter of information. 
Disputes may arise between states when a shifting river 
forms the common boundary. The center of a body of water, or 
the thread of the stream divides two states where there is not 
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a different boundary set by treaty or statute. 
Federal-state relationships of authority over lands 
The United States Constitution reserves for Congress 
poorer to dispose of and regulate territory and property 
belonging to the United States (116). The various enabling 
acts, admitting new states to the union, expressly retain 
title to unappropriated lands in the United States. 
The Secretary of the Interior directs the administration, 
survey, and transfer of title of public lands of the United 
States. Jurisdiction is vested within the Department of 
Interior with the Director of the Bureau of Land Management, 
tAic in 1946 assumed the duties previously held by the General 
Land Office and the United States Supervisor of Surveys 
together with the field surveying service. 
The Manual of Surveying Instructions of 194? states: 
It comes within the province of the Director 
to consider and determine ^ at are public lands, 
what lands have been surveyed, -what are to be sur­
veyed, what have been disposed of, what remains to 
be disposed of, and ^ at are reserved; it is a well 
settled principle of law that the United States, 
through the Department of Interior has the authority 
and duty to extend the surveys as may be necessary 
to Include lands erroneously omitted from earlier 
surveys (60, i 3). 
The United States Code reflects the current organization 
of the Bureau of Land Management ; 
The Secretary of the Interior or such officer 
as he may designate shall perform all executive 
duties appertaining to the surveying and sale of the 
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public lands, and, also, such, as relate to private 
claims of land, and the issuing of patents for all 
grants of land under the authority of the Govern­
ment (74). 
It would appear that only the Department of Interior can 
issue a patent for land of the public domain. Its agencies 
have been the General Land Office, established in 1812, and 
the Bureau of Land Management, organized in 1946. 
The law has been Interpreted by courts to the effect that 
the Department of Interior cannot grant title to private 
parties of land covered by navigable lakes (60, § 4), The 
patentees would take only to waters' edge. States, as well as 
the national government, have usually been held to be power­
less to convey beds of navigable lakes. %iether the title of 
the proprietor of lands bordering a navigable river extends to 
high-water mark, low-water mark, or the middle of the stream 
must, however, be determined by the laws of the state tdiere 
the land lies. 
Common law and its interpretations 
At English common law, navigable streams are comparative­
ly few—those in lAiich the tide ebbs and flows, or an "arm of 
the sea." Courts in the United States have followed a broader 
interpretation, in holding that streams navigable in. fact are 
those capable of being navigated for commercial purposes. 
Beds of fresh-water streams T&iich are navigable in fact, then 
would remain in the state rather than in the riparian, or 
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adjoining, property owner. Courts in several states, mostly 
Eastern, have followed the rule that fresh-water streams were 
nonnavigable by common law so that riparian omers took title 
to their beds. Other states, including Iowa and Minnesota, 
have court decisions finding that the rule applicable to tide­
water streams apply to inland streams which are navigable in 
fact. 
The Supreme Court of the United States establishes guid­
ing principles, as follows: 
The rule long since approved by this Court in 
applying the Constitution and laws of the United 
States is that streams or lakes -ohich are navigable 
in fact must be regarded as navigable in law; that 
they are navigable in fact idien they are used, or 
are susceptible of being used, in their natural 
and ordinary condition, as highways for commerce, 
over which trade and travel are or may be conducted 
in the customary modes of trade and travel on water; 
and further that navigability does not depend on 
the particular mode in which such use is or may be 
had—whether by steamboats, sailing vessels or 
flatboats—nor on an absence of occasional dif­
ficulties in navigation, but on the fact, if it be 
a fact, that the stream in its natural and ordinary 
condition affords a channel for useful commerce 
(162, 270 U.S. at 56). 
The sovereignty of the beds of navigable bodies of water 
is in the states and are not subject to survey and disposal 
by the United States. They are to remain common highways. 
This includes all tidewater streams and all permanent bodies 
of water whose natural and normal condition trould classify 
them as navigable at date of admission into the Union. 
Congressional Acts of 1796 and 1803, as cited by Clark, 
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provided that: 
All navigable rivers, within the territory 
occupied by the public lands, shall remain and be 
public highways; and, in all cases idiere the 
opposite banks of any streams not navigable belong 
to different persons, the stream and the bed there­
of shall become common to both (8, |576). 
Congress early accepted the common law doctrine. Naviga-
bel rivers were open to public interests free of interference 
from riparian owners. The early laws permitted in public 
lands some rights of riparians in beds of nonnavigable streams 
subject to the public interest. It is analogous to section 
lines reserved for highway purposes where butting land^ otmers 
have title to center of the roads, but the public has rights 
to use said roadways for travel and has easements over such 
land. 
The test of navigability and riparian rights^  
Webster defines "navigable" as "deep enough and wide 
enough to afford passage to vessels; as, a navigable river" 
(62, p. 664). The English common law rule that only those 
streams are navigable in which the tide ebbs and flows is not 
generally recognized in the United States courts. 
The United States Supreme Court has held: 
A river is a navigable water of the United 
States ;5hen it forms by itself, or its connections 
with other waters, a continuous highway over tdiloh 
I^nformation provided largely by Olark (8)• 
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commerce is or may "be carried on with other States 
or foreign countries In the customary modes In iihlch 
such commerce is conducted by water. ... If such 
river is navigable only between points in the same 
state and does not connect with a stream or lake 
bearing commerce between different states, it is not 
a navigable river of the United States but of the 
state where located (8, i 576). 
The United States departed from common law in determining 
that fresh water rivers are navigable in fact if they are 
capable of being navigated for commercial purposes. Michigan 
courts have held streams to be navigable in a modified sense 
if they can float logs and lumber. 
Laws of the United States must resolve any question as to 
whether title in any land which at one time was property of 
the United States has passed to a state or individual. If 
title has passed, the land Is subject like other property to 
laws of the state. 
Shores and beds of navigable waters were reserved by the 
original 13 states by the U.S. Constitution. The same rights, 
sovereignty, and jurisdiction over similar areas were granted 
to states admitted later. 
%.en a state is admitted to the Union it acquires title 
to all lands under navigable bodies of water, and it can 
govern the extent of riparian rights of shore owners. The 
United States conveys Its interests in the beds of meandered 
bodies of water i&ien It disposes of adjoining land in the 
absence of fraud or gross mistake in survey. 
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A general rule, subject to few qualifications, is that a 
state determines title and omership to beds of lakes and 
streams as between riparian otmer and the state. The federal 
government has parted with its rights to meandered areas %hen 
it grants a patent for adjoining land. On nonnavigable lakes 
the usual rule is that the riparian owners own to the center 
line. Beds of navigable lakes generally belong to the state 
but riparians have claims to lands exposed by receding waters 
to the center line of the lake. Supreme Courts in Florida and 
Minnesota states during i960 handed down decisions #iioh did 
not disturb ownership of beds of nonnavigable lakes but did 
separate ownership from control of access to the surface of 
such lakes (125, 132). 
The federal government grants land bordering navigable 
waters to the high-water mark. The extent of riparian inter­
ests depend on laws of the state. The general rule is that 
ownership in land extends to the water's edge, and not to the 
thread of the stream. Courts vary in holding that owners take 
to the high-water mark, the low-water mark, and the thread of 
the stream. Confusion results partly from the old common law 
•fîdiere few bodies of water were held navigable; so that 
riparian interests were considered to own nearly all lands 
under the waters. A resultant attitude of some courts is that 
riparian interests own to the low-water mark. The Wisconsin 
Court has ruled that the riparian proprietor holds absolute 
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title to land to the high-water mark of a navigable river, 
regardless of size—even the Mississippi, and a qualified 
right to the center of the stream subject to public rights. 
By patent from the federal government and by laws of the 
state, the omier of land adjoining a nonnavigable stream claims 
omiership to the middle of the stream. A problem is to iden­
tify the "mter* s edge" in case of navigable streams and non-
navigable lakes. A state -sdiich may restrict riparian rights 
to the water's edge may find that the United States has not 
transferred land lying under the water, 
Minnesota courts hold that vâiere a lake is navigable in 
fact riparian o-wners take title to the water's edge. If the 
lake is nonnavigable, title extends to the center of the lake. 
Meandered lakes and streams which are nonnavigable are 
governed by the same rules regarding riparian rights by tdiich 
title usually extends to the center line. Two general rules 
are induced from examination of court cases involving naviga­
ble streams. One holds that riparian interests take to the 
center of the main channel subject to rights of the public. 
The other limits the riparisin owner to the high-water mark, 
with the state owning the bed of the stream and the shore 
which is the area between the water' s edge and the high-water 
mark. Thus private Interests in Illinois have found themselves 
bordered by the state of Iowa in the Mississippi River. How­
ever, Illinois shore owners take only to the water's edge on 
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meandered lakes, whether navigable or nonnavigable. Some 
states distinguish between lakes and streams, granting title 
to high-water mark for navigable streams and to low-water mark 
for navigable lakes. Wisconsin holds that riparians own to 
the thread of the stream in all streams navigable or not. 
That state claims navigable lakes in trust for legitimate 
public use, and it cannot convey that right for private use; 
nor can it abdicate that trust. 
A state which limits the riparian interests at the high-
water mark of an unnavigable lake would find that there possi­
bly had been no transfer of the bed of the lake and that the 
federal government still owned the bed, but with jurisdiction 
and law-enforcement left to the state. Since the individual 
states are sovereign in determining the test of navigability, 
the states do have legal discretion in effectively determining 
ownership of beds of streams and lakes if federal issues are 
not involved. 
A variation in state laws exists involving riparian rights. 
For interpretation of a special, perplexing problem, one needs 
to consult laws of the state ^ Hherein the land lies and the 
court interpretations pertaining to a problem area. Authori­
ties are in confusion in establishing ownership of beds of 
navigable streams and lakes. Some declare that the federal 
government owns them, or at least has a reservation for public 
interest. Others believe the states are the owners; and yet 
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others, that riparian proprietors are the ovners, but subject 
to public use. 
In general the title of the beds of navigable streams and 
lakes is held by the state, and title in beds of nonnavigable 
streams and lakes is in the individual subject to rights of 
the public. 
Meandering 
Meander lines segregate all navigable bodies of -water and 
other important streams and lakes from the public lands at 
mean high-water elevation (60, i 226). Â meander lino is the 
traverse of the margin of a permanent natural body of water. 
In original surveys it defines a sinuous, or winding, bank or 
shore line for ascertaining the quantity of land separated 
from the water area. It is not necessarily a boundary line 
and is not the same as a reservation boundary, v&ich does not 
carry legal riparian rights as does a meander line. 
The ordinary high-water mark of the actual margin of the 
river or lake is to be its meander line, and is revealed by 
the border of the area idierein water has covered the land so 
long as to deprive It of its vegetation. Low-water mark is 
the point to -K&iloh a body of water ordinarily recedes. The 
shore is the space between the margin of water at its lowest 
stage and the banks at high-water mark. Meander lines do not 
describe the borders of swamp and overflowed lands, but of 
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rivers and lakes on whloh they join. 
Margins of -water elevations are comparatively easy to 
identify -sdien the slope is great. Wiere the successive levels 
of water are separated by nearly flat lands, the position of 
mean high-water level, which is the meander line, is difficult 
to locate with accuracy. Various stages may be identified by 
the belts of vegetation and the action of water on the soil. 
For the greater part of an average year the water generally 
covers area below the mean high-water mark, often at a pro­
nounced escarpment, or rapidly rising area near the banks. 
Timber growth usually does not occur below the high-water line. 
kt time of original survey it was not practical to show 
clearly all the winding of the water's edge. The water course 
serves as the boundary of a tract. The meander line locates 
the banks of a body of water so the quantity of land subject 
to sale can be estimated. 
In unusually dry periods surveyors have classed as up­
lands areas which normally are covered by water or have placed 
the meander line well below the true mean high-water line. In 
wet seasons they may have meandered areas tdiich are drained 
so as not to be covered with water in an average year. Some­
times the most easily traversed margin about a body of water 
was specified. In any sense, the meander line is not neces­
sarily the limit of deeded land. 
Both navigable and nonnavigable bodies of water are 
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meandered. The Bureau of land Management Instructs surveyors 
on -Hhich areas are to be meandered. Hivers and bayous, 
navigable or not, lAiioh are at least three chains wide, are 
meandered on both banks. (A surveyor's chain is 66 feet.) 
Any tidewater stream when navigable; and when nonnavigable, if 
over three chains in width, or if passable only with danger 
during the agricultural season, is to be meandered. Not to 
be meandered are nonnavigable tidewater inlets and bayous, 
less than three chains wide, and shallow and intermittent 
streams without well-defined channels, even more than three 
chains in width. 
All lakes of at least 25 acres are to be meandered, much 
the same as are navigable rivers, in prescribed manners. 
Artificial lakes and reservoirs are not to be meandered, but 
their location and extent are to be shown on the plat. 
Islands in any meandered body of water above the mean 
high-water elevation at time of regular survey and those that 
appear before admission of a territory to statehood are to be 
meandered as public lands. Any islands omitted from survey, 
but which were in existence at time of admission to statehood, 
are regarded as public lands subject to later survey because 
they were not then part of the bed of the stream. Riparian 
rights accrue to islands which form after disposal of the 
title of the mainland. Others are subject to disposal by 
public land laws. 
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Legislation to Allocate Resources 
for Outdoor Recreation 
Institutions and laws are produced out of mores according 
to Sumner -who states, "Enacted Institutions are products of 
rational Invention and intention" (52, p. 5^ ) and "... laws, 
being positive prescriptions, supercede the mores so far as 
they are adopted. It follows that the mores come into opera­
tion where laws and tribunals fail" (52, p. 56). A society 
may not be universally ready to accept the enactments of a 
market economy in undefined domains of nature. Since the end 
of committing areas to serve recreational purpose is not most 
prodigiously reached by economic means, institutional means 
can offset the market disadvantage of a recreational goal. 
The dichotomy in choice of Implements to reach conflict­
ing objectives of opposing philosophies has come to focus on 
certain controversial issues. This dilemma In the public mind 
is Illustrated In two cases, (1) that of wilderness preserva­
tion and (2) differentiation In participants by state of 
residence. The latter condition can be related to situations 
within a state where a furor can exist over various plans to 
Impose fees for persons In order to acquire access to a 
recreational resource. 
Wilderness preservation legislation has centered around 
resources publicly owned by the federal government. Discrlml-
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nation In eligibility and pricing has Included access to 
private lands. In both cases Interest groups are at odds as 
to Tdilch means to employ to allocate resources, and within the 
larger group favoring legislative dedication to recreational 
purposes the dispute Is mostly concerned -with tdio among the 
partisans -will gain advantage. 
A dissection of interest group activity can be between 
recreatlonlsts. Some seek to use land -where demands on the 
resource are partial or noncompeting with other demands. This 
is represented, up to a point of population pressure, by up­
land birds. Others use influence to acquire and develop so-
called waste lands which are sub-marginal for other major 
purposes. These advocates resent devotion of public funds in 
efforts to make wetlands more productive for agriculture as 
by drainage ^ Ich disturbs the balance of inves-tment between 
two classes of game birds ^ Ich together may have complemen­
tary demand. 
Congress and federal agencies have taken steps to specify 
recreation as a purpose for which public land resources are to 
be used. Controversy comes among political interest groups 
who seek to further specify by legislative edict the particu­
lar quality of recreation to be served. 
A bill (S. 4, 88th Cong., 1st Sess.) to establish a 
national wilderness preservation system passed the U.S. Senate 
on April 9» 1963. A similar measure (S. 174, 87th Cong., 1st 
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Sess.) had passed the Senate in 1961. In both cases legisla­
tion considered by the U.S. House of Hepresentatives Interior 
and Insular Affairs Oommittee was far less favorable to con­
servationists than were the Senate bills. Bills getting back­
ing in the House have been ;Aiat the traditional opponents to 
•wilderness preservation have wanted because of provisions 
making inclusion of areas in a wilderness system more diffi­
cult and allowing greater leniency in permitting other uses. 
Wilderness decisions are political and economic. A 
dedication of a resource to ultimate use for enjoyment of 
wilderness purists is to remove it completely from the realm 
of economics. Because wilderness enjoyment as a practice is 
relative, there is the problem of balancing the economic 
against the spiritual, or of how much economic exploitation is 
permissible without infringement on subjective values. 
In regard to rational economic analysis, wilderness as a 
beneficial use is on the defensive to show cause idiy remote 
resources should not be tapped. %Lthin the conflict of values 
there is strong appeal for wilderness objectives so that 
exploiters for marketing objectives must defend their posi­
tions in political debate. 
The wilderness controversy is not over an appropriate 
rate of discount of future value, but rather what value ought 
to be. Advocates of both value systems—for wilderness 
preservation and for economic exploitation—are concerned with 
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a rate of flow of services. Their mutual task, -with differing 
objectives, is to provide for social expression and value 
creation from -which policy is formulated. 
Transition of State Government for Active 
Role in Resource Control 
Three major divisions of government are standard reference 
to the balance of powers—legislative, executive and judicial. 
The state legislature need not give exclusive preference 
to monetary returns, but attaches weights to alternatives used 
by other systems of values. It is primarily charged with 
determining the wise use in response to popular demands. The 
great strength of the legislature is its power which can be 
applied directly to a problem. It does have weaknesses. The 
representative bodies are not always apportioned in ways that 
are the most representative; they are in competitive positions 
with other states; they are claimed to be subservient to the 
stronger interest and do not always guarantee civil liberties; 
and although legislatures do pass appropriations, they often 
lack effective taxing and spending powers such that the losers 
in economic progress are compensated. 
The executive branch, led by the governor, possesses 
technical ability. Its position Is weakened If it is not in­
sulated from the forces being accommodated in order to get 
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policy. The whole of the state agencies are threatened In 
their decision-making by lack of direction In the executive 
branch. %.thout powers that correspond to those in foreign 
and military affairs held by the U.S. president, the office 
of governor lacks real power for leadership in resource man­
agement, and may become occupied -with issuing non-controver-
sial proclamations. Although elected by statewide vote, the 
governor has in his executive department other state officers 
who are similarly but Independently chosen, t^h little power 
over many of the state agencies and often without -^ 11 disci­
plined political following in the legislature, the governor is 
by inclination or circumstance handicapped to direct resource 
use. Possibly his greatest strength is in control over the 
budget presented to the legislature. 
The judiciary does not choose among alternatives, but 
allows conflicting uses to exist side by side. Its main con­
tribution is one of interpreting. The state supreme court may 
change definitions to fit new circumstances, or reverse long­
standing decisions found in error. 
Courts are faced with a challenge to develop new, useful 
concepts for control of resources. Commercial navigability 
as a criterion for public control of waters is not fully 
adequate. Pollution of water supplies has become crucial. 
The old riparian idea that adjacent users could draw off water 
if they do not Interfere with quantity may be broadened to 
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include quality. 
Court decisions at the level of state supreme courts have 
tended to more clearly demarcate cwnership and control of land 
resources. Even if title is in doubt this new attitude les­
sens the significance of omership as a means of controlling 
access on nonnavigable as >7ell as navigable areas, whether 
deed is held privately or publicly. Experience of the state 
of South Dakota to clarify ownership and control of identified 
resources should give indication of success and failure ele­
ments in institutions of state government. 
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STATE omiERSHlP 0? MEAimERBD ASMS AS A 
MBACrS OP LBSSMIHG UWOERTAINTY 
States can establish control over meandered areas by 
declaring or acquiring o-wnershlp. South Dakota does not have 
a long precedent in reliance on navigability as a test for 
public or private ownership. As a result the state has had 
an advantage relative to others in passing sweeping legisla­
tion assuming control of lands within meandered lines. Uncer­
tainties as to public demands made on meandered lakes and as 
to their physical characteristics permitted the state to 
alienate by reliction 20 meandered lakes to private owaership. 
The program of repurchase of these areas and assumption of 
jurisdiction over the remaining meandered lakes by the state 
have been means of providing flexibility in use and certainty 
of expectations for the state as a planning agent making 
investments in wildlife. 
The experience of South Dakota in assuming ownership of 
meandered areas is described in this chapter. Navigability 
is defined in the next. Both recount problems and reveal 
alternative actions ishereby recreational resources could be 
directed to optimum economic advantage to the people of the 
state, the third objective of this thesis. Elements of success 
and failure appear in the record of state activities as they 
determine allocation of important land and water resources for 
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game "bird production. 
Shifting in Use of Meandered Lands 
Changes in demands for final goods and services and in 
technology of production cause shifts in the purpose served 
by classes of land having different characteristics. Movement 
in margins of transference reflect forces -wtoich alter economic 
returns of land classes with different use capacities. 
Technology, which makes additions of non-land inputs more 
profitable than the employment of additional increments of 
land works to the competitive disadvantage of land with less 
ability to absorb non-land inputs at a profit within the limits 
of the market and would cause a shift of some acreage used 
more intensively to a use of lower intensity. Such a shift 
would be along the extensive margin so that the proportion of 
product mix would be changed as a result of land shifts rather 
than along the intensive margin wherein output would be 
changed as result of additional increments of non-land inputs 
to land classes remaining in traditional uses. 
Changes in margins of transference can occur when 
technology is of a type which makes use of non-land inputs 
more profitable than additional land inputs. TOien combined 
with changes in demands for products, technology causes 
changes in economic rent and capital value for each class of 
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land. 
Increased demands for products of recreation and grazing 
animals along with intensification of crop production could 
result in higher rents accruing to land with greatest capacity 
and reduced rents for cropland with lesser capacity. This 
suggests a diversion of marginal land to uses of decreasing 
use capacity. In the case of meandered lands technological 
progress in intensified cropping practices and increasing 
demands for beef and recreation would suggest that competing 
uses are being ameliorated as between crop farming and recrea­
tion but are becoming more competitive between pasture and 
recreation on the margins represented by lands within meander 
lines. The competition between cropping and pasture may have 
moved to upland areas as crop production has become more con­
centrated. The relief in pressure for growing of intensified 
crops in meandered areas may, in terms of game production, 
work to the disadvantage of recreation. There are factors in 
the technical management of areas productive in wildlife which 
are caused by technological progress in agriculture and di­
rected by economic forces. 
Past and present use of meandered areas 
The Land Management Section of the South Dakota Depart­
ment of Game, Pish and Parks has tabulated existing uses of 
meandered lakes (5, app. I). There were 187 meandered lakes 
taken into account. One hundred forty-nine had water; 38 were 
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dry. Burning was common on 10; 107 lakes had noxious weeds; 
33 were being farmed; and 99 were being grazed. There is a 
minimum of conflict among some uses, as farming and wildlife 
habitat when lakes are full of water. This period, too, would 
offer an opportunity of circumstance for public officials to 
exert control over meandered regions or to work out agreements 
over management with private riparian owners. 
Students in the problem of meandered lakes have been 
influenced by contemporary conditions characterized by irregu­
lar volume of water and fluctuating shorelines. Riparian 
interests have applied for and received a grant of title from 
the state for some relicted areas thought to have become 
permanently dry. 
The South Dakota State Planning Board in its First 
Biennial Report (50) in 1936 pointed attention to rural 
recreation in South Dakota. It found that only three of every 
10 East-river rural schools had trees planted in the surround­
ing yard, and that only one in 14 rural schoolyards in the 
entire state had trees. The Board made the following recom­
mendation: 
The county planning board should encourage the 
planting of trees around every rural school in South 
Dakota. In recent years many lakes have gone dry 
and in dry beds of such lakes there are now growing 
thousands of young seedlings suitable for transplant­
ing. Groups of Interested rural residents could 
denote a small share of their time to transplanting 
such trees ^ ich would thus constitute their only 
Initial expense. The additional care of watering 
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and cultivating the planted trees would require 
some additional labor but it would require no cash 
outlay (50, p. 112). 
The above view may seem quaint. Rural schools hare been 
decimated in number with or without trees; rural people's 
notions of ^ at constitutes recreation has undergone evolu­
tion; commercial nurseries with government-paid technicians 
have since developed other sources of stock; and lakes have 
been inundated making them a less reliable source of plant­
ings. Nevertheless, the recommendation was one of a persist­
ent view that meandered lakes are a source of recreational 
enjoyment. Continuous expression of interest in use of the 
lakes by publicly-constituted bodies has served to focus 
attention on uncertainties in jurisdiction lAiich in the short-
run have been thought to impede optimum use, but which in the 
long run may permit adjustments in land use when needs have 
been clearly demonstrated. 
Problems and obligations of state officials in meandered areas 
The state in holding lakebeds in trust for the people is 
concerned with the protection of that resource. Its interest 
has become more zealous as pressures to provide additional 
recreation base have risen. The state has sought to control 
activities in meandered lakes through management policies of 
the Game, Pish and Parks Commission. This presumably would 
include operations of hunting, fishing, swimming, and other 
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public uses, as well as private practices of plowing or 
cultivating, growing of crops, burning, cutting of hay, post­
ing signs, erection of structures, and pollution. 
There are also responsibilities of the state in regard to 
injury of riparian interests by features of a meandered lake. 
She fire hazard to riparian property because of combustible 
vegetation Is a dramatic danger. Infestations of noxious 
weeds in the lakebed bring protests and demands for the state 
to control them. Weeds are in a location where it often is 
physically difficult to eradicate them. There is also 
financial difficulty as there is no income from landlord 
shares in farming operations as there is in deeded public 
shooting areas for the state; and agricultural conservation 
payments for weed control have not been subject to the usual 
cost-sharing programs of the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
that have applied to such practices on private land. The best 
solution to the weed problem in meandered areas has been pro­
longed Inundation. 
The state has been challenged in its authority to control 
the water level up to tLe ordinary high-water mark. The 
courts have sustained the state's authority. 
State agencies have been approached to give to municipal­
ities titles to areas within meander lines for the purpose of 
installing sewage disposal systems. Ho state agency attempted 
to grant legal title in order for a municipality to qualify 
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for federal aid under the federal Water Pollution Control Act 
for a 30 per cent federal share of the cost. The problem has 
been resolved by the municipality becoming a riparian owner 
so as to assure undisturbed use and possession of the site for 
construction and operation of the project. 
The U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
promulgated its regulations for property otmership or control 
requirements in the following words; 
That the applicant will demonstrate to the 
satisfaction of the Surgeon General that he has or 
will have a fee simple or such other estate or 
interest in the site of the project, including neces­
sary easements and rights-of-way, as the Surgeon 
General finds sufficient to assure undisturbed use 
and possession for the purposes of construction and 
operation for the estimates life of the project.! 
Good and responsible titles must be held for the site of 
a federally-assisted sewage system. Most of the responsibility 
for this is left with the municipal applicant as its contribu­
tion Is 70 per cent of the cost of the project. Riparian 
ownership by the town of Lake Preston satisfied this require­
ment (25). 
Taxation of buildings located on meandered Lake Traverse 
and having no legal description was the problem presented in 
a request for attorney general's opinion in 1934 (ll4). The 
H^owells, David H., U.S. Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare, Washington, D.O. Regulations of the federal 
water pollution control act. Private communication. October 
14, 1963. 
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buildings were on unrelicted land owned by the state and were 
not subject to taxation as real property. For purposes of 
assessment, the opinion ruled that the buildings should be 
placed on the tax list as personal property. 
Ownership of wild hay in a dry meandered lake bed was 
another issue in an opinion of the South Dakota attorney 
general in 1934 (115). The questions were whether the state 
was the owner of the lake bed and if it could lease the lake 
bed to farmers. The state was held to have a qualified title, 
to include a proprietory interest, but held in trust for the 
public. Similar to taking ice from navigable waters, the 
harvesting of hay was left to the general public with title 
perfected by appropriation of the grass, with neither state 
nor riparians having a proprietary right to disturb rights of 
the public. 
Acquisition of Meandered Areas by States 
Ownership of the beds of meandered bodies of water and 
streams have been confused throughout the United States 
history by tests of navigation. Decisions at the level of 
state supreme courts, following earlier Interpretations by 
federal courts, have begun a clarification of the criteria 
which determine ownership of the land and control of the 
waters within meander lines and in a manner consistent with 
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historic roles of states to classify waters within their 
boundaries. This subject is discussed in another section of 
this report. 
Suffice to say, that although the test of navigability 
has been used and will continue to be used in order to deter­
mine ownership of beds underlying waters, however, that test 
in itself has not uniformly made the ultimate decision as to 
ownership. 
Upon freedom from the crown of England, the existing 
states were assumed through their sovereign capacity to have 
inherited title to all navigable waters. States subsequently 
admitted to the Union also acquired titles to navigable waters 
to the same extent because they were admitted on equal footing 
with original states. Tests of navigability in England were 
based on the tide. In the United States it concerned commerce. 
Tests of navigability have had a purpose of identifying 
waters over which federal power is paramount in the regulation 
of navigation. Navigability has no material bearing on 
riparian rights since such rights are Incident to ownership of 
patented land rather than final in determination of ownership 
of lakebeds. Determination of ownership, in a further sense, 
does not in itself involve the right of the state to control 
overlying waters whatever their status concerning navigability. 
The federal test of navigability, even if uniformly applied 
among the states, does not mean that beds of like waters in 
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the several states have the same status as to ownership, viz., 
public or private. Time and circumstance prevailing upon 
admission to statehood cause variation. Deliberate action by 
a given state in using its sovereign discretion could deter­
mine the division between public and private ownership, tests 
of navigation notwithstanding. The navigability of specific 
bodies of water at time of admission to statehood has not had 
occasion to be resolved in every instance, and the Impact of 
its meaning has waned in light of ascending purposes served by 
these resources. 
Summarily stated, the effect of a federal grant is 
established by the Intent of the grant. If federal assent was 
given to vest title in the state, then the state construction 
of law determines the further alienation of areas within 
meander lines •whether or not their waters are navigable by the 
federal test. 
Some states have taken positive action to retain claim 
on unpatented lands of lake beds; others have established 
criteria, as tests of navigability, ;jhich are decisive when 
applied to specific situations; and yet others have not 
established firm precedent in asserting claims so that some 
element of uncertainty at law remains. Recapitulation of 
state records would cite Illinois as an example of the first; 
Minnesota, the second; and South Dakota, the third. 
South Dakota has a history -which can be construed so that 
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its claim to meandered areas would have merit based on its own 
interpretations and that of cases before federal courts. Its 
claim is also favored by political realism ^ ich makes unlike­
ly assertion of prior federal claim in case of dispute. South 
Dakota can lay claim to meandered areas by reference to law 
dating to admission to statehood. It has also expressed 
doubts as to the extent of its claims, and even has alienated 
its claims by legal process of court reliction. More positive 
action has followed whereby (1) South Dakota has a precedent 
of asserting ownership of meandered areas as well as having 
adopted a program of repurchase of formal relictions, and (2) 
claims have been asserted regarding remaining meandered areas 
based on traditional criteria separating public and private 
waters. It is (1) that is a reflection of a theory that 
permits application of local law in determining effect of an 
unrestricted federal patent. Relictions by the state relate 
to legislation, the expressions of uncertainty, the instances 
of reliction, and the program of repurchase to remove uncer­
tainty. It is (2) that rests on a theory that title is vested 
in the state because of the application of the state test of 
navigability, which can be less restrictive than the federal 
test. Being able to identify and define navigable waters 
provides means to enforce construction of local law. 
The record of relictions and citation of instances of 
repurchase are described in this section. In another are 
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analyzed applications navigability tests and of regulatory 
powers by state government. By following both, one can trace 
a pattern which promises to become policy. 
The United States has asserted a proprietary interest in 
waters which has influenced final disposition of title. Prom 
disputes tdiere the uncertain nature of title was involved a 
number of court cases have illuminated the sources of the 
restrictive character of federal patents. 
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in 1922 that the U.S. 
government had the right to limit its patents to upland or 
upland and a part of the river bed in a boundary dispute 
between states, Oklahoma v. Texas (139, 258 U.S. at 595-596). 
In this leading case the U.S. Supreme Court rules that the 
United States claim to the bed of a nonnavigable river was 
superior to that of either state of Oklahoma or Texas along 
whose mutual boundary the Red River flowed. Portions of the 
bed of the river had been claimed to lie within the state of 
Oklahoma, The Supreme Court of that state had held the river 
to be navigable. The U.S. Court said that determination was 
not binding on the U.S. because it had not been a party to the 
action. The U.S. Supreme Court found the river to be non-
navigable under the Federal test so that title had not passed 
to Oklahoma ^ en it attained statehood but that the state as 
owner of lands on the bank did have a riparian right. The 
restrictive nature of the grants prevented the state from 
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acquiring Interest In the bed through construction of local 
law by state interpretation of riparian grants from the 
Federal government because of restrictions in the grants 
evidenced by intent to dispose of the north one-half of the 
river bed and to retain the south half (139, 258 U.S. at 596). 
The right of the federal government to retain the bed of 
nonnavlgable stream was expressed by the Court: 
Where the United States owns the bed of a non-
navigable stream and the upland on one or both sides, 
it, of course, is free, -when disposing of the upland, 
to retain all or any part of the river bed; and 
Aether, in any particular Instance, it has done so, 
Is essentially a question of Tdiat Is intended. If 
by a treaty or statute or the terms of its patent 
it has shorn that it Intended to restrict the 
conveyance to the upland, or to that and a part only 
of the river bed, that Intention will be controlling; 
and, if its intention be not otherwise shown, it will 
be taken to have assented that its conveyance should 
be construed and given effect in this particular law 
according to the law of the state in which the law 
lies. Where it is disposing of tribal land of 
Indians under its guardianship the same rules apply 
(139, 258 U.S. at 594-595). 
The contention of Oklahoma was based on (1) displacing 
or qualifying the common law rule respecting the rights of 
riparian proprietors in the natural flow of a stream %hlch 
was held to be a matter quite distinct from (2) ownership of 
the bed of the stream. In an Important observation the court 
noted that the rule as to either could be displaced without 
affecting the other. This reasoning separates ownership of 
river beds from upland riparian rights. Federal intent to 
restrict the effect of a grant can overrule determination of 
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navigability by a state. Federal acts of land disposal con­
veyed riparian tracts. Tested by common law these conveyances 
conferred title to the middle of the stream of navigable 
streams. Oklahoma's contention was based on statutes idilch 
would displace or qualify the rights of riparian proprietors 
along a stream that the state had determined as navigable. 
There are important implications that can be read into 
the Oklahoma case as it concerns this study. One is that, 
although, the usual understanding is that a state may by 
statute adopt a definition of navigability more inclusive than 
the federal test, the federal definition prevails -when there 
Is conflict in application to a certain body of water. 'Sfl.thin 
the intent of federal grants the state as sovereign is supreme 
in establishing private riparian interests, i.e., by applica­
tion of certain tests of its own as that of navigability. 
Whatever the action of the state, the federal government can 
(1) by intent withhold title to beds of nonnavigable waters 
and (2) is not bound by tests applied by states, as naviga­
bility, •sdaich then could be the determinant in establishing 
state or federal ownership. As long as either is possible, 
the element of doubt as to federal or state ownership can be 
raised whatever the determination of navigability. It is the 
purpose of this section to examine navigability only insofar 
as it affects passage of patent to meandered areas from 
federal to state entitles. Even here it is noted that the 
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term "navigability" relates to commerce by the federal test, 
but this is not in itself conclusive evidence that title 
resides in the federal government, the state, or in riparian 
proprietors. 
A second implication of the Oklahoma case is that the 
federal government recognized separation of riparian interests 
from the ownership even of nonnavigable streams. If a state 
makes such separation, there is little likelihood that the 
federal government would intervene on behalf of riparians as 
against the state. Also recognized is the power of the state 
to adopt a broader interpretation of navigability than the 
federal test with result that the state by its wishes could 
own the beds of bodies of water or determine ownership of beds 
of bodies of water deemed navigable by the state, but not so 
determined by the federal test. Getting a ruling as to 
navigability from the federal definition would come about only 
if there were a federal issue involved so that the extent of 
state authority is recognized as being virtually unchallenged 
over waters lying wholly within state boundaries as is the 
case of many Inland meandered lakes. It is noted that the 
state test, as to be expected, was more inclusive than the 
federal and would work to the advantage of the state, but 
federal supremacy prevailed. 
Since there appears to be recognition that federal and 
state sovereigns can separate ownership and riparian rights, 
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there Is also apparent recognition that the state can adopt 
rules based on the police power which would regulate exercise 
of riparian rights without infringing on ownership rights. 
This would introduce problems of easement and zoning as well 
as other means of directing allocation of resources toward 
beneficial use. 
In other than the Oklahoma case, as in U.S. v. Utah (167, 
283 U.S. at 75) and in U.S. v. Oregon (165, 295 U.S. at 27), 
the U.S. Supreme Court has declared a federal proprietary 
interest in beds of lakes and streams to be superior to that 
of the states. It considered the intent of the federal 
government to dispose of or to reserve property in beds of 
waters ^ en patents were granted. The U.S. Court disregarded 
the state determination of navigability, but would accept it 
if shown that there had been federal assent to let local law 
determine the construction of an unrestricted patent. Title 
to river beds is determined as of date of admission as a 
state (121, 260 U.S. at 87-88, 162, 270 U.S. at 55). In 
absence of federal restrictions on a patent, the U.S. would 
assent to construction of local law which would go so far as 
to declare by statute state ownership of all meandered lakes. 
If the U.S. is not a party it permits state rules of property 
to prevail. 
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State Assertion of Omiership of Meandered Areas 
In absence of restrictions in a federal grant, the 
riparian and littoral owners adjacent to navigable lakes and 
streams are limited by the state. There are few difficulties 
encountered if the state chooses to use as criterion for 
ownership the federal test of navigability "which recognizes 
waters as highways of commerce. This rule as applied to time 
of admission of a state divides waters rather clearly once 
facts are learned and rules applied. The federal government 
had held title to navigable waters in trust for the states yet 
to be formed, and once admitted, title passed to the state so 
that all the states were on equal footing. The title then was 
vested in the state, and in turn, the state held these waters 
in trust for its people. Congress retained power of regula­
tion of commerce. 
Problems arise when (1) there are restrictions in the 
patent, or (2) there is absence of assent by the federal 
government to convey title of nonnavigable waters whether it 
be to the state or to private parties, and (3) there is fur­
ther absence of actions by the state to clarify the construc­
tion and effect of federal patents made under conditions (1) 
and (2). 
It is the purpose of this section to sketch that fdiat may 
be the ultimate disposition of meandered areas as determined 
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by legislation of certain states. These determinations vary-
in their effects as among states -which have powers to ascer­
tain the extent of federal patents in absence of federal 
interest. 
Reservation of meandered areas by states 
The Enabling Act of February 22, 1889» admitted to state­
hood the states of Eorth Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, and 
Washington. Limitations were imposed on the new states with 
regard to unappropriated public lands by the Enabling Act 
(83). South Dakota made recognition of this limitation in its 
constitution as follows: 
That we, the people inhabiting the state of 
South Dakota, do agree and declare that we forever 
disclaim all right and title to the unappropriated 
public lands lying -within the boundary of South 
Dakota, and to all lands lying within said limits 
o-wned or held by any Indian or Indian Tribes; and 
that until the title thereto shall have been 
extinguished by the United States, the same shall 
be and remain subject to the disposition of the 
United States; . . . (111). 
Each of the four states admitted together have in some 
•way asserted o-wnership of the beds of navigable waters. 
Washington did it by its constitution (117) ^ ich was upheld 
by the Supreme Court of Washington (120). Montana made claim 
by statute (88). North Dakota's contention by statute -was 
upheld in State v. Loy. stating, "Since at the time Eorth 
Dakota became a state it acquired title to the lands under all 
navigable waters within its borders . . . ." (157» 7^  Hf.D. at 
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191, 20 N. W. 2d at 672). 
The code of South Dakota 
South Dakota's assertions for owiership appear in its 
code: 
The state is the oTmer of all property law­
fully appropriated or dedicated to its own use, 
and all property of which there is no other owner 
(98). 
The ownership of land "below ordinary high-
water mark, and of land below the water of a 
navigable lake or stream, is regulated by the laws 
of the United States or by such laws of the state 
as the Legislature may enact (99). 
Islands and accumulations of lands formed in 
the beds of streams lAiich are navigable and in 
meandered lakes belongs to the state, if there is 
no title or prescription to the contrary (105). 
. . . the owner of the upland, -viien it borders 
upon a navigable lake or stream, takes to the edge 
of the lake or stream at low-water mark, and all 
navigable rivers shall remain and be deemed public 
highways (101). 
South Dakota has had court tests which have determined 
specific bodies of water to be navigable. This is one means 
of asserting claim open to a state, but in South Dakota its 
use is less clear in its application to distinguishing between 
public and private ownership than in most states, because the 
litigants have been private parties. Peterson states: 
. . . it is difficult to determine if the state 
test of navigability has been applied to determine 
whether title vested in the State upon admission to 
the Union, or by virtue of applying local law in 
construing the effect of an unrestricted Federal 
patent (37, p. 120). 
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The lack of certainty embodied in law can be a positive 
advantage in maintaining flexibility in social direction of 
resources. The meandered areas of South Dakota offer the 
possibility of being a case in point. Prank sees the desira­
bility of a legal system being fluid and pliable in order to 
meet unprecedented problems in claiming, "Much of the uncer­
tainty of law is not an unfortunate accident; it is of immense 
social value" (15, p. l). 
Terms related to reliction 
Usage of certain terms requires return to definitions 
and meanings. Clarity in concepts permits the application of 
generalities to problem situations. 
Meandering The classic principle in survey of federal 
lands has been that meander lines are not boundaries, but are 
run for purpose of measuring acreage, to establish the course 
or the bank of the body of water, and to procure data for 
platting fractional sections. The federal government does 
not, by meandering, demonstrate intent to reserve an area 
between the meander line and the water. In Mitchell v. Smale 
the Court ruled that the original grantee of a patent was not 
restricted in ownership to a meander line in a dispute for 
ownership of land on the margin and under the waters of a 
lake, in saying "It has been decided again and again that the 
meander line is not a boundary, but that the body of water 
whose margin is meandered is the true boundary" (137, U.S. 
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at 4l4). The decision discourages speculators -who would 
deprive the property owner of his property or to cause vexa­
tions litigation under pretense of making new surveys idilch 
would reveal strips and tongues of land projecting beyond the 
meander lines. The case involved private parties as to title 
and not the rights of the public. The Court would not recog­
nize changes in ownership of the bed of the lake in question 
by allowing boundary lines to change along redrawn meander 
lines as resurveyed as the lake became subject to considerable 
changes in height and depth. 
In deliberations in this section of the study the partic­
ular level or water mark is not crucial because of major 
Interest in conditions ruled to be permanent uncovering of 
land by permanent retirement of waters. Supposedly there 
would be no question of water level as there would be no water, 
although meander lines would remain. Statues in South Dakota 
prepared for turning over of those areas to private riparian 
Interests by a process of court reliction. 
A change In the location of a shore line may under some 
conditions result in changing of a boundary line; in other 
cases, not. The following differentatlons are drawn from 
Olark (8, 1 589). 
Avulsion A sudden change in the channel of a 
body of water is termed "avulsion." lo change in the title to 
land results. A considerable quantity of soil Is removed by 
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perceptible action of the water and annexed to the land of 
another. A river which changes its course even when it has 
formed the boundary between states does not move the state 
line. Consequences leave an area within a bow of a river 
isolated by water from the major portion of the state. Factors 
of speed, perceptibility, and cause distinguish avulsion from 
accretion. 
Accretion If the condition of a waterfront 
changes gradually and imperceptibly as though a witness can 
see that there has been progress but without perceiving the 
progress, there has been erosion resulting in "accretion." 
"Alluvium" is the deposit on the shoreline, and "batture" is 
the deposit on the bed still covered with water. The general 
rules of accretion apply to both. The struggle with defini­
tions for accretion and lack of uniformity in law account for 
fine points in law which determine final decision in particu­
lar instances. Generally a boundary of deeded property would 
follow shifts in the course of the water so that riparians 
would preserve contact with the water when accretion occurs. 
Reliction Land uncovered by gradual withdrawal 
of waters is "reliction." Siparian interest would follow the 
water. Reliction is not the result of erosion which is rapid 
in the case of avulsion and slow in case of accretion, A 
sudden change in movement of soil is associated with avulsion; 
a gradual one with accretion; and a gradual and permanent 
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receding of waters, with reliction. 
Gains and losses due to avulsion, accretion, and 
reliction Principles hold that riparian or littoral owners 
gain with accretion and reliction, and lose with avulsion. 
Local laws determine the distribution of burdens and bounties 
and also prescribe procedures in surveying. The same princi­
ples apply with some exceptions, to the boundaries of states 
and nations. 
South Dakota law recognizes title to property by avul­
sion, accretion and reliction. Provision is made for reclama­
tion by the original owner in the case of avulsion: 
If a river or a stream, navigable or not naviga­
ble, carries away by sudden violence a considerable 
and distinguishable part of a bank and bears it to 
the opposite bank or to another part of the same 
bank, the owner of the part carried away may reclaim 
it within a year after the owner of the land to which 
it has been united takes possession thereof (104). 
Regarding title to accretions, the statute provides: 
Where from natural causes, land forms by imper­
ceptible degrees upon the bank of a river or stream, 
navigable or not navigable, either by accumulation 
of material or by the recession of the stream, such 
land belongs to the cwner of the bank, subject to 
any existing right of way over the bank (102). 
The procedure for claiming title to accretions was 
formalized by legislation in 1941 through action of a state 
circuit court whereby boundaries are made permanent after 
accretion and substituted for the original government meander 
line (103). Action to confer title to relictions has been 
used more extensively. 
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Reliction law in South Dakota Chapter 51.11 of the 
South Dakota code covers real estate title by occupancy, 
accession, or reliction. Section 51.1110 provides for 
procedures in surveying, platting, division and recording of 
the appropriation of land acquired by the various owners. 
Section 51.1111 provides for certain local officials to com­
plete the reliction process in event the owners of land 
acquired by reliction do not meet time requirements. 
Section 51.1112 on reliction provided for determination 
of title and boundaries by court; appointment of commissioners; 
report; filing; costs and expense; judgment; record; appeal. 
This section of law is probably the most overt assertion that 
the state of South Dakota has taken to establish ownership of 
unappropriated lands. 
The text of this section of code is: 
The Circuit Court may upon the trial of any 
action under section 51.1111 ascertain and determine 
by its judgment the owners of the relicted land and 
cause the same to be surveyed and shall appoint 
three competent disinterested persons, one of vdiom 
shall be a competent surveyor, to divide and survey 
such relicted lands so as to show the boundaries and 
area of the amount of such relicted lands to which 
each owner is entitled in accordance with the direc­
tions and judgment of said Court, and such commis­
sioners shall make their report in writing, includ­
ing an accurate plat and survey of such relicted 
land marking each separate tract "Relicted lot no. 
..." numbered consecutively, beginning with the 
number "1", and file the same with the clerk of 
courts within ninety days from the date of the order 
of the Court appointing them, and the Court may 
adjudge the defendants who are owners of such land 
or any part thereof to pay the costs and disburse­
ments of such action in such proportions as the 
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Court may deem just and equitable, including a 
reasonable amount for the survey, the fees for the 
plaintiff, and three dollars per day for the two 
commissioners other than the surveyor and ten cents 
per mile for each mile by them necessarily traveled. 
At the next succeeding term of such Court or at 
any subsequent term to lAiioh the same may be con­
tinued, such action shall be brought on for final 
determination upon the report and survey of said 
commissioners and the Court may adopt or modify the 
same so as to allow each owner such proportion of 
such relicted land as he may be lawfully entitled 
to and enter judgment accordingly; a certified copy 
of which judgment, showing the area of such relicted 
land to which each owner is entitled, shall be 
recorded in the office of the register of deeds in 
each county where such land or any part thereof is 
situated. Proceedings for new trial and appeal may 
be had the same as in other civil cases (106). 
States can follow two approaches to clarification of 
ownership of undeeded land. The one is to impose a broad test 
of navigability -sdiich would then permit the state to assume 
ownership, even going so far as to presume all meander lines 
laid out by the Department of Interior to be conclusive 
evidence of navigability. The other approach is to apply the 
construction of state law to situations so that ownership is 
determined. Examples of the latter approach is to apply con­
struction of state law to situations so that ownership is 
determined. Examples of the latter approach are those 
relicted areas of South Dakota which were turned over private 
ownership, and repurchased with state-controlled funds. 
An analogy exists between powers of the central and state 
governments. The federal government held beds under navigable 
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waters in trust for the states, and chose to let the states 
determine ownership upon admission to the Union. The federal 
government reserved the power to regulate commerce. The 
federal government granted title to some nonnavigable waters 
to private ownership, but the state assumed control by the 
police power. Even though title may still be vested in the 
federal government to nonnavigable waters, the state police 
power extends over them. 
Doubt enters as to rights a state can alienate. Barron^  
would question reliction by state courts. There has been no 
specific assignment of title for unappropriated lands, if they 
are nonnavigable by the Bureau of Land Management or its 
predecessor, the General Land Office. If meandered areas 
are navigable they are held in trust for the people by the 
state. 
A question of ownership of a dried-up meandered lake was 
answered by an Attorney General's opinion. Concerning the 
authority of federal employees, including a county agent, to 
spread grasshopper poison in an area not shown by records to 
belong to anyone, the 1939 opinion stated; 
Lands of this character are owned by the State 
. . . cases of our Supreme Court held that the State 
was the owner of the bed of a meandered lake and that 
B^arron, E. D., Assistant Attorney General State of South 
Dakota. Relicted lands. Private communication. August 8» 
1958. 
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the oTOiership of the land "below the waters of a 
navigable lake is regulated by Federal and State 
laws, and that the State holds title to such 
property in trust for the benefit of the public. 
It is, therefore, clear that this dry lake is owned 
by the State of South Dakota (113). 
South Dakota court decisions have been consistent in 
maintaining the public trust in holding that meandered areas 
are navigable, even though dry. A condition of nonnavigabll-
ity would be temporary, if even that, because of references to 
hunting as a purpose and that periodic dry spells would not 
alter the purpose or be a case for reliction. 
Formal reliction in some cases, if not all, have more 
likely been mistakes in fact rather than a breach of trust 
by the state. Regarding the 20 formally rellcted lakes in the 
state, Hendrickson (21, p. 10) believes that the circuit 
courts' findings of fact to have been erroneous and are not 
binding on the state. Further, the state was not a party to 
the findings of the circuit courts and had not been given 
necessary notification. The state, then, could q.uiet title 
by reasonable proof that recession of waters was not permanent. 
Reliction by court action occurred mainly between 1904 
and 1915, but as late as 1930. A contributing reason for the 
discontinuance of formal reliction is because of the "Color of 
Title" federal statute of 1928 (81) according to Oassell.^  
O^assell, Edward, Chief Land Management Section, South 
Dakota Department of Game, Fish and Parks. Extent of relic­
tions in South Dakota. Private communication. September 25, 
1963. 
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This legislation provided for the Secretary of Interior to 
issue patent to not more than 160 acres of public land if held 
by adverse possession in good faith for more than 20 years on 
T^ hich valuable improvements had been made. Provisions were 
made for payment of not less than $1.25 per acre and reserva­
tion of minerals to the U.S. The requirement of 20 years in 
possession could raise the possibility of the federal govern­
ments refusal to recognize state-issued patents for unappro­
priated lands, if meandered areas should ever be so held #Lere 
there would be federal interest. 
The Oolor of Title Act was amended in 1953 (82) to pro­
vide for mandatory issuance of patent for valid claims set 
forth in the original act, if continuing since January 1, 
1901, during which time claimants must show payment of taxes 
levied by state and local governments. The Oolor of Title Act 
is explained by the Bureau of Land Management (59, P. 15). 
There is no record of a riparian owner applying for a federal 
patent by claim of Oolor of Title legislation. It is probable 
that none could qualify. 
Heliction Experience in South Dakota 
The state of South Dakota has prescribed procedure in 
application for deed of relicted land. Private ownership of 
meandered areas was recognized at a time •when because of 
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drought, it was ruled that waters had permanently receded. 
%.th return of water in these areas, the state has in some 
instances repurchased some of them, with title vesting in the 
state. An interesting question could "be if a state circuit 
court could by the same means declare title to lie with the 
state or a state agency. likely it would be held in error of 
fact if water remained in the area, but equally in error could 
be court decree that waters had permanently receded, t&en time 
proved the recession only temporary. 
There are legally-relicted areas in the state ifdiere 
private owners hold title to meandered areas and pay local 
real estate taxes. The state also pays real estate taxes as 
would any other owner to local subdivisions of state govern­
ment of these relicted areas it has repurchased. This may be 
justified if it could be shown that local institutions had 
adjusted to the conditions brought about by reliction and if 
the gains from state management would be equal to or in excess 
of costs. Payment of taxes are made by the state to its own 
subdivisions on land the state owns through patent it origin­
ally granted but later repurchased. The 20 lakes having been 
subjected to reliction procedure as provided by law appear in 
Table 13 as listed by Oassell (5). Illustrations of specific 
meandered lakes follow in Figures 13, l4, 15, 16, and 17. 
Table 13. Relictions of meandered or trust lands in South. Dakota® 
County Name Acreage Reliction 
Brookings-lake 
Codington 
Clark-Codington^  
County Line lake 
Goose Lake 
Warren 
199.58 127 acres in Lake Co. May 23, 1903 
1,568.75 Piled January, 1930 
402.51 65.50 acres of lake relicted in 
Clark County, not in Codington 
Hanson Long Lake 666.45 Sept. 26, 1905 and Nov. 22, 1904 
Spring Lake 64.20 November 26, 1904 
Forth Twin Lake 55.70 November 22, 1904 
Kingsbury N. Cherry Lake 144.00 December 27, 1902 
Lake Lake Wooley 119.00 May 2, 1905 
Winfred Lake 87.40 September 30, 1916 
Lake Oilman 135.90 May 4, 1914 
McCook Ramsey Lake 101.77 November 23, 1904 
H 5 ) .  
T^his reliction was apparently not included in the figure of 4600.67 acres 
of reliction given by the source. 
Table 13 (Continued) 
County Name Acreage Reliction 
McOook Enemy Lake 59.98 June 17-18, 1912 
ÏÏ. Porsoh 136.63 September 30, 1905 
Forsch Lake 232.57 September 30, 1905 
Lions Lake 159.10 September 30, 1905 
Hoffens 65.90 September 30, 1905 
B. Porsch 159.10 September 30, 1905 
Minnehaha S. Island Lake 59.16 Relicted 
Buffalo 4o2.4o December 28, 1904 
Diamond 255.66 Relicted 
Total relictions 4,666.17 
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Roy Lake 
Meander lines were drawn "by government surveying parties 
much in ways that would represent shore lines at particular 
times they encountered them. During some periods the waters 
have receded from those meanderings; on other occasions waters 
inundate adjacent areas for prolonged periods. The latter is 
the case with Roy Lake in Marshall County, Township 126N, 
Range 55W, outlined in Figure 13. 
The water in Roy Lake, including areas beyond the 
meander lines, covered in a recent period 1,128.6 acres. Of 
this, 666.6 acres are within surveyed meander lines, leaving 
462 acres of deeded land under its contiguous waters. The 
South Dakota Department of Game, Pish and Parks up to October, 
1963, acquired by purchase title to 1054 acres, including the 
462 acres of deeded land under water in addition to 592 acres 
of deeded upland in use both for access and recreation. 
The Roy Lake illustration depicts a condition wherein the 
meander lines were drawn when waters had receded from normal. 
This has necessitated recovery by the state at some expense 
because of the "mistakes" of federal land surveyors. In con­
trast, use of federal monies to recover formally relicted 
areas could be justified in order to correct "mistakes" of the 
state in issuing decrees of private ownership over lakes, 
waters of which had completely disappeared. 
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Figure 13, Pattern of Roy Lake in Marshall County 
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Reliction and repurchase of Goose Lake 
Goose lake consists of over 1500 acres^  within meander 
lines dra-wn at time of government survey In Codington County 
in northeastern South Dakota. It is located in parts of 
sections 13, l4, 15, 22, 23, 24, and 26 in Totmship 116 North, 
Range 54 West, and is outlined in Figure l4. The lakebed had 
been covered by varying levels of water, but by 1930 it had 
been dry for a prolonged period, and presumably waters had 
permanently receded. The result was an action for reliction 
which by "Judgment and Decree" of the Third Judicial Circuit 
Court of April l4, 1930, provided for reliction according to 
state statute (106). 
Division of Goose Lake into relicted lots The county 
surveyor's office established 23 relicted lots according to 
its survey, which the Court declared to constitute a proper 
and sufficient description of the premises, as seen in Figure 
15. After accepting the survey as a satisfactory description 
of the respective tracts, the Circuit Court ordered, adjudged, 
and decreed that the riparian owiers became owners in fee 
simple of the relicted lots. Quoting in part from the Judg-
T^he Land Management Section of the South Dakota Depart­
ment of Game, Fish and Parks estimates the acreage of Goose 
Lake at 1568.75 acres in Listing of Me^ dered Lakes (5). The 
total of relicted lots on file ln"The Codington County Court­
house is 1535.87 acres. 
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Figure 14. Outline of Goose Lake in Codington County 
before court reliction 
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meut and Decree: 
It is ordered, adjudged, and decreed, that all of 
the premises described in the summons and complaint 
herein and affected by this action are adjacent to a 
meandered lake bed situated in Sections 13, l4, 15, 
22, 23, 24 and 26 all in towiship 116 North, of 
Range 54 West, in Codington County, South Dakota, and 
that said described premises consist and constitute 
all of the meandered and all of the lands and pre­
mises adjacent to said meandered lake bed and that the 
said respective owners of said meandered lots and 
tract of land and adjacent to said lake bed of Goose 
Lake are entitled to the rights of reliction upon the 
recession of water in said Goose Lake as their rights 
are defined and limited by law and as their respective 
interests may appear according to due and proper sur­
vey thereof. 
It is ordered, adjudged, and decreed, that said 
Goose Lake as set forth and described in said Murray's 
Plat of Goose Lake consists entirely of dry land and 
that the respective owners of the land adjacent 
thereto are entitled to several relicted lots as 
established by said Murray's Plat of Goose Lake and 
as the owner in fee simple thereof under the rights 
of reliction of the meandered lands. 
It is ordered, adjudged, and decreed, that the 
said Plaintiff Bernard J. Murray also known as B. J. 
Murray is the owner in fee simple of the premises 
described as follows; . . . (78, p. 216). 
After specifying the respective owners who then became 
owners in fee simple of the 23 relicted lots, the document 
continues: 
It is ordered, adjudged, and decreed, that the 
said several persons described herein are the owners 
of said several respective relicted lots as set forth 
in this decree with all of the rights of ownership 
thereof as defined by law (78. p. 216). 
The decree concludes: 
It is ordered, adjudged and decreed, . . , that 
a true and correct copy of said Murray's Plat of Goose 
Lake, Codington County, South Dakota setting forth the 
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metes and bounds description, the boundary marks and 
lines, the meander line of Goose Lake according to 
government survey thereof, the numbers of said respec­
tive relicted lots and respective acreage thereof is 
hereto attached and by this reference made a part 
thereof as though fully set forth herein and the 
recording of this judgment and said plat in the 
office of the register of deeds of Oodington County, 
South Dakota, shall establish and quiet title in and 
to said respective relicted lots of said Goose Lake 
in the said several persons as set forth herein: 
. . . (78, p. 216). 
By decree of a state court, land in the lakebed was 
declared to be held in fee simple and was subject to transfer 
and conveyance. Subsequent courthouse records show that six 
relicted lots were mortgaged in 1931 (79, p. 386), and that 
foreclosure proceedings were instituted in 1935, "which resulted 
in foreclosure and sheriff's sale of properties (79, pp. ^ 39, 
44l, 449), including the transfer of deed for relicted lots 
(76, p. 136). In 1940 the same relicted lots were conveyed by 
quitclaim deed. The warranty deed has since been used to 
transfer relicted lots back to state ownership as part of the 
land acquisition program of the Department of Game, Fish and 
Parks (77, p. 219). 
Assessed valuation and real estate taxes County 
records reveal that the relicted lots held by private owners 
have been assessed for tax purposes. For 16 relicted lots 
privately owned in Good Lake in 1957, the average valuation 
was 03.22 per acre, which was about one-tenth that of adjoin­
ing upland which was appeared to be typical for that vicinity 
from records of the county auditor (75). The total taxes paid 
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Figure 15. Pattern of Goose Lake in Codington County 
after division into relicted lots 
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by the described lots are shoim on Table l4. Private owner­
ship would hardly be Justified on the basis of tax receipts 
if there exists alternative uses -which have greater social 
returns, providing there are means of amending institutions to 
recompense local taxing units of government for any receipts 
forgone. Actually, local taxes were continued to "be paid by 
the state government to its subdivisions. Former private 
owners are relieved of tax payments, and the revenues of the 
Department of Game, Pish and Parks are used to pay local taxes. 
Purchase program by state Goose Lake has been in the 
process of being purchased and deeded back to the state throu^  
the land acquisition program of the Game Department. Bowers 
gives the purchase price of the lakebed at about $12.50 per 
acre, with some at #15-#18.^  Also included in purchases have 
been some upland tracts which would make the lakebed more 
accessible for the public. 
Records of the Department of Game, Fish and Parks reveal 
that as of September, 1963, a total of 934.31 acres of area 
have been repurchased within the confines of relicted Goose 
lake plus 54.10 acres contained in three upland government 
lots. Total acreage has been 988.41 acres at a total cost of 
#15,220.87. Most of the relicted land remaining in private 
B^owers, Harold E., Land Acquisition Supervisor, South 
Dakota Department of Game, Pish and Parks. Repurchase of 
relicted lands. Private communication. August 8» 1958. 
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Table l4. Assessed valuation emd consolidated taxes for 
sixteen relicted lots in Goose Lake, compared with 
"typical" adjoining upland, 1957& 
Lots (No.) Acres Valuation Valuation 
per acre 
Oons. 
tax 
Cons, Ta: 
per acre 
1-2 124.05 #602 #4.85 #14.18 1.114 
3-4-5 220.58 857 3.89 20.18 .091 
13-14-15-16 204.78 612 2.99 15.36 .075 
17-18 124.87 367 2.94 9.21 .074 
19-20 142.73 367 2.57 8.64 .061 
21-22-23 240.60 602 2.50 14.18 .058 
Total 1,057.61 3,407 3.22 81.75 .078 
Government 
lots 1, 2 
Sec. 13 ( 
upland") 
of 
"typical 
100.70 3,182 31.60 74.94 .744 
Lakebed as 
per cent of 
upland per 
acre 10.19* 10.48^  
*75. 
ownership is that in Section 13. 
Forsch Lake 
Meandered Porsch Lake is in McOook Oounty, comprising 
parts of Sections 11, 12, 13, and 14 in Tomiship 102N, Range 
56W, totaling 232.57 acres. Formal reliction occurred 
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September 30, 1905. On September 29» 1958» Pred Porsch con­
veyed by "warranty deed to the State of South Dakota 115.91 
acres within three relicted lots and 61.08 acres of upland in 
form of four government lots on -Hhich were farm buildings. 
Price for the 176.99 acres was §11,000. Buildings were sold 
for #1,093 at auction. 
There were four other meandered lakes formally relicted 
in McOoolc County on the same date as Porsch was declared to be 
in private ownership. All five are in the same vicinity. To 
date about one-half of the largest lake has been repurchased 
by the State of South Dakota and placed under the Department 
of Game, Fish and Parks for management. The area repurchased 
is outlined in Figure 16. 
Watapapa Lake in the Summit Lakes Area 
In 1961 the state of South Dakota purchased upland from 
private parties which virtually surrounds an unrelicted 
meandered lake. The illustration of Roy Lake was one to 
demonstrate the need and accomplishment of purchase of 
patented land -vdiich in fact has been inundated for extensive 
periods. Relicted Goose and Forsch lakes were alienated from 
public ownership by court decree but later reverted in major 
part to public ownership. 
Watapapa Lake comprises 292.40 acres in Sections 13, 14, 
23, and 24 in Township 121N and Range 51W. An Indian reserva­
tion line originally passed diagonally through the northwest 
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Figure 17. Watapapa Lake in Grant County 
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edge of the lake. After transfer of land, reservation property-
maintains riparian interest in the southwest comer. The area 
presents resources to be developed for multi-recreational 
use. 
Por 798.09 acres, #23,943.00 were paid with mineral 
rights reserved, at an average price per acre of |30. Figure 
17 outlines the location of the lake and the area purchased. 
Responsibilities for State-owned Land 
State lands are controlled by several agencies of South 
Dakota state government with jurisdiction usually being 
delegated on the basis of the purpose of land. lands of 
recreational import have been controlled by more than one 
agency. Lands sometimes are assigned to particular agencies 
by the legislature. At other times the use of land is 
inherent to the execution of other designated purposes. 
Departments of state government are given certain autonomy in 
trading lands among themselves in order to more efficiently 
perform their functions. Assignment of responsibilities have 
not always been accompanied by powers sufficient to associate 
cost and benefits. 
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Powers of Oommlssioner of School and Public lands 
The state constitution of South Dakota provides that the 
powers of state departments shall be prescribed by law (109)• 
The law has stated in part; 
The Oammissioaer shall have the direction, 
management, and control of all lands heretofore 
granted or lAiich may hereafter be granted to this 
state by the United States, or otherwise acquired, 
and of all the plats and records pertaining to title 
thereto and the disposition thereof . . . (97). 
All islands and accumulations of land formed 
in the beds of navigable streams and meandered lakes 
belonging to the state shall be under the supervision 
of the Oommissioner of School and Public Lands, sub­
ject to all the laws and regulations pertaining to 
common school lands, and all funds heretofore or 
•which may be derived hereafter from the lease or 
sale of such land shall be covered into the common 
school funds (100). 
Early laws unified control of state lands quite generally 
in one department of state government. The legislature and 
the people of the state deviated from this policy as they saw 
specific needs. Jurisdictions of some lands were given to 
other departments, or even new departments created. 
The state constitution was revised in 1917 with regard to 
public indebtedness to provide for a Rural Credit Board. The 
revision included; "The state may establish and maintain a 
system of rural credits and thereby loan and extend credit to 
the people of the state upon real estate security ..." (110). 
Another land department was set up by the state. The 
Rural Credit Board accumulated a deficit of #23,032,041.86 by 
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1944 Tihen It still owned 97,000 acres of land (51). State 
credit came to an end -with reversion of its affairs to the 
Commissioner of School and Public lands who is state trustee 
for mineral rights reserved trfien farms that had been fore­
closed were resold to private parties. 
Another quantity of land ;Aiioh may become the responsi­
bility of the Department of School and Public Lands is referred 
to as "Unindemnified land loss from Railroad Grant" (46, p. 
XLVII). Congress had granted rights of way to railroads 
before statehood. The acreage thus lost from the common 
school endowment sections, it is provided, will revert to 
South Dakota should railroads ever discontinue use of the 
roadbed. The area has been given as 2,923.02 acres (46, p. 
XLVII). There is suggestion that elongated strips in form of 
abandoned railroad rights-of-way would have potential in 
development for game habitat. It also introduces a possibil­
ity of using other segments of former railroad beds for such 
development with tranference into recreational use being the 
least costly among alternative forms of development. 
State Hifihtfay Oommisslon program for reservoir access roads 
The Highway Commission has become directly involved in 
recreation by its dedication of land for use as roadside parks 
and of building roads with recreation as a primary purpose as 
demonstrated by its plans for 1,000.8 mileage along the 
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perimeters of the Missouri River reservoirs with provision for 
access to the water's edge at aa estimated cost of nearly #25 
million (45, pp. 151, 154). 
Powers of the Game. Pish and Parks Oommlssion regarding 
taxation of public shooting areas 
The 1957 South Dakota legislature amended the law relat­
ing to taxation of public shooting areas. Section 25.0123 of 
the I960 Supplement to the South Dakota Oode of 1939 was 
amended to read as follows; 
Public shooting areas subject to taxation for 
school purposes; duty of assessors and tax officers. 
All state owned lands, known as public shooting areas, 
acquired under the provisions of SDO I960 Supp. 
25.0106, or which may hereafter be so acquired, shall 
be subject to taxation by the local taxing districts 
of the state of South Dakota within which said lands 
are severally located for county, township and 
school purposes only. 
Said lands shall be assessed by the several 
assessors within the state of South Dakota in the 
same manner as other lands are assessed for taxation, 
Eind such assessments shall be equalized and said 
lands entered upon the tax lists for taxation In 
the same manner as other lands are equalized and 
entered, but in extending the levy of taxes 
against said lands, the taxing officer shall extend 
only the levies made by the local taxing districts 
for the county, tomship and school purposes (92). 
The effect of the amendment was to require full, or 
nearly full, payment of taxes on deeded uplands held by the 
Game Department and classified as public shooting areas, 
rather than half the taxes which would be paid by private 
owners of the property had they owned it, as had been the law 
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before this amendment. The amendment has had two major 
results. One was the charge by critics in years immediately 
following the change that the Game Department was farming for 
profit at the expense of habitat. The other response is said 
to be favorable attitude of local people to state ownership of 
lands in the community because property is not removed from 
the tax rolls. 
Iiegislative assignment of jurisdiction and control over 
meandered areas to the Department of Game, Pish and Parks 
Very few of South Dakota's meandered lakes have been 
declared by court decision to be navigable in fact; most 
litigation has been between private parties whose rights have 
been established in part on a test of navigability. Oases are 
consistent in the courts' refusal to accept claims of private 
ownership through riparian interests in meandered lakes, 
J^ithout resorting to legal tests for purpose of establishing 
navigability (as has appeared to be the necessity in Minne­
sota), the state of South Dakota, through its legislature 
resolved questions of control, and presumably ownership, of 
meandered areas in 1957. Selected to represent the state was 
the Game, Pish and Parks Commission whose powers were enhanced 
•wftiereby with reference to powers of the Commission over 
meandered areas, they are extended to include, "... juris­
diction and authority . . . over dry or partially dry mean­
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dered lakes, sloughs, marshes, and streams" (91)• Statute 
relative to the authority of the Commission over meandered 
areas now reads: 
To regulate, direct, and control in every 
practical manner under the laws of this state, the 
conservation, protection, importation, and propaga­
tion, and the hunting, taking, or killing of all 
game and fur bearing animals, game birds, and fish 
and harmless birds and animals and, except as 
otherwise provided by statue, shall have Jurisdic­
tion and authority for such purposes over all lands 
and waters owned, leased, or controlled by the 
state, including all meandered lakes, sloughs, 
marshes, and streams, such jurisdiction and 
authority to extend to and over dry or partially 
dry meandered lakes, sloughs, marshes, and streams, 
and also including all lands to which the state has 
acquired any right, title, or interest for purposes 
of water conservation and recreation (91). 
Following the passage of legislation authorizing the Game 
Department to assume jurisdiction of all meandered areas, 
there was a period that could be described as one of uncer­
tainty as well as one requiring education and communication 
with those concerned, namely, the riparians and sportsman 
groups. Perhaps fully as important as any other factor in 
timing of more definite moves on part of the Commission was to 
take advantage of conditions when potential conflicts were 
minimized and problems abated. That would be when the mean­
dered lakes would be full of mter. 
Editorial comment from the state's newspapers was 
generally favorable for firm action in urging the Commission 
to clarify Its role over #iat was said to be 160,000 acres in 
240 lakebeds. Evolving a political climate for the public to 
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understand the problems gave them time to speak through 
interest groups. One "Hlldlife group retained an attorney to 
protect the public's interest in meandered lakes and one of 
its officials called for a court injunction against certain 
practices in the diy lakebeds. Fourteen Chambers of Commerce 
formed the East Central Lake Improvement League lAiich states 
as its objective to form one large organization to go to the 
Game, Pish and Parks Commission to ask that they take over 
completely all management of lakes. Riparian landowers 
formed an association and retained an attorney. State 
officials, including state attorney generals from administra­
tions controlled by both major political parties appeared 
before sportsmen groups and made policy statements favoring 
state action. The Commission of School and Public Lands 
pointed out that farmers must have favored the 1957 law or it 
•would never have passed the legislature. The remaining 
problem ms to determine rights between the meander line and 
the water line as between public and private Interests. The 
Water Resources Commission was suggested as a technical agency 
qualified to determine the low-water mark. 
Attorney General opinion on statute conferring juris­
diction and authority to QnmmlAAinn The Director of the 
Department of Game, Pish, and Parks had addressed six specific 
questions to the attorney general general of the state of 
Soulii Dakota. They were answered by opinion dated March 24, 
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I960 (83). The problem concerned meandered areas, ^ Aioh. when 
dry, were subjected to practices detrimental to wildlife. 
The opinion restated the position that the state holds 
title in trust for the people of lakes and streams adaptable 
for navigation, recognizing public purpose of recreational 
activities, but restricted to navigable or public waters 
rather than to include nonnavigable or private waters, No 
final opinion was given regarding superiority among departments 
of state government over others, but authority of other agen­
cies was recognized. Private practices of grazing, burning, 
plowing, and other destructive practices could be restricted 
or prohibited. Projects of leveling, ditching, diking, and 
construction of harvest lanes were given to be within the 
Commission's powers, as -was share-cropping if not for primary 
purpose of deriving Income. Controlling and eradicating 
noxious weeds were said to be responsibilities of the Commis­
sion for the public good on lands it as a state agency owns or 
supervises. The opinion provided clarification for the Com­
mission of Game, Fish and Parks to issue its resolution taking 
Jurisdiction of meandered lakes. 
Resolution taking .jurisdiction of meandered lakes By 
resolution at its meeting in July, 1962, the Commission of 
Game, Pish and Parks passed Regulation Humber 325, known as 
the meandered lake resolution. 
Fires which destroyed entire lakebeds as habitats for 
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wildlife and threatened farmsteads had received widespread 
publicity throughout the state. Farming in lakebeds had 
proved disappointing as intensified cropping in the region 
continued to lose its advantage to other areas and lakes began 
to accumulate much additional water throughout I96I. The Game 
Department made an Inventory of the meandered lakes and 
sponsored public meetings whereby it was declared that the 
goal was to reach a solution to a problem rather than to take 
each case to court for determination of the extent of author­
ity. The Department undertook projects with least controver­
sial overtones, those of mowing lanes for hunters in lakebeds 
and level ditching for water retention. 'Hhen the physical and 
political climates were favorable the Commission issued its 
resolution assuming its authority to regulate the states 
meandered lakes. It reads as follows: 
>IHSRMS, Under the provisions of SDC 25*0106, as 
amended, the Game, Pish and Parks Commission is 
empowered to regulate, direct, and control mean­
dered lakes, sloughs, marshes, and streams for 
purposes of water conservation and recreation. 
BOW, THEREPOHB, BE IT RESOLVED AS FOLLOW: 
I. That for the purposes of this regulation the term 
"meandered water areas" shall apply to all mean­
dered lake, sloughs, marshes, and streams, or the 
dry or partially dry portions of said areas, as 
defined by law. 
II. That it shall be unlawful for any person or per­
sons to restrict in any way access on or across any 
meandered water area, including posting of such 
areas against trespass, without first obtaining 
written permission from the Department of Game, 
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Pish and Parks. 
III. That it shall be unlawful for any person or per­
sons to post any signs on any meandered water area 
without first obtaining written permission from 
the Department of Game, Fish and Parks. 
IT. That it shall be unlawful for any person or per­
sons to farm on any meandered water area without 
first obtaining written permission from the 
Department of Game, Pish and Parks. Purther, 
that all meandered lands will be managed accord­
ing to the land management policies which govern 
all lands owned or controlled by the Game, Pish 
and Parks Commission. 
V. This regulation shall be in full force and effect 
from and after October 25» 1962. 
VI. That a copy of this regulation shall be filed with 
the Secretary of State of the State of South Dakota 
and that a certified copy, showing filing endorse­
ment of the Secretary of State, shall be transmitted 
to the Clerk of Courts of each County in the State 
as required by SDO 65.0106. 
BE IT PDRTHBR RESOLVED, that notice of this resolu­
tion shall be published for one issue in each of 
the official newspapers of the counties affected. 
Dated at Pierre, South Dakota this 25th day of 
September, 1962. 
Besides the publicity required by the resolution itself, 
news releases emphasized the move. Prior to its adoption the 
Commission considered reference to specific practices that 
vrould be regulated or prohibited and to terms of high and low-
water marks. In final form the 
discretion the formulation of a 
to revision. 
Commission retains to its 
land management policy subject 
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Oontraetual considerations with riparians Another 
step In the sequence of assuming control over meandered lakes 
was the drawing of a form for agreement between riparian 
owners and the state of South Dakota. This Instrument has not 
been used extensively, but its design Indicates factors 
involved in making definitive the interests of private and 
public entities. The particular contract could be subject to 
revision so it is not reproduced here, but its major tenets 
are relevant. 
One issue is whether the form is a contract between two 
parties with similar rights to use properties or if there 
exists a landlord-tenant arrangement so that wording takes 
form of a lease. Generally the state favors provision of 
public access, and the riparian wants protection of his right 
to domestic use of water. The state may have to get dedica­
tion of upland to assure access for beneficial public use. 
Specific farming practices are subject to constant review and 
negotiation as well as there being possible variation among 
areas. A question of 'tàiether an agreement signed by a state 
official is binding on either the state or the individual for 
a stated period of time or on the land for all time is one 
which causes apprehension especially on the part of riparians. 
Attitudes appear to be one of accepting agreement that is 
reasonable and appropriate in a particular circumstance rather 
insisting on rights which are not fully determined. 
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Officials of the Land Management Section of the Department 
of Game, Pish and Parks points out the changing nature of 
agriculture which results in reduced conflict "between intensi­
fied farming and recreation. In days of horse farming, areas 
marginal to agriculture could be tilled. %.th tractors, it Is 
more difficult. Grazing pro'blems could become more acute 
because the riparian doctrine includes right to ifater. The 
state ultimately could provide dugouts or dams or provide 
pumps whereby livestock are not permitted freely to trample 
vegetation but would be watered at the meander line. Issuing 
of grazing permits are a possibility, but riparian rights 
would demand definition In a changed context. 
Implications for Future Action 
The state has advantage over riparians in dispute over 
ownership of meandered lakes, assuming no contention by the 
federal government. They are (1) the state Supreme Court 
has not conceded J:hat a navigable lake can lose its public 
status through reliction, (2) adjoining owners would find no 
proof of reliction being permanent in strict sense, even if 
they were to rely on their riparian rights as proving owner­
ship in such event, (3) nothing but a patent passes title to 
public lands open to disposal and sale through the general 
land office. 
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Challenge to riparian owners -nho have used a lakebed to 
exclusion of other private parties would likely be successful 
on legal grounds. More formidable would be a claim by ripar­
ians that they own a meandered lake which has been formally 
declared relicted and under private ownership by circuit court 
judgment. 
Course of action taken by the state to recover premises 
to conveyed could follow an outline by Hendriokson (20). 
Experience in Iowa and California, indicates that state owner­
ship depends on the finding in fact that a body of water is a 
navigable lake rather than swamp or overflowed land. South 
Dakota, North Dakota, Montana, and Washington did not receive 
swamplands from the 1850 Act and were restricted to some 
extent in selling certain lands by the Enabling Act of 1889• 
Federal intent could have been for the state to retain naviga­
ble waters in public trust. The findings of circuit courts as 
to reliction were probably errors in fact. The state agencies 
were not notified of pending reliction action. Defenses 
offered by the littoral owners would, according to general 
agreement, not stand against state trust land. Adverse pos­
session for a required time period would not be easy to prove 
in a lake where waters had not in fact permanently receded. 
The state would not, by estoppel, necessarily be ruled to have 
alienated title. In State v. Oougran the court ruled that a 
tax deed given erroneously is not conclusive evidence of title 
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(152, 19 S.D. at 283, 103 E. W. at 35). Similarly delay or 
neglect In action by state officials would not disallow the 
state's claim to trust land. 
State payment to riparian owners to relinquish title 
issued through reliction process could be challenged from 
legal position. From standpoint or political acceptability, 
however, payment may be proper as compensation for a right 
capitalized into land by a tenure system. Courts face the 
busy prospect of having to define the extent of the interest 
of each -vdiere riparian owners have title qualified by rights 
of the public. 
An alternative in collective management of areas of 
habitat and access by state agencies is that of game districts. 
Whether as private reserves, as special purpose districts of 
state government, or as a feature within presently provided 
conservancy sub-districts, there are ways to control an area 
so that those claiming economic returns are given incentives 
to invest. The legal and economic implications of alterna­
tives in collective action are appropriate topics of further 
research. 
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OURIPIOATION OP PUBLIC MD PRIVATE RIGHTS TO MEANDERED 
AREAS AS A MEMS OF LESSENING UNCERTAINTY 
U.S. land disposal policies and settlement patterns have 
resulted in passage of much of the public domain to private 
omership. Allocation of lands to achieve social and economic 
objectives has been hampered both by rigidities and uncertain­
ties of control through institutions which were developed for 
purpose of land disposal rather than land use. 
An example of society's concern to maintain flexibility 
of control in order to attain certainty of expectations is 
that of the meandered areas of South Dakota. Ownership of 
these areas was left unclear, and some efforts to find clear 
authority have been made by states to acquire omership. 
The public interest in meandered areas considers criteria 
applied in tests of navigability, ^ ich can be more inclusive 
by state interpretation than has been the federal test of 
navigability applied as of date of entry of a state into the 
Union. This feature offers the state opportunity to provide 
flexibility in control in order to provide certainty of 
expectations for planning agents making investments to improve 
productivity of wildlife for purpose of economic development. 
Interpretation of tests of navigability amid changing demands 
and technology calls for reappraisal of public and private 
interests aside from ownership in order to permit allocation 
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of meandered lands to recreational use if found to give 
greatest economic returns to the state. 
The Problem in Geographic and Legal Settings 
Legal records abound with interpretations regarding the 
meandering principle as it affects property rights. Public 
bodies and private parties do determine their economic 
interest in use of land resources, but in legal studies the 
economics of land use appears often to be only tangential. 
Each situation presents its oim set of circumstances, and 
specific applications are not uniform among states; however, 
legal interpretations are cited in this section in an attempt 
to describe the setting for lands within meander lines in 
South Dakota. 
Especially true in a region between relatively humid and 
arid regions Inland bodies of water pass through extremes in 
water level. Further, where the horizontal distance between 
various water levels is great, it is difficult to establish 
the high-water elevation for the greater portion of each 
average year, as had been the instructions to land surveyors. 
Finding an average was nearly impossible in new areas being 
opened for settlement. Oonseq.uently, surveyors gauged con­
temporary conditions and set meander lines accordingly, and in 
some instances those conditions deviated from the average. 
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Meander lines were lines used to define the sinosities of 
the banks of streams or other bodies of water for purpose of 
ascertaining quantities of land under the survey rather than 
to mark boundaries. With changes in water levels there are 
changes in extent of property rights of riparians. 
Landowners holding title to patented lands adjacent to 
lands within meander lines have enjoyed privileges exclusive 
to other persons. Description of riparian rights accepted by 
the South Dakota Supreme Courts has been: 
. . .  a s  t h e  r i g h t s  o f  t h e  o w n e r  o f  l a n d s  o n  
water to maintain his adjacency to it and to profit 
by such advantage and is also defined as a right to 
preserve and Improve the connection of his property 
with the water which rights are not common to the 
citizens at large, but exist as incidents to the 
right of the soil itself contiguous to and attingent 
on the water (129, 65 8.D. at 415, 27^  B.W. at 821). 
The extent of riparian rights is subject to state action 
beyond the establishment of meander lines. Tests of naviga­
bility are subject to definition by the state. At state 
discretion there can be acceptance of the federal test of 
navigability at time of entry of the state into the Union, as 
used in Minnesota, tdiich would favor private interests with 
regard to ownership of beds of streams and lakes. The other 
extreme is that as applied in Illinois, and to practical 
degree in Iowa, where the state by construction of local law 
in effect makes presence of a meander line conclusive evidence 
of navigability. The use of the common law principle of 
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establishing owiershlp through tests of navigability as 
empowered by the U.S. commerce clause is hardly an application 
of the scientific method. It is rather the borrowing of a 
precedent of common law and applying it in the environment of 
a federal system. This suggests neither science nor uniform­
ity in anticipation of consequences iwhich form the basis of 
prediction. 
Inquiry into problematic situations hence requires 
examination of the peculiar set of geographic conditions and 
institutions within a given setting. It is observed that most 
meandered lakes come within an area of uncertainty whether, It 
be with regard to climatic conditions or to particular tests 
used to define the division between public and private 
Interests. The continuum covers a range which would favor 
private (usually meaning the riparian individual) or the 
public (usually taken to mean the state within limits of this 
study). There are alternatives encompassing a significant 
range of alternatives subject to the deliberated choice of 
South Dakota citizens. 
Determination of Eights to Meandered Areas 
by Test of Navigability 
Through tests of navigability of certain waters states by 
one means can establish ownership of lands underlying them. 
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This approach, used In identification and definition of 
specific areas involved in dispute, is concerned mainly with 
determination of facts rather than passage of laws. Some 
states have a record of court cases involving questions of 
public versus private ownership. Others have used tests of 
navigability to settle issues between private litigants, 
typically one or more of ;Aiom has been a riparian owner. 
Yet another facet of state activity that involves powers 
to direct allocation of resources is use of the police power 
which is not restricted to legal position as to ownership. 
Powers and precedents of police action of state government is 
not a major feature of study for this report, but is one lAiich 
is deserving of further examination. 
Division of waters into navigable and nonnavlgable 
categories has in the past, perhaps unfortunately, been used 
to identify public and private ownership of the beds that 
underlie them. The original purpose of tests of navigability 
was to give force to the commerce clause of the U.S. constitu­
tion. It has been used in some states, however, to determine 
whether lands beneath waters are owned by private parties or 
are held in trust by the state for the public. States which 
have a precedent in the application of definition of naviga­
bility for purpose of establishing ownership would find it 
difficult, if not impossible, to resort to legislative means 
to clarify ownership; but would resort to court tests to 
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determine facts surrounding each body of water. Other states 
without firmly entrenched traditions in use of tests of 
navigability to determine ownership and without a narrow, 
rigid definition of navigability established, may be able to 
resolve uncertainties of ownership on more appropriate princi­
ples. 
Public use of waters defined as nonnavigable has at times 
in the past been restricted to riparian owners or even against 
other riparian owners affronting common nonnavigable waters. 
A trend in state court decisions has tended to remove prohibi­
tions against public use of waters and limitations to other 
riparians which had been based on a definition granting 
ownership to the beds of the waters. Study of problems in 
ownership and usage of bodies of waters has cast doubts on the 
sagacity of (l) relying on the commercial test of navigability 
to determine ownership beyond the meander line, high-water 
mark, low-water mark, or some other line of demarcation beyond 
which there are elements of public interest, (2) associating 
with riparian interest the exclusive right of use of the sur­
face of waters even if they be nonnavigable. As affecting 
elements of both questions, it is observed that riparian 
rights are coming to be Interpreted as an attribute of the 
upland and not indicative of Inherents rights to control 
waters or to own lands under them. Given a setting with an 
upsurge In emphasis on outdoor water recreation the use of 
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traditional tests of navigability as a device to allocate 
access to surfaces of waters appears to be declining. 
Legal Status of Meandered Areas 
Points of law pertaining to legal status of meandered 
areas have evolved from decisions by the U.S. Supreme Court, 
the federal circuit and district courts, and state courts. 
There are two generalizations that can be made from a study of 
legal history. 
First, the courts have been unable or unwilling to meet 
problems in use of meandered areas in a forthright manner so 
that predictable results could be found with given fact situa­
tions, Since the role of the judiciary is to interpret law so 
as to provide justice, most often between individuals, contra­
dictory uses have been maintained as equally valid. Confusion 
in predictability and flexibility In control by society over 
certain land resources seem to spring from the same source. 
Secondly, Congress, with approval of judiciaries, has 
permitted states wide discretion in determining destinies of 
land areas subject to submersion by water, c^h situation has 
its own set of circumstances. However, a few cases will be 
described so as to develop a thesis that a state is virtually 
the sole adjudicator over such areas within its boundaries. 
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Recognition of state interests in lands under water 
Federal recognition of state authority over lands under 
water within a state has appeared in several decisions. The 
national government has held but few reservations; and state 
governments have accepted their powers, but have not made 
uniform rulings as to ownership and control. 
In Packer v. Bird (143) the United States Supreme Court 
in 1891 recognized state law in determining the rights and 
extent of riparian interests. The Supreme Court said in part: 
The courts of the United States will construe 
the grants of the general government without reference 
to the rules of construction adopted by the states 
for their grants; but whatever incidents or rights 
attach to the ownership of property conveyed by the 
government will be determined by the States, subject 
to the condition that their rules do not impair the 
efficacy of the grants or the use and enjoyment of 
the property by the grantee. As an incident of such 
ownership the right of the riparian owner, where the 
waters are above the Influence of the tide, will be 
limited according to the law of the State, either to 
low or high water mark, or will extend to the middle 
of the stream. It is therefore important to ascertain 
and determine what view will be taken by the courts of 
the United States in the construction of grants of the 
general government in conferring ownership, -when they 
embrace lands bordering on navigable waters above the 
influence of the tide. How far will such grants be 
deemed to extend into the water, if at all? Prom the 
conflicting decisions of the state courts cited, it 
is evident that there is no such general law on the 
subject as will be deemed to control their construc­
tion (143, 137 U.S. at 669-670). 
State supreme courts have responded to the federal posi­
tion in the affirmative. The Minnesota Tribunal in Lamprey v. 
Metcalf decided; "The U.S. when it disposed of lands border­
ing a meandered lake by patent, has nothing left to convey" 
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(136, 52 Minn, at 181, 53 H. W. at 1139). The South Dakota 
high court In Olson v. Huntamer observed that It has never 
been held that the lands under water in front of such grants 
are reserved to the United States (l4o, 6 8.D. at 372-373, 61 
N.W. at 481). 
The federal government granted laud. In the western states 
for purposes It saw fit, and It Is uniformly held that the 
question whether the land under the waters should pass to 
private ownership should be controlled by the states them­
selves. 
Division In ownership of beds of rivers was made clear 
In United States v. Utah; 
. . . the title to the beds of the rivers, 
where the rivers were found to be navigable . . . 
was in the state of Utah, and tAiere the rivers were 
found to be non-navigable, was in the United States 
(167, 283 U.S. at 74). 
The Oourt went on to specify that title to river beds is 
determined as of date of statehood, and that the crucial 
question was that of susceptibility to use for commerce at 
time of statehood. Utah was not to be denied title to beds 
because of location of rivers, circumstances of exploration, 
settlement of the country, nor because commercial utilization 
on a large scale awaited future demands. 
Federal authority over navigable bodies of water 
Oongressional authority over navigable waters is not 
completely abrogated to the states. Rights and powers of the 
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states and of riparian proprietors subservient to the inter­
ests of interstate and foreign commerce were emphasized in 
South Oarolina v. Georgia (149). Further reference was made 
in Oklahoma ex. rel Guy P. Atkinson Oo.: 
. . . the exercise of the granted power of 
Congress to regulate interstate commerce may be 
aided by appropriate and needful control of activi­
ties and agencies i^ idh, though Intrastate, affect 
that commerce (138, 313 H.S. at 526). 
Navigability determines limits of a program of regulation 
and improvement of waters. 
State trust in navigable waters 
States have not treated lands within meandered lines in 
a uniform manner. A trust theory has been widely accepted as 
represented in a statement from Illinois Central Ry. Oo. v. 
Illinois (131). The case "tôiich Involved grants of right of 
way from the state of Illinois and liie City of Chicago of 
riparian and submerged lands of Lake Michigan found the U.S. 
Supreme Court saying; 
The state can no more abdicate Its trust over 
property in which the whole people are Interested, 
like navigable waters and soils under them, so as 
to leave them entirely under the use and control of 
private parties, except in the instance of parcels 
mentioned for the Improvement of the navigation and 
use of the waters, or when parcels can be disposed 
of without impairment of the public Interest in 
what remains, than it can abdicate its police powers 
In the administration of government and the preserva­
tion of the peace (131, 46 U.S. at 387). 
Prlewe v. Wisconsin State land and Improvement Oo. (145) 
was a decision of the TUsconsin high tribunal in a situation 
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%here the state had authorized draining of a lake for the 
benefit of a private person. The court "bluntly declared; 
The legislature has no authority to emancipate 
itself from the obligation resting upon it, lAxich 
vas assumed at the commencement of its statehood, to 
preserve for the benefit of all the people forever 
the enjoyment of the navigable waters -within its 
boundaries, than it has to donate the school fund 
or the state capitol to a private purpose (145, 103 
Wis. at 549-550, 79 N.¥. at 781). 
The decision declared state ownership of nonnavigable 
waters and lands under them to preserve the common right to 
enjoy incidents not under private ownership by common law. 
Most decisions of state supreme courts have jealously 
guarded their trusts of beds of navigable waters. There is 
evidence that the trust principle has been relaxed by some 
states. Iiouisiana has held as late as 1954 that beds of 
navigable lakes never belonged to the United States, but are 
the property of the states in virtue of their inherent 
sovereignty, and further that the state can issue patents, 
even if public policy has been against alienation of beds of 
navigable waters. 
States have refined distinctions in the meaning of their 
trust over waters and the lands below. In State v. Korrer. 
the Minnesota Supreme Court observed; 
The rights of the riparian owners are accord­
ingly distinctively different in and to the space 
between high and low water mark from -ràiat they are 
below low-water mark (156, 127 Minn, at 76, 148 
H.W. at 623). 
The Court went on to rule that private parties could take 
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ore from the space between high and low-water marks, provided 
the state does not require the use of this space for public 
purposes. The distribution of rights to the strip intervening 
between water marks under conditions of changing demands and 
technological possibilities is a consideration of importance 
to a study of transfer of uses serving various purposes, 
including that of recreation. 
The Submerged Lands Act of 1953 
Passage of the Submerged Lands Act, the so-called 
"Tidelands" oil bill, in 1953 would likely prejudice the 
Congress against claiming lands within meander lines when 
entirely within a state's borders or yihen forming common state 
boundaries. Federal transfer of extensive areas under open 
sea to exploitation for benefit of coastal states is an act 
that could negate, politically, federal claim to beds of 
internal navigable waters. 
Three cases of the U. S. Supreme Court construed the 
Submerged Land Cases; U.S. v. California (161), U.S. v. 
Louisiana (163) and U.S. v. Texas (166). They had enunciated 
the doctrine of federal, rather than state paramount rights 
in submerged lands of the open sea in ruling for federal 
rights over a three-mile margin of the continental shelf as 
an incident to ;Aiich is full dominion over the resources of 
the soil under that water area, including oil. Coastal states 
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were not satisfied. States had been licensing companies to 
extract oil for royalties. In 1952 President Truman vetoed 
bills which would give title to states all minerals under 
water between mean low tide and the historic boundaries of the 
states. 
ridelands oil became a political issue in the presiden­
tial campaign of 1952. lirons refers to the name "tidelands" 
as a masterpiece of propaganda (28, p. 297). Bone of the 
disputed property was tideland—there had never been a ques­
tion but that states held title to lands over which tidewater 
flowed. It was land beyond point of low tide that was 
involved. 
Republican presidential aspirant Dwight Eisenhower flatly 
called for transfer of "tidelands" to states. Democratic 
candidate Adlai Stevenson declared for continued federal con­
trol. After the election of 1952, Republicans, with strong 
support of Gulf states-rights Democrats passed the Submerged 
Lands Act of 1953 (112). 
The act grants the states ownership and proprietary use 
of all lands under their navigable waters for a distance of 
three geographic miles from their coast lines, or to their 
"historic boundaries"—as they existed at the time of becoming 
members of the Union. 
The act confers rights in (1) lands under inland waters, 
including the Great Lakes, (2) tidelands, and (3) lands under 
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open sea. The Great Lakes were Included because of their 
international status. The U.S. Supreme Court has passed on 
the constitutionality of the act, hut did not pass on its 
specific provisions until later decree in United States v. 
Louisiana in i960 (164). 
The i960 ruling limited grants to three geographical 
miles for states of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama. 
Texas and Florida were granted submerged lands for three 
leagues (7 to 8 miles) from the coast representing their mari­
time boundaries, or those -jôiich existed at the time such state 
became a member of the Union. The "tldelands" provisions are 
other manifestations of the shortcomings in a federal system 
to develop criteria for resource use on uniform basis. 
Common Law as Modified by Conditions and Legislation 
Where there has been a plentiful supply of a resource, 
there have tended to be policies which have followed a 
principle of widespread distribution, permitting individual 
claimants freedom to exploit a resource as long as Interests 
of others were not adversely affected. Such has been the 
general outline of history In the U.S. as to allocation of 
both land and water resources. 
In the distribution of land in fee simple, as in Home­
stead Acts, the federal government allowed individual freedom 
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in use of land as though, there were no practical limit to its 
extent. Then the government withheld further alienation of 
publicly-owned lands and undertook programs, investing public 
funds to adjust land use, so as to pursue the national objec­
tive. It looked on ownership as separate from control. "When' 
an individual farmer depleted his soil or produced surpluses, 
his activities did adversely affect others, so corrective 
public measures were taken. 
In regulating water consumption the rule of reasonable 
use of the riparian doctrine allows use from a common supply 
if interests of others are not diminished. "When demands are 
increased and/or supplies are reduced so one user does 
influence another, regulation comes in by public means through 
prescription or the permit system. 
In viewing noneonsumptlve use of water, i.e., use of 
surface for recreation, the same thing is seen. In areas 
short on surface there is limit to access by private means 
through trespass laws or by public means through licensing. 
If water surface is plentiful, the reasonable use feature of 
the riparian doctrine is applied in effect to the surface use, 
if use by one will not Infringe on uses by others. 
The eastern portions of the U.S. have traditionally 
followed common law with respect to regulating access to 
bodies of water •Rhich, in effect, require private license, 
enforced by trespass laws, to get access. They also have 
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followed the riparian doctrine in use of ground waters idiioh 
would permit use by riparians if the flow were not inhibited. 
These areas have not, generally, abandoned either principle. 
But in the West, where water supplies have become more 
critical, legislation and court decisions have changed or 
adapted institutional controls surrounding consumptive uses 
of flowing water and also assess to bodies of water for non-
consumptive (recreational) purpose. In the case of moving 
water, several states have passed laws providing for state-
issued permits to engage in use of water. This is moving 
away from the riparian principle. But in the case of access 
to the surface the trend has been to apply a feature of the 
riparian doctrine permitting entry if not to detriment of other 
users. The license, so to speak, is provided by the state. 
This illustrates the differences in, broadly speaking, 
eastern and western portions of the U.S. Tihere water is more 
or less plentiful. The riparian doctrine has been extended 
to include quality as well as quantity as by enforcement of 
pollution abatement regulations and access to water remains 
guided by common law, subject to private regulation. In the 
West, water Is limited relative to increased demands, and 
rationing has come in as administered by the state. But the 
permit system (private riparian owner) to distribute access 
to lakes has been abandoned in favor of a riparian system 
applied to surfaces. The East regulates use of water as the 
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West does access to water surface (riparian). The Bast 
rations access to water as the "West does use of water (permit). 
To do so requires a separation of ownership and control of a 
resource. It is also proper to distinguish between states 
having extensive stream flow, but few bodies of water from 
those having relatively less flow compared to water surfaces. 
Those with relatively high flow to surface ratios, as in 
the eastern U.S., favor riparian principle in consumptive uses 
of water. They employ what can be considered a permit system 
by private control through common law in access to nonconsump-
tive use of water (recreation). States with more water 
storage relative to flow trend to riparian principle of equal 
right to access to water surface, but greater dependence on 
permit (state) or appropriation (private) methods in distrib­
uting water for consumptive uses. 
So the riparian method, suitable for ground waters in 
some states, is used in allocating access to water surfaces 
in other states. And a permit system is used to control 
access to water surfaces in the former and to regulate use of 
water in the latter. 
The common law doctrine regarding riparian rights holds 
in effect that owners of shoreline own the beds to the center 
of the stream or lake, and holds further that they have not 
only control and ownership of the beds of nonnavigable bodies, 
but also of the overlying waters. States holding to the 
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common law Interpretation have been those with few inland 
bodies of water of valuable proportions for consumptive pur­
poses, They would be states like New York, Pennsylvania, New 
Jersey, Indiana, Ohio, Tezas, Connecticut, and Tennessee. 
States which have extensive waters for recreational or 
commercial use hold generally to the civil law of reasonable 
use in common. Supreme Courts in Michigan, Minnesota, and 
Florida have strengthened civil law Miich promotes broader use 
of water surfaces. Modem interpretations correct earlier 
rulings by separating riparian rights from tests of navigabil­
ity, Consistent with this separation is another, that of 
distinguishing ownership of the bed from the right of control 
of the overlying waters. 
Harris (19) indicates that American colonists applied 
common law to personal liberties, but fashioned systems of 
land tenure to meet new conditions. They accepted common law 
only as an expediency in absence of constitutional provisions 
and legislation. A feature of the American Revolution was the 
right to adopt only as much of the common law as suitable to 
conditions. 
In the words of Harris: 
Thus, the laws of land tenure came from three 
sources: (1) the creative genius of the colonists in 
the development of simple rules to meet their peculiar 
conditions, (2) the principle either laid down or 
derived from the Scriptures, and (3) the older English 
law—common and statuatory--where it did not conflict 
with the first two. The strength of the tenure system 
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lay in the skillful blending of the three and the 
modifying effect of the latter two upon the former 
(19, p. 360). 
The record of the U.S. in designing statute law and in 
relying on tradition in allocation of its resources shows an 
awareness of changing demands relative to supplies of the 
resource. These economic forces have determined institutions. 
There have been serious lags in institutional adjustment and 
notorious lack of uniformity among the states. But these 
observations are evidence of actions by a democratic people 
taken to reach their objectives by organizing means of ration­
ing their resources using both institutional and marketing 
determinants. The process has been made less clear by the 
presence of a federal system where there are two sovereign 
governments, state and central. 
Decisions of law Among States other than South Dakota 
In analysis of laws different among the states one 
returns to the proposition that the extent of an unrestricted 
federal patent is a question of local law. This -Has clearly 
stated in Hardin v. Jordan (128). A littoral owner of an 
Inland nonnavigable lake lu Illinois brought action to eject 
the defendant who claimed title by different government survey. 
The U.S. Supreme Court stated: 
The right of the States to regulate and control 
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the shores of tide waters, and the land under them. 
Is the same as that which is ezercised by the Grown 
of England. ... it depends on the law of each 
state to lâiat waters and to what extent this pre­
rogative of the State over the lands under water 
shall be exercised (128, l4o U.S. at 371). 
In our judgment the grants of the government 
for lands bounded on streams and other waters, with­
out any reservation or restriction of terms, are to 
be construed as to their effect according to the 
law of the State in which the lands lie (128, l4o 
U.S. at 384). 
The U.S. high court went on to note that even though the 
government survey had marked a lake "navigable," fact found 
by the Court was that it was not navigable. This demonstrates 
the point that surveyors were not qualified to determine 
navigability. They simply meandered bodies of water according 
to engineering instructions. The fact of navigability would 
rest on later finding of fact. 
A second aspect of navigability is that the fact is 
determined as of the time of entry of the state into the Union, 
according to United States v. Holt State Bank which declared 
the State of Minnesota had acquired title to the lake if 
navigable at the time of admission (162, 270 U.S. at 55). 
These two principles, (1) that the state has discretion 
in determining the extent of federal grants, and (2) that the 
time of entry of the state into the Union affects the defini­
tion of navigability, largely account for the lack of uniform­
ity among states with regard to disposition of lands within 
meander lines. 
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Minnesota 
The State of Minnesota abides essentially by the common 
law rule that title to waters navigable at time of entry into 
statehood rest with the state and that title to nonnavigable 
waters is with the riparian or littoral owners. The procedure 
has been over most of the state's history a determination of 
fact concerning each meandered area in dispute. The effect of 
recent rulings by the Minnesota Supreme Court could be to 
modify that rule with regard to waters used for recreational 
purposes, whether navigable by Federal test or not. 
In Lamprey v. Metcalf (136) the plaintiffs were private 
parties who asserted title to the former bed of the lake. The 
defendants, including the state, claimed that the state held 
title in its sovereign capacity. The question was, Trtiat 
rights in or to the soil under water does the patentee of land 
bounded by a meandered inland lake acquire by his patent? 
This concerned the rights of the public to use such lakes as 
their waters recede. 
First, the Court decided (1) the U.S. vhen it disposed 
of lands bordering a meandered lake by patent, has nothing 
left to convey, (2) the question whether lands forming beds 
of waters belong to the state or riparians is determined 
entirely by the state, (3) if a meandered lake is nonnavigable, 
the riparian takes fee to the center of the lake, if navigable, 
to the water line, with rights to accretions or relictions. 
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(4) navigable waters are public and nonnavigable are private; 
with the definition of navigability broad enough to include 
boating for pleasure. So long as they continue capable of 
being put to any beneficial public use, they are public waters. 
In decided cases most tests of navigability were made on 
profitable commercial commerce, but the Court mentioned as 
population grows more liberal definitions could include 
recreational purposes not anticipated. To hand over lakes to 
private ownership would be a great wrong upon the public the 
court declared. 
The Minnesota Court said in Lamprey v. Met calf; 
. . .  W e ,  t h e r e f o r e ,  h o l d  t h a t  T ^ e r e  a  m e a n d e r e d  
lake is nonnavigable in fact, the patentee of land 
bordering on it takes to the middle of the lake; that 
where the lake is navigable in fact, its waters and 
bed belong to the state in its sovereign capacity, 
and that the riparian patentee takes the fee only to 
the water's edge, but with all the rights Incident to 
riparian ownership or navigable waters, including the 
right to accretions or relictions formed or produced 
in front of his land by the action or recession of 
the water ... it may not be entirely clear whether 
the doctrine of this court is that a patentee of land 
on navigable water takes the fee to low water, or only 
to high water; but this is a matter of little practi­
cal Importance in any case, and of none in the present 
one (136, 52 Minn, at 198, 53 ÏÏ.W. at 1143). 
. . . But however that may be, we are satisfied 
that so long as these lakes are capable of use for 
boating even for pleasure, they are navigable, within 
the reason and spirit of the common law rule. %ien 
the waters of any of them have so far receded or 
dried up as to be no longer capable of any beneficial 
use by the public, they are no longer public waters, 
and their former beds, under the principles already 
announced, would become the private property of the 
riparian owners (136, 52 Minn, at 200, 53 N.W. at 1144). 
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The Court's holding in favor of riparian interests and 
against the state seems predicated partly, at least, on the 
proposition that state otmership of the land would simply open 
the door for prowling speculators to step in and acquire title 
from the state to any relictions, and thus deprive the original 
shore estate of all riparian rights, including access to the 
water, and that there would be endless litigation over the 
original water lines. The Court took the position that the 
state would never derive any pecuniary benefit sufficient to 
compensate for the attendant evils. 
The Metcalf decision implied (1) that there was no public 
interest in lakebeds uncovered by receding waters, (2) that 
the public, viz., the state was less capable of management 
than was the riparian, (3) that the interests of the public in 
recreational benefits could change, but enlargement to Include 
dry land recreation (hunting) to such an extent as to make the 
lakebed navigable was not envisioned. 
In Lamprey v. Danz (135) the federal government had 
patented a shallow lake and the Minnesota court held in 1902 
that the patentee had absolute title to it so as to be able 
to exclude the public from hunting on it. This principle pre­
vailed in Bumquist v. Bollenbach (122) ^ en the Oourt in 1954 
accepted a finding that a body of water had not been navigable 
on May 11, 1858, and the conclusion that it was not public 
water upon idilch the public had a right to hunt and fish. 
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Minnesota statute provided that land adjacent to a public body 
of water may be condemned for the state to acquire parking or 
camping sites. State omership again was held to depend on 
Aether or not the water was navigable %hen Minnesota was 
admitted into the Union. The number of such public bodies of 
water being limited, there would thus be the same limitation 
on public right to hunt and fish. If the state would acquire 
ownership of deeded adjacent land, then the public could get 
access to the entire surface. 
Minnesota had clung consistently to the Federal test of 
navigability of waters in determining division between public 
and private ownership. In State v. Adams (150) this rule was 
again applied in 1958 by the Minnesota Supreme Court as it 
pertained to conditions in 1858 when Minnesota became a state. 
Much of the interest in Minnesota had been to establishing 
ownership of lakebeds and possible deposits of ore in them. 
Courts had not clearly made a separation between the beds and 
the overlying waters. The Adams case involved the Rabbit 
Lakes chain of lakes and connecting streams, and centered on 
the determination of fact in answer to the question of i^ ether 
or not the disputed area was capable of being navigable in 
1858. Once the court had accepted a claim that the lakes were 
not capable of being used for navigation at time of admission 
to statehood, the clear tradition indicated that since the 
lakes were ruled nonnavigable by the federal test, riparian 
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owners held title. The Supreme Court pointed out that the 
state had not asserted the Interests of the public with regard 
to its recreational rights on a nonnavlgable lake. Attempt 
for rehearing and appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court failed. 
Two years after the Adams ruling the Minnesota Supreme 
Court gave an answer in two cases to questions concerning 
rights to surfaces of nonnavlgable lakes for recreational 
purposes. In Johnson v. Seifert (132) the decision was that 
riparian owners each enjoyed the right to hunt and fish over 
the entire surface of the lake. Ho difference in recreational 
privileges existed as between classifications into navigable 
and nonnavlgable lakes from a commercial standpoint, or even 
if a lake were meandered or unmeandered. As long as there 
would be no interference by one abutting owner with others, 
each would have similar rights to the surface of the water 
for recreational use. The Johnson decisions in I960 expressly 
overruled that made in Lamprey v. Sanz in 1902 (152, 257 Minn, 
at 168-169, 100 IJ.¥.2d at 696). 
Another decision was handed do mi by the Minnesota Supreme 
Court in i960, Plynn v. Belsel (127). It was significant 
because it came to grips with a dispute between public and 
private rights of access to a navigable lake. An action was 
taken to enjoin the towaship of Paynesvllle in Steams County 
from erecting and maintaining dock facilities at the end of a 
public easement abutting navigable Lake Koronis. The land-
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oimers, the plaintiffs, alleged that rights of the public 
arose by prescription rather than dedication^  so that public 
rights were restricted to travel to the water's edge without 
use of the navigable water beyond the edge as by extending an 
obstruction from the water's edge T&ich would interfere with 
riparian rights of the owners. Since the early 1920's, with­
out interruption, the public had used the passageway for park­
ing of cars, access for recreational use of the lake and for 
commercial purposes of hauling Ice and wood from a nearby 
Island. 
The Minnesota Court held that the easement had been 
established by dedication and not by prescription, with no 
limitation to rights established by common law dedication that 
would limit rights of the public to the water's edge. The 
court pointed out that others than fee owners may possess 
riparian rights. Aa. easement granted to the public upon the 
margin of a navigable lake stream or lake does Include the 
right of landing. The way to the water is not limited by some 
obstruction or bank, but Includes facilities •which would pro­
vide means of access by the public to navigable waters. 
The Minnesota tribunal said; 
common law dedication is one accomplished otherwise 
than by a plat executed and recorded as required by statute. 
Dedication of easement rests upon intent and not upon pre­
scription. Dedication may be implied from conduct of the 
owner upon which the public does rely. 
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. . . The right of the public is determined to 
exist because of the Individual use of the land by 
members of the public. Whenever the public is deter­
mined to have such right of use, it is one that mem­
bers of the public, unlimited in number, can exercise 
. . . (127 , 257 Minn, at 536, 102 N.V.2d at 289). 
. . . The rule seems to be that it is the right 
of travel by all the world, and the exercise of that 
right, ^ riiich makes a roadway a public highway. A 
public user may be established by a comparatively 
small number of persons, and the user by the public 
is sufficient if those numbers of the public — even 
though they be limited in number and even if some are 
accommodated more than others — who would naturally 
be expected to enjoy it do, or have done so, at 
their pleasure and convenience . . . (127, 257 Minn, 
at 541, 102 B.W.2d at 292). 
Minnesota courts had early raised the possibility of 
public interest in lakes. The disputes decided, though, 
centered on ownership of the beds determined on basis of the 
federal test of commercial navigability. Hence riparian 
patentees were held to be in ownership of a nonnavigable lake 
to its center in Lamprey v. Metcalf (1893). Lamprey v. Danz 
(1902) ruled that a patentee to a nonnavigable lake had abso­
lute title and could exclude the public. 
The Court in the Johnson case (i960) ruled that riparians 
had rights in common to surface waters. The Flynn case (also 
i960) protected the established rights of the public to use 
of not only ifaters, but to the bed of a nonnavigable lake. In 
i960 the Supreme Court of Minnesota came to rule on rights of 
the public based on recreational claims. A virtual reversal 
in thought came with the overruling of earlier decisions. 
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Three observations can be made. First, the lakebed -was 
separated in concept from surface waters. Ownership of the 
bed (for mining and farming pursuits) would not pre-empt for 
all time right to use the surface (for riparians in common or 
the public). Second, ownership was distinguished from control. 
The public, through government, came to control access for 
enjoyment of a non-consumptive use of a water resource which 
may admittedly overlay privately-owned land. Thirdly, the 
court reexamined the meaning of riparian interest. It came 
to apply an older definition than that with iriilch it had been 
working so that riparian interest was seen to be an attribute 
of the upland, rather than proof of ownership as determined 
by a federal test of commercial navigability to be applied to 
a certain past instant of time "vriien the nature of the resource 
and of commercial trade or its possibilities cannot be 
described with accuracy by present investigation. 
Borth Dakota 
Common law has controlled most decisions in North Dakota's 
history along with a test of navigability similar to that 
applied in Minnesota. Eorth Dakota courts have recognized 
the existence of tests of navigability other than the federal 
test. The court did show inclination to resort to a broader 
state test in 19^ 9 in Ozark-Mahoning Go. v. State (142) but 
did not rule on the effect of navigability on public interest 
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because the lake Involved was found to be nonnavlgable even 
by state test. The opinion ruled only on state law in the 
partitioning of the lakebed to littoral owners. Recognition 
of a state test separate from the traditional federal test 
could mark a revision in trend of opinions by North Dakota 
courts. 
An aspect of another Uorth Dakota decision in 19^ 9» State 
V. Brace (151), raises a consideration likely of ascending 
importance. It was that of the public purpose of an attempt 
by the state to establish a wildlife refuge on a meandered 
lake. The fact of navigability was not accepted, however, by 
the court. The legislature was held to be unable to adopt 
a retroactive definition of navigability which would destroy 
title or transfer property rights. Use of a more liberal 
interpretation as suggested possible by the subsequent Ozark-
Mahoning (142) case of the same year may have termed some 
lakes navigable. Then there would be no court objection to 
the state managing its om. properties. 
The question appearing is whether the state can use 
powers of eminent domain to promote recreation in pursuit of 
the law of public purpose aside from the declaration of any 
test of navigability. This issue would consider access to 
public waters across private land, taking of nonnavlgable 
lakes for public use, and the separation of public interest in 
waters as distinct from beds underlying them. 
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Identification of the "ordinary high-water mark" was 
offered by the plaintiff in Rutten v. State (1^ 7) in claim 
that state proposals to raise navigable Devils Lake to a 
given level would inundate private property. The ruling of 
1958 stated that from the evidence it was impossible to 
determine any definite height which would meet conditions of 
the definition of the ordinary high-water mark. 
The North Dakota Supreme Court in the Rutten case gave 
a guide in identification of the "ordinary high-water mark": 
It is the point up to lËilch the presence and 
action of the water is so continuous as to destroy 
the value of the land for agricultural purposes by 
preventing the growth of vegetation, constituting 
what may be termed an ordinary agricultural crop 
(147, 93 H.W.2d at 799). 
The criterion to locate the high-water mark is likely 
more precise than that to Identify the low-water mark in 
shallow bodies of water given to intermittent fluctuations in 
shorelines. Further postulates involve rights of the public 
and riparians iriien waters vary temporarily from official 
demarcations. These problems concern jurisdiction of the 
intervening strip between water marks. 
Iowa 
The Iowa Supreme Court has wrestled with the question of 
the extent of state control over meandered lakes. Essentially 
its position has been to treat them as public utilities avoid­
ing need to test each lake for navigability. The effect of 
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Iowa law has been to limit private ownership to the natural 
shore on all lakes. The state regards its trust for the 
people to cover all meandered lakes, even -what possibly could 
be declared to be nonnavigable. A guiding passage of Iowa law 
is from State v. Jones; 
Eecognizing the public utility of such waters 
for the purposes of fishing, boating, hunting, and 
the like, uplands have not been surveyed, platted, 
or sold by the government beyond the high-water mark. 
The waters and the soil beneath have been withheld 
from private appropriation by the government for the 
benefit of all the people; and since the earliest 
settlements the people have continued unmolested in 
the enjoyment of the benefaction. The policy of the 
state in stocking these small bodies of water with 
game fish, and their protection by law, has obtained 
for many years. These lakes afford means of recrea­
tion. They supply food of inestimable value. The 
conclusion is unavoidable that the government, in 
preserving the numerous small lakes of the state 
from sale, intended them for public use. Bo 
attention has been bestowed thereon since by the 
government, and in all respects, save in the regula­
tion of commerce, nonnavigable lakes, like those which 
are navigable, have been treated as under the control 
and sovereignty of the state (154, 122 1. W. at 244). 
Participation of state government in development of lakes 
is regarded as sufficient to show their public character. 
This concept has been accepted as a feature of South Dakota 
law. 
The shortage of waters in Iowa compared to Minnesota 
perhaps justifies a trust position more comprehensive. An 
loTTa lake with Identical physical characteristics to the one 
in Minnesota would genuinely have a higher degree of public 
interest. 
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Michigan 
The Supreme Court of Michigan clearly enunciated the 
principle of right of riparians to use of a lake In common. 
In Beach v. Earner (119) plaintiff riparian landowners filed 
to enjoin defendants from trespassing on an inland meandered 
lake. The defendants had sublet cottages adjacent to the 
lake, and their tenants had also used privileges of riparians. 
These members of the public claimed to have license from the 
riparian o-wners to go on the lake. 
The Michigan court held that no one proprietor can 
exclude another riparian proprietor from exercise of riparian 
rights, and that these rights can be extended to lessees of 
rights of a riparian proprietor, 
A decision -sdiich rules in favor of riparians who capi­
talize on access to a water surface allocates costs and 
distributes benefits. It protects the investment of a 
riparian -ràio sells his point of access to others at possible 
loss in capitalized value for private riparians -who have 
purchased positions of geographical advantage in order to 
enjoy a qualitative feature of the resource. To \daat degree 
rulings as the Beach decision are negated by zoning and 
covenants among riparians would be a proper subject for 
Investigation. A further aspect would be examination into the 
use of eminent domain in obtaining public access to waters 
with closely held riparian control. 
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Approval of commercialization by extension of riparian 
access to others is treatment of recreational, non-consumptive 
use of water in a way similar to the sale of consumptive use 
of water through appropriation doctrine. 
Florida 
The Supreme Court of Florida has held in affirming a 
lower court decision In Duval v. Thomas (125) that an owner of 
property -with portions of Its boundaries under water of a 
landlocked nonnavigable lake may use all of the lake for boat­
ing, bathing, and fishing so long as he does not interfere 
with rights of others, and such an owner does not have exclu­
sive dominion over water overlying his land and he is not con­
fined to his own boundaries. 
Two owners of land adjoining the lake had constructed a 
barrier of soil and a fence Tahich restricted a third adjoining 
owner to a small area of the lakebed. 
In an earlier case, Osceola County v. Triple E. Develop­
ment Company (l4l) it tj&s held that #iere a lake was entirely 
owned by one corporation, it was not possible to reach it 
without trespassing. An attempt to secure a right-of-way 
through condemnation for a nearby highway was disapproved 
because such appropriation was not for public purpose. 
The Duval case did not deal with public purpose, but with 
determining rights of private persons in similar circumstance. 
Public access through eminent domain was not involved. In the 
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decision common law and civil law were distinguished. At 
common law only the owner could use water over his land. At 
civil law any owner of a part of the bottom could use any part 
of overlying waters subject to rights of similar parties. 
Civil law prevailed so that obstructions were removed. Again 
is illustrated the separation of soil and overlying waters 
with regard to certain features of the riparian doctrine. 
In Oonrad v. Wiitney (123) a limitation in the extent of 
the ri^ ts of riparians to access to waters of a nonnavigable 
bayou was described in a 1962 Florida decision following the 
Osceola ease rather than the Duval decision. A fill made for 
use by traffic in an entire area owned by a single private 
interest was held to be reasonable and permitted over objec­
tions of another riparian. 
Riparians can use the surface of water or alter the trater 
line if it does not interfere with supply, or restrict access 
for others. This could be a general rule applied in Florida 
regarding use of nonnavigable lakes where there are riparian 
interests in common. Civil law imposes a separation of physi­
cal features of a combined land and water resource, viz., a 
lake, and adopting the criteria of common law #11ch would per­
mit individual riparians freedom if not restricting use for 
others of nonnavigable bodies of water as well as those 
navigable. 
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Decisions of South. Dakota Courts 
The South Dakota Supreme Court has consistently held the 
state holds as a trust for the people the title to beds of 
navigable waters for public purposes. It also has recognized 
claims of owners to banks of such waters which cannot be taken 
without compensation. Whether the Court has rules on disputes 
between individuals or between the state and private parties, 
it has taken care to avoid alienation of public purpose as the 
primary interest in lands within meander lines. The Court's 
determination of navigability has been sufficiently broad so 
that it can be fairly said that presence of public interest 
implies navigability. 
Litigation between private parties has been decided with 
deference to the principle that public interest is superior to 
private. Retention of the trust for the people has influenced 
the decision, with caution taken so that it could not be con­
strued that public purpose has been compromised. 
Olson V. Huntamer (l4o) was an inconclusive case. The 
plaintiff had filed a timber culture claim contiguous to a 
nonnavigable lake in 1889. In 1890 defendants raised a crop 
in the lakebed, but the next year -sriien the plaintiff attempted 
to prepare the ground for cropping, he t/as forcibly ejected by 
defendants. The plaintiff was suing for three times the value 
of the crop as provided by law. The decision in effect said 
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that the plaintiff was acting in good faith and should be 
entitled to relicted land as against everyone but the govern­
ment. But because the U.S. had retained title to the upland, 
the court had no Jurisdiction and the plaintiff was unable to 
show his claim was a measure of damages. The decision was for 
the defendants and did nothing to recognize riparian claim by-
one -who anticipated title to adjacent upland. 
In Pli Brand v. Madson the state Supreme Court, by refus­
ing to recognize a claim of reliction as an adjacent owner 
followed receding waters, held that such private owner had 
established no claim to an island which became joined with the 
bank by dry land. The court established principles regarding 
legal status of lakebeds. 
This case involved a dispute wherein the plaintiff 
claimed that an Island in Lake Albert, in Kingsbury County, 
was included in reliction of land between his upland and the 
island of 25 acres as opposed to the claim of defendants who 
had for more than 20 years been in open, notorious, and 
exclusive adverse possession of the whole island. The court 
found in favor of defendants. 
Important in the conclusion was the finding that the bed 
uncovered by water between shore and the island was not a 
reliction. Rules of law were recognized: 
. . . reliction being land added to a tract 
fronting upon the waters of a lake, pond, or stream 
by the permanent uncovering of the land or the laying 
bare of the bottom by the permanent retirement of the 
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waters; the temporary subsidence of the waters 
occasioned by the seasons, or by periods of drought, 
not constituting reliction; ... it being a permanent 
change which takes place by gradual and imperceptible 
degrees, and there being no reliction ^ ere the water 
periodically rises over land and then recedes, . . . 
(126, 35 S.D. at 457). 
. . .  A  m e a n d e r e d  l i n e  i s  n o t  c o n s i d e r e d  a  
boundary line, but ... as a mode of ascertaining 
the amount of land . . . (126, 35 S.D. at 458). 
The owner of the upland bordering on a navigable lake took 
to the edge at low-water mark. A natural meandered lake with 
an irregular boundary was about 5 miles long and 2 1/2 miles 
wide and was from 1 to 10 feet deep, except in times of 
extended drought, lAien the waters gradually receded so as to 
render portions of the lakebed fit for cultivation. It was 
generally resorted to by the public for purpose of boating, 
fishing, hunting, and trapping, and was a navigable lake, so 
that the state was the owner of the bed, not in a proprietory 
sense, but in trust for the benefit of the public. 
Even though the Court's reluctance to spell out rights of 
individuals as against the state in Flisrand v« Mad son, there 
were implications. The ruling meant that the riparian had 
not established identity of even a qualified right to land 
uncovered by receding water, since there was no reliction. 
This and other decisions have supported a suggestion that the 
low-water mark does not follow the actual receding waters to 
the point in the center of the lake; hence, riparians have 
established no claim as against the public In a dry lakebed. 
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Specification of the true low-water mark would give riparian 
interests a rim of land to which there may be qualified 
interests, but as long as the low-mark is not specified, any 
claim made by an owner of land adjacent to a meandered lake 
is hardly tenable. 
In Anderson v. Ray (118) the state Supreme Court decided 
in favor of the right of county commissioners to raise the 
water level of a meandered lake to high-water mark for public 
purposes. legislation of 1913 had empowered boards of county 
commissioners in counties where there may be meandered lakes, 
to construct artesian wells for the purpose of maintaining a 
sufficient quantity of water in such lakes to make them 
available for rowing, fishing, fowling, bathing, or other 
purposes. Plaintiff riparian interests alleged they were the 
absolute owners in fee simple of the lakebed and had used it 
for pasturing stock. They sought an Injunction to prevent the 
filling of Red Lake in Brule County by artificial means as by 
use of artesian wells. 
The court held in favor of the power of the county to 
raise water levels by artificial means. The ruling referred 
to the Olson and Flisrand cases as involving individuals. 
The decisions did not recognize reliction as having taken 
place. Reliction had not taken place, hence the title of the 
riparian owner to the strip of land between high and low-water 
mark being qualified or limited by and subject to the rights 
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of the public the state may raise the water of artificial 
means and maintain it at a sufficient height to make it 
susceptible of the public uses. As to the intervening strip, 
the state may not only use it for purposes of navigation, but 
may prevent it from being put to any use, that would interfere 
with navigation (118» 37 S.D. at 25, 156 H.¥. at 594). 
State ex. rel. Olark v. Seisch (153) gave the opinion of 
the court that private individuals were not to interfere with 
water levels of meandered lakes to the detriment of the public 
interest even though the lake not be clearly navigable. The 
decision ruled on the disturbance of a meandered lake which 
was not clearly navigable. The defendant had cut away and 
removed from the bank of Platte Lake in Aurora County a 
quantity of soil which lowered the depth from about 6 feet 
to no more than 2 feet. The excavations were inside the high-
water mark and inside the meander line. Judgment required the 
defendant to close the drain already constructed and restore 
the land at the outlet to the creek to condition it was In 
when the drain was dug in 1905. 
The circuit court judgment had declared the lake naviga­
ble. #iile admitting evidence on this point to be conflicting, 
the Supreme Court felt it could not rule clearly in favor of 
the defendant, so let that ruling stand. Also the circuit 
judge ruled that the state was absolute owner of land from the 
center of the lake to the high-water mark, so that the 
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riparian would have no more interest in land inside the high-
water mark than any other citizen. The Supreme Court viewed 
the riparian ownership between high and low-water mark as 
qualified, subject to the rights of the state and the public 
to Ingress and egress from the lake. 
The conclusion of the Delsch case clearly authorized 
maintenance of natural water levels as a public right. The 
Anderson case had authorized public officials to maintain them 
artificially. Regardless of identifying water levels and 
rights concerning them, the state appears to have full 
authority to regulate such levels. 
The Anderson and Delsch cases differentiated between 
private and public interests. In the latter, private indi­
viduals were held not legally able to artificially reduce the 
level of a lake, even though its navigability had not clearly 
been established. Navigability apparently was not the key, 
which infers that the public does have interest in the water 
level of a lake superior to that of private parties even 
though It is not navigable. In the Anderson case, the state, 
through county commissioners, was granted a right denied to 
private parties, to affect by artificial means the water level 
of the lake. In this instance filling by means of artesian 
wells. 
The Supreme Court of South Dakota had established 
principles by which public interest could be identified. It 
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has left it up to those individuals who deny a public interest 
superior to their own to prove the extent of damages. This 
has not been easy because the state has not abandoned its 
claims. It has used the fact of navigability, by broad test, 
to maintain trust over these lands. If a lake is not clearly 
navigable, this element has not been enough to cancel public 
interest in a meandered lake in opinion of the Court. 
In a singular case in 1965, State of South Dakota v. 
Scharn (158)» the state attorney general's office brought suit 
in circuit court contending that the state had received title 
from the federal government to Wall Lake in Minnehaha County. 
Disputants were not two private parties contending for posi­
tion, with a court ruling between them in such a way as to 
preserve its interests, yet without really stating what those 
interests were found to be. 
The defendants claimed to have acquired an island in the 
lake as part of a purchase which included deeded upland. They 
had begun to construct improvements on the island and to place 
a causeway leading to the island. Surveyor's notes of July 4, 
1867, showed an arm of land extended two feet above the water 
surface from the mainland to the island. The fact that the 
meander line did not follow the arm of land and go around the 
island was an Indication that the surveyor did not consider 
the island as part of the mainland but that the water was 
exceptionally low. It should be pointed out that the date of 
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survey was not the date of admission of the state into the 
union, "but 22 years prior. The condition of the lake regard­
ing navigability in 1889 would be of greater meaning than at 
time of original survey. 
The presiding circuit judge in the Scham case pointed 
out that the federal government had recognized the lake as 
public water in making Works Progress Administration grants 
for improvement in the 1930's. A state agency had also 
encouraged hunting and fishing. The presiding judge observed: 
I accept defendants definition of an island as 
a body of land entirely surrounded by rnter. This 
does not mean that it must be surrounded by water 
at all times (158). 
The final judgment and decree of the Circuit Court, 
Second Judicial Circuit, OHDERSD, ADJUDGED and DECREED. 
. , . that the State of South Dakota is the 
holder of the title to the island in question for 
the benefit of the.people of South Dakota; as well 
as that portion of the bed lying beyond the ordinary 
low water mark. 
. . .  t h a t  t h e  d e f e n d a n t s  b e  d i r e c t e d  t o  r e m o v e  
within a reasonable time and not later than May 1, 
1964 the causeway connecting their property with the 
island in question and to restore as nearly as possi­
ble the channel between the island and the main land 
to its original condition; it is further ORDERED that 
the defendants remove any buildings which they may 
have erected on the island, together with any other 
structures appurtenant thereto. 
. . . that the defendants be permanently enjoined 
and restrained from any further acts which may abridge 
the right of the public to ownership and use of the 
island and the waters surrounding it, other than those 
they may have as members of the body public. 
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. . . that the plaintiff hare judgment for his 
costs and disbursements In this action (158). 
Riparian Interests were directly ruled not to hold title 
to an island in Wall Lake. Evidence may suggest that the 
state is the oimer, and the final judgment and decree did so 
state. Whatever the status of ownership of the island or the 
lake, the state in its sovereign capacity rather clearly was 
ruled to hold such resources in trust for the public. 
Criteria for determining navigability and regulation in the 
public interest 
Navigability as determined in fact varies among states. 
Minnesota has applied the federal test which states that 
waters to "be navigable must be susceptible to commercial 
navigation. Minnesota's adjoining neighbors, excepting Berth 
Dakota, in addition to Michigan and Illinois have relied on 
state definitions of navigation sufficiently inclusive to 
embrace purposes of hunting, fishing, and other recreational 
pursuits. 
Originally water improvement programs with federal aid 
were constitutionally permitted and legislatively justified 
if commercial navigation were the primary purpose. Subsequent 
activity has financed recreational development, -which fact 
pragmatically demonstrates a change in the composition of 
navigation. Precedent of law is not easily abandoned, and in 
states abiding by interpretation of navigation at time of 
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entry into the Union may be forced by circumstance to develop 
criteria other than navigability to acquire control in direc­
tion of water resources. 
A lake from recreational vantage is regarded as an 
individed ^ riiole, which concept has characterized navigation 
from the days of Alexander Hamilton. Putting a resource to 
more beneficial use requires re-examination of institutional 
controls. The trend in recent years has been to abandon 
features of common law which would concede absolute property 
right to a lakebed owaer to use his land as space, which 
would include water, as he pleases. The civil law concept 
has gained through court interpretation of civil law. 
Certain citations among state decisions reveal specific 
requirements for commercial navigation, as to the diameter of 
logs which could be floated for a given number of days of the 
year. But as society's interest has changed, so have the 
features making up criteria for public control tended to 
change. 
South Dakota legislation has given the Game, Pish, and 
Parks Commission control over described meandered lakes. 
Since a question of navigability often arises, fact situations 
can serve as a guide in deriving the meaning of navigation in 
the state. 
The most encompassing treatment of navigability appears 
in Polley's dissent in the Hillebrand case. The dissent 
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involved the decision affecting the private parties and not 
the extent of public interest T^ iioh was not at issue. 
Judge J. Polley dissented in belief that other cases gave 
priority to public over private claims, but that here individ­
uals were in dispute. Polley would have separated the rights 
of plaintiff and defendant on basis of reliction. The major­
ity did not feel need to define Rush Lake as navigable or 
nonnavigable, or if indeed Rush lake were not navigable it 
saw no material difference in it and Lake Albert in the 
Flisrand case. Polley states this view in his dissent: 
. . .  i n  t h e  Flisrand case, it is made very 
clear that as far as the rights of a riparian owner 
are concerned there is no difference whatever be­
tween a navigable lake and a nonnavigable lake. 
Indeed those terms have no significance whatever. 
If any lake in the state is a navigable lake, then 
every lake in the state is a navigable lake; and if 
any lake in the state is nonnavigable, then every 
lake in the state is nonnavigable for they are all 
exactly alike, all flat bottomed shallow lakes. . . . 
In the Flisrand case it is pointed out that the same 
lake may be both navigable and nonnavigable (129, 
65 S.D. at 421, 274 N.V. at 824). 
The state appears to have essentially the same control 
over navigable and nonnavigable lakes so that it could as well 
erase such distinction. 
In Flisrand v. Madson the Court took the view that deter­
mination of questions of navigability must depend on the 
character of the lake in question. The Flisrand test was 
applied in later cases. In the Andarson case the use of the 
lake at high-water was held to prevail upon navigability: 
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The size and depth of the lake and the purpose 
for -which it has been used during times of ordinary 
high water in the past show clearly that, if the 
water is maintained at ordinary high water mark, 
it will be susceptible of all the uses named in 
Chapter 18, laws of 1913. This places it in the 
class designated in Plisrand v. Madson, 35 S.D. 467, 
152 H.W. 796, as "navigable lakes." Such lakes are 
"public waters" and belong to the state for benefit 
of all the people, Such bodies of water are of 
value to the public as mere places of recreation, 
and ought to be preserved by the state for such 
purposes, if for no other (118, 37 S.D. at 21, 156 
N.W. at 593). 
For the future, the meaning of the Anderson case is to 
support state action to regulate water levels. It did serve 
further to identify Bed Lake, 3,700 acres, with depth varying 
with seasons, as a navigable lake. 
The bench-mark case in Identifying navigable, hence, 
public, bodies of water is again given in the key cas© of 
Flisrand v. Madson (126). Lake Albert is a natural, inland, 
meandered lake, with irregular boundary, and with extreme 
length of about five miles, and with extreme width of about 
two and one-half miles. ¥ater depends on climatic conditions, 
and varies from one to ten feet In depth over the surface, 
except for periods of extended drought lAien waters recede from 
the meander line leaving the bed exposed for cultivation. 
The conclusion of the Court regarding navigability and 
its meaning was as follows: 
We are therefore of the view that lake Albert 
is a navigable lake . . . upon the ground that the 
waters of said lake are of such a character and 
extent that they constitute public waters, and that 
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the state is the owner of the bed of said lake. 
And when we say that the state is the owner of the 
bed of said lake we do not mean that the state is 
the proprietary owner in the sense that the state 
might sell or otherwise dispose of the same to 
private individuals for private ends, but that the 
state holds the title to such lake bed in trust for 
the benefit of the public (126, 35 S.D. at 469-470, 
152 H.W. at 800). 
The temporary subsidence of the waters, occasioned by 
the seasons, or drought was ruled not to constitute legal 
reliction in the legal sense. The decision ruled between two 
individual claimants to an island joined to mainland by a bar 
formed trtien water receded. Because the state was not a party 
to the action, the court expressed no opinion as to the rights 
of the riparian against the state. 
The PliBrand decision spoke directly to the topic of 
anticipated uses by the public as constituting navigability in 
re-stating from the Lamprey (136) case: 
Certainly we do not see Tàij boating or sailing for 
pleasure should not be considered navigation, as well 
as boating for mere pecuniary profit. Many, if not 
the most, of the meandered lakes of this state 
[Minnesota], are not adapted to, and probably will 
never be used to any great extent for, commercial 
navigation; but they are used—and as population 
increases, and towns and cities are built up in 
their vicinity, will be still more used—by the 
people for sailing, rowing, fishing, fowling, bath­
ing, skating, taking water for domestic, agricultural, 
and even city purposes, cutting ice, and other public 
purposes which cannot now be enumerated or even anti­
cipated, To hand over all these lakes to private 
ownership, under any old or narrow test of naviga­
bility, would be a great wrong upon the public for 
all time, the extent of which cannot perhaps, be 
now even anticipated. ... we are satisfied that, 
so long as these lakes are capable of use for boating. 
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even for pleasure, they are navigable, id.thin the 
reason and spirit of the common law rule (126, 35 
S.D. at 467, 152 U.W. at 799-800). 
The South Dakota court In the same decision further 
explained that the common law test of navigability Is not 
applicable to Inland waters. In fact, the common law reason­
ing was inverted, so to speak, when the court said ". . . so 
that saying that waters are public is equivalent, in a legal 
sense, to saying that they are navigable" (126, 35 S.D. at 
469, 152 ÏÏ.W. at 800). 
In Karterud v. Earterud the dispute concerned two lakes, 
lake Park and Lake Marsh, having a strip of land between them. 
The ruling in 1923 determined that an owner of a lot adjacent 
to the meander line joining two meandered lakes has riparian 
interest even to a lake to which his deeded land is not 
adjacent. Regarding navigability the court stated, "It is 
conceded that both lakes are navigable within the definition 
of Pllsrand v. Mad son'' (133 , 47 S.D. at 60, 195 N.W. at 974). 
The decision did two things: (1) the lakes were a 
declared navigable one being a size of only 130 acres, and 
(2) the riparian right to access to water was declared to 
follow the meander line to a body of water even if the upland 
did not join the body of water, but was merely connected to 
it by a meander line following the thread of a stream between 
two nearby, but separated lakes. While the decision limited 
riparian rights by declaring navigability, it also affirmed 
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the riparian right as one of maintaining contact -with water. 
A line of reasoning to show certain lakes to be navigable 
by state test could be evidenced by reference to Hardin v. 
Jordan: 
. . . The consequences of this [ common law 
doctrine] is, that all grants bounded upon a river 
not navigable by common law, entitle the grantee to 
all islands lying between the mainland and the center 
of current. 
In our judgment the grants of the government 
for lands bounded on streams and other waters, with­
out any reservation or restriction of terms, are to 
be construed as to their effect according to the law 
of the state in lAloh the lands lie (128, l4o U.S. 
at 384). 
This passage of a ruling by the U.S. Supreme Oourt would 
be followed by an interpretation (1) that a state can treat 
other waters as it would streams, and (2) that the state can 
remain consistent even with common law by finding a body of 
water to be navigable when it declares an Island to be owned 
by the state. 
The South Dakota Oode provides: 
Islands and accumulations of lands formed in the 
beds of streams which are navigable and in meandered 
lakes belong to the state, if there is no title or 
prescription to the contrary (105). 
Meandered Lake Albert, the subject body of water in the 
Fllsrand case, Is typical of many of the lakes in the region. 
The dispute did not rule directly on the ownership of the 
Island, but the court held that riparian rights did not in­
clude the Island. A reasonable alternative is to conclude 
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that the state owied the island according to statute also 
consistent with common law principle. Further conclusion is 
that South Dakota must regard these lakes as having been 
navigable in 1889 "when the state vas admitted to the Union. 
There are other questions that follow, but they are 
unlikely to impair logic of the court. There still may be 
the threat of the federal test, Tdiich if applied as in Minne­
sota, could rule these lakes nonnavigable. However, the 
states were admitted to the Union at an interval of 31 years, 
so that -fàiat was navigation in 1858 in one state may not have 
served a definition in 1889 in another, even by the federal 
test. Also with many more lakes in Minnesota than in South 
Dakota, only those waters of considerable depth were selected 
for commercial navigation in Minnesota as compared to the 
younger, less well-watered state of South Dakota. 
If lakes are not navigable and it can be shown that the 
federal grant stopped at high-water mark, then it could be 
claimed that the federal government reserved the lake bed. 
This opinion prevails in some quarters, but its weakness is 
that there does not yet appear to have been any clear reserva­
tion by the federal government. The other view supporting the 
position of state ownership would observe that in absence of 
federal claim, the state by construction of local law, by 
statute and court decision, has never alienated its trust over 
these typical meandered lakes by declaring them nonnavigable 
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bodies of water. Decisions have been as though they are 
navigable although that ruling seldom has been made because 
the public Interest has not been in contention. (Che inclusion 
of many purposes within the concept of navigability supports 
the argument that the state of South Dakota has a firm legal 
standing to control meandered resources so that they are 
dedicated to public purpose. The point is so well documented 
that state interest could include ownership. 
The owner of adjoining upland did not pay the government 
for land below the meander line. A ruling of navigability 
which would by many interpretations begin to limit the 
riparian interest below the high-water line of meandered lakes 
could be challenged as taking of property without just compen­
sation. 
Under common law the owner of land taken by a public 
agency is entitled to payment. It is required by federal and 
state constitutions. Where use is restricted through the 
police power enjoyment of some values are limited. But if the 
restriction Is severe, it becomes in the words of Justice 
Holmes in Pennsylvania Goal Go. v. Mahon, "an exercise of 
eminent domain and compensation to sustain the act" (144, 260 
U.S. at 413). Even where constitutional limits are not 
exceeded, political fairness may convey compensation. Such 
may be the basis of purchase of easement as opposed to the 
alternative of regulation through the police power. 
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The right of a riparian is a vested right, according to 
statute (107) interpreted in St. Germain Irrigation Ditch Co. 
V. Hawthorne (148) in 1913 it was held that the right of the 
riparian owner to make reasonable beneficial use of water of 
a flowing stream is a vested property right and is annexed to 
the soil itself, and such right, whether held as riparian or 
by prior appropriation, cannot be taken for public use without 
compensation or confiscated or interfered with by legislative 
act. 
A riparian right is lost only by adverse prescription 
right, grant or actual abandonment, and does not depend on 
use. In Redwater Land and Oanal Co. v. Reed (l46), the ruling 
was that it was not material to the riparian proprietor's 
priority that he did not use water for irrigation prior to 
appropriation. Further ruling is made to the effect that the 
right of a riparian owner to use the water of a creek flowing 
over or through his land is not an easement but an incident 
to and a part of the land, and can be lost only by adverse 
right, grant, actual abandonment, or by prior legal appropria­
tion. However, the riparian is not entitled to use waters as 
to exclude other riparian owners from use, as held in Stenger 
V. Tharp (160). 
The amendment to water laws of South Dakota required a 
permit Issued by the state prior to appropriation (108). The 
Supreme Court of South Dakota upheld the constitutionality of 
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the act In 1964 in Blight v. State (134). The plaintiff 
sought to void the statute on grounds that it violated the 
Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution in that it con­
stituted a talcing of property •without due process of law, and 
that it would destroy a vested property right in water flowing 
beneath the surface of land. 
If waters in question were percolating waters which seep 
and filter to subsurface strata, the landowner could claim a 
vested right. But flowing waters are definable and ascer­
tainable and would be a reliable source of irrigation water. 
The rights of the landowners are like those of a riparian 
adjoining a natural watercourse. Waters running under the 
surface in a defined channel are not distinguished from those 
in a channel above the ground. The ruling in Deadwood Central 
Ry. Co. V. Barker (124) in I90I held that these waters are not 
owned as real property, but that they are public property to 
which is adhered a right of beneficial use only. It is fur­
ther to be noted that powers of the state include the police 
power by which the legislature can administer use of a resource 
for common benefit. 
The resemblance of the South Dakota water permit law and 
a proposal that the state can similarly regulate riparian use 
of well-defined bodies of water above the surface may allow 
such regulation. The position of the Water Resources Commis­
sion with regard to waters flowing underground, and to some 
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waters above the surface, could be compared to that of the 
Game, Pish and Parks Commission regarding control of meandered 
bodies of water for public benefit. 
Prior to public control, more data is needed about the 
beneficial use of particular water resources. "With adequate 
information on alternatives and consequences, there will need 
to be established the public-purpose nature of the optimum 
alternative so that it can be implemented according to law. 
Jurisdiction over the intervening strip between high and low-
water marks 
The rights of the public and private interests in the 
intervening strip between high and low-water marks has not 
received attentive discussion by courts. Yet it is the 
particular question likely to occupy minds of those charged 
by the state to administer the state-held trust for the 
public. Observations about institutional precedent and physi­
cal possibilities are these; (1) the state has clearly 
established its authority over lakes having a public interest, 
(2) that authority includes the right of the state to raise 
water levels to the high-water mark without infringing on 
riparian property interest, but it is not conversely true that 
the riparian has the right to lower by drainage the water 
level to its low mark, and (3) the impending decision is 
becoming that of determining not only the precise location of 
high and low-water marks, but the actions that responsible 
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public officials can legally take In management of public 
interest in a setting of changing technology. 
The first point has received adequate rulings to Include 
anticipated public Interest taken to be changing demand fac­
tors directing resources to different purposes. The second 
is not disputed because lAien an area is covered -with water 
the rights of parties becomes clear. It is the meaning of the 
third that Tdll require study. Management of the intervening 
strip can affect the water-holding capacity of the bed. 
Burning, plowing, etc. are adverse. Whether or not the state 
can legally and forcibly control riparian action may depend 
on the interpretation that certain actions are tantamount to 
drainage, and hence are not permissive. let the riparian has 
been determined to have certain exclusive rights, primarily 
to remain in contact with -the water. "Whether the state could 
provide him with water even by modem technology, as wells and 
pumps, and then manage practices of the riparian in the area 
between water marks is likely to eventually call for decision. 
Flisrand v. Madson does not set dotm criteria for finding 
high and low-water marks, but it does rule that variations In 
waters do not identify them in citing reference: 
Riparian owners have title to "the edge of naviga­
ble lake waters at low-water mark, but in this respect 
high and low-water marks mean the high and low points 
of variation of the waters under ordinary conditions, 
unaffected by extreme and continuous freshets, or 
periods of extreme and continuous drought, and not 
the highest or lowest point reached by the waters 
during such periods (126, 35 8.D. at 458, 152 N.W. at 797). 
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The same decision goes on to cite explanation of the 
relative rights of o-tmer and public in navigable waters: 
The title of a riparian otmer in navigable or 
public -waters, to the shore space between high and 
low-water mark, is not absolute, but is qualified or 
limited by and subject to the rights of the public: 
and such owner has the right of access to an sic J 
use of the water, the right to accretions or relic­
tions ndiich may attach to the shore, and the right 
to use the shore in all ways that he may desire, so 
long as, and with the exception that, he does not 
Interfere with or prevent the public from also 
using or having access thereto for navigation, boat­
ing, fishing, fowling, and like public uses (126, 
35 8.3. at 459, 152 N.ff. at 797). 
In the explanation of rights of parties in nonnavigable 
lakes the balance swings to private parties, it would appear: 
Riparian shore owners have absolute ownership of 
the entire bed and shore of non-navigable or non­
public ponds and lakes, or lakes Tdiich at some former 
time might have been public or navigable, but lAiloh 
by some natural cause have been permanently changed 
in character, so that the public could no longer 
reasonably claim to use them for public purposes 
(126, 35 8.D. at 459, 152 E.W. at 797). 
In comparing statements of the court even in the same 
decision, there are possible inconsistencies. This is demon­
strated by asking a question if a lake remains In a deter­
mined status regarding navigability forever. Continuous 
freshets and droughts do not alter the lines, but somewhere 
between terms of "continuous" and "permanently" there could 
be a change in the character of a lake. The official circuit 
court determinations in formal reliction decrees, had declared 
certain recessions of waters to be permanent, but in fact they 
were only temporary. 
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One could state and defend the positions that: (1) there 
is no permanent change in the character of any meandered lake 
in the state, and (2) that in absence to the contrary, a 
ruling is defensible if it declared that the high-water mark 
is coincident ^ th the low-water mark, which would in effect 
remove the confusion regarding rights in the intervening 
strip. These conjectures may be substantiated (1) by a longer 
historical record of water levels, and in (2) by advanced 
technology being applied so that the rights of neither the 
public nor riparian are impaired. 
The state has not been inhibited in installing level 
ditching in meandered lakes. Ditches are placed in the lowest 
areas of a lake in order to retain depth of water sufficient 
for use by waterfowl. They are likely within the low-water 
line even if the lake is otherwise dry. To what distance 
toward the high-water mark the low-water mark could be moved 
is a question that may well arise in a future setting. 
The provisions for certainty of expectations in the 
distribution of rights to a water resource require finiteness 
in lines of demarcation. Any variations in climatic condi­
tions affect water levels and argue for flexibility. Uncer­
tainty has resulted, which has been ameliorated to some extent 
by promulgation of principles that can be applied to fact 
situations. 
The range of physical possibilities in controlling 
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resources for beneficial uses is Toeing widened "by modern 
technology. As the demands made upon a resource are changed, 
so are the limits of economic feasibility. %th new sets of 
physical and economic alternatives there is a need for criteria 
which would permit the reallocation of resources within 
present institutions or to change institutions, if necessary, 
to accommodate the changes in physical limits and economic 
demands. 
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SUMMARY AND OONOLUSIOKS 
This study represents an effort to provide Information 
for Investors making capital expenditures In recreational 
resources supplying economic demands. Evidence justifies a 
generalization that the nature of demand requires game bird 
populations -sdiich provide successful hunting when measured by 
licensed hunters and kill of birds. Other alternatives in 
investment for residents of a state may also he productive but 
have not been substitutes for game resources In attracting 
out-of-state hunters. 
Investigations into criteria for investment in game bird 
resources have taken two directions. Analysis of demand has 
been emphasized for nonmigratory game birds. Impediments and 
alternatives in institutional structures affecting Investment 
have received major attention in the case of migratory birds. 
nonresident hunters with greater fixed costs of a hunting 
trip would regard two biological classes of game birds as a 
single product more likely than would residents left free to 
hunt either separately. Reservation of access to residents of 
South Dakota has eliminated demand for waterfowl and probably 
raised nonresident demand for pheasants and appears to be 
associated triith a shift in resident demand from pheasants to 
waterfowl. 
Discrimination between hunters by state of residence 
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manifests an imbalance of investment between migratory and 
nonmigratory game. The cause is taken to be failure of 
institutions of collective sovereignties to provide those doio 
bear the economic costs of improved game productivity incen­
tives in the form of commensurate economic benefits. 
Conclusions are framed by three objectives. The first, 
to identify a gap between present and potential economic 
returns from game birds in South Dakota, has been followed by 
reference to trends relating economic and institutional 
phenomena. The second objective was to account for the gap 
through association of uncertainties in jurisdictional control 
and in economic investment. Failure elements were found in 
institutions which did not recognize peculiarities of 
resources or differentiate among demands of hunters for game 
products. The third objective has been to point out success 
elements whereby a state can move its present Income position 
toward an optimum through change in institutions affecting 
supply and demand of game birds. Compensation to individuals 
and states making investments in expanded supplies appears 
necessary to meet increased demand for hunting of game birds. 
Review of the Problem 
With reference to the first objective this study has 
offered evidence to establish that there has existed a gap 
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between the contemporary level of economic returns from cer­
tain game resources and an optimum level in South Dakota. Use 
of recreational resources for purpose of economic development 
has been surrounded by uncertainties. Even with removal of 
uncertainties in the technical decisions which could provide 
optimum game populations, there may not be incentive to 
develop areas to an optimum point of stocking. Research in 
biological and institutional factors are needed to remove 
uncertainties inhibiting optimum economic development. 
The problem in developing upland game birds for economic 
gain is apparent by consistent actions of the state of South 
Dakota so as to be given as a goal. In State v. Kemp (155) 
the State Supreme Court said that South Dakota was a Mecca for 
nonresident pheasant hunters with hunting of ducks and geese 
an incident to pheasant hunting. Prohibitive restrictions had 
been passed against their hunting of waterfowl, but not of 
pheasants. Access was left open to the resource said to 
attract hunters into the state. Data cited indicate that 
hunting of the two classes of game birds may be a joint 
product, and that restriction of access to one may cause 
restricted participation in the other. 
Analysis of data showing licenses issued in the state 
for upland game and for waterfowl suggests that the state by 
its action reserving waterfowl to its residents has contri­
buted to loss in nonresident waterfowl hunters, perhaps 
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largely replaced by an Increase in resident hmters, but 
nevertheless -with foregone Income to the state, latios 
between classes of hunters also show possible loss of non­
resident pheasant hunters. 
Before reservation of migratory birds for residents, the 
relationship between sales of migratory bird stamps in the 
state and nonresident small game license sales was positive; 
after, it was negative. Continued influx of nonresident 
hunters of pheasants, it could be argued, verifies statements 
that the hunting of ducks and geese had been a mere incident 
to the hunting of pheasants. Decline in numbers of migratory 
bird hunters in South Dakota and surrounding states has been 
the recent trend, however, and can be associated with decline 
in waterfowl populations shown to exist by the Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Midlife (63). An alternative explanation is 
that there has been contraction in migratory bird hunter 
numbers because of inadequate investment offset by increase 
in demand and substitution of upland bird resources over which 
the single state of South Dakota has greater control of supply. 
Other evidence of a gap between ideal and real situations 
is taken from action by authorities of state government to 
clarify jurisdiction over meandered areas which have potential 
as resources in propagation of waterfowl. The Supreme Court 
of South Dakota has taken care not to alienate its trust over 
meandered lakes to private ownership. In decisions, it has 
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consistently held to the navigable character of these lakes, 
and has included recreational use as a feature of navigation, 
The inclusion of commercialized recreation within the concept 
that navigation under common law is commercial leads to a 
possibility that meandered lakes are subject to allocation for 
purpose of economic development. Efforts of the state to 
clarify its authority over meandered lakes is taken that these 
areas were not being dedicated to their highest use. Action 
in managing such areas of waterfowl habitat and in regulating 
access to them involves a redistribution of monetary and non­
monetary benefits and costs among interest groups. 
Institutional Changes to Remove Uncertainties 
in Jurisdiction 
The second objective has been to analyze the gap between 
present and optimum situations regarding use of recreational 
resources for economic purpose. The hypothesis that uncer­
tainties in institutions engender uncertainties in investment 
in recreational resources is reasonably acceptable. Institu­
tions which account for the gap require review or revision in 
order for the optimum to be more closely approximated. 
After 70 years of hesitancy and uncertainty the state of 
South Dakota has undertaken a series of steps to assume 
jurisdiction and control over meandered lakes in exercise of 
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its prerogative to determine extent of federal grants. The 
question of owaership is qualified by possible federal 
reservation and by rights of riparian omers. Assertion of 
federal claim has been dismissed as an unlikely possibility 
after state request for congressional clarification and 
federal alienations tdiich would minimize political popularity 
of federal claim to inland waters without clear federal 
interest. The state has wide latitude in its policy to claim 
and manage formally relicted lakes. The limiting restraint 
on its actions would be political acceptability by the 
affected public. 
In delimiting spheres of influence of the public and 
private riparians, the traditional means used by a state had 
been a test of navigability, a carry-over from common law. 
The federal test of navigability based on commercial naviga­
tion to describe recreational privileges is being reduced to 
redundancy by court interpretations of civil law. States, to 
varying degree among themselves and over time, have applied 
their own tests of navigability. Much broader, they can 
include purpose of recreation. Reservations for private use 
by riparians, both individually and collectively and even over 
nonnavigable water surfaces, appear to be vulnerable to attacks 
seeking to get greater public access. This is seen through 
more vigorous application of state authority and permissive 
Institutions of legislatures and judiciaries. 
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The general meaning of doctrines, as "riparian" and "ap­
propriation," are becoming less clearly di stinguishable. 
Water surfaces for recreation are being separated from the 
resources in the bed and the supply of flowing water for con­
sumptive uses. In arid regions reservoirs account for a high 
ratio of surface to volume of water, with low intensity of use. 
It is possible to apply an element of the riparian doctrine to 
the surface while leaving rights to consumption undisturbed. 
Enjoyment by one individual will not materially diminish 
enjoyment by others because the resource is plentiful. The 
riparian doctrine has been workable in distributing water for 
consumptive uses in humid areas, but not in arid ones. The 
eastern United States is likely to retain some method of 
rationing access to water surface because of its relative 
scarcity while continuing to permit the riparian doctrine to 
govern quantitative consumption of water, but with redefini­
tion to include a quality. Access to the entire water surface 
of a lake for recreational use has tended to be viewed by the 
courts as a riparian right, but access has not been clearly 
established as a public purpose to justify the use of eminent 
domain. The recognition of changing demands on water supplies 
substantiates optimistic predictions that society can leam 
to maximize benefits from given resources. 
It appears that the state of South Dakota has taken 
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significant steps in successfully establishing Jurisdiction 
over meandered areas. Technical, legal, and economic deci­
sions are required to resolve use and control over the strip 
intervening between high and low-water marks without causing 
loss to riparians. 
Findings in State Allocation of Recreational Resources 
The third objective of this study has been to develop 
findings which would improve economic productivity of upland 
game birds and migratory waterfowl for South Dakota residents. 
A hypothesis is that the state possesses alternatives which 
enable it to move an existing situation with two of its major 
game resources toward the goal of economic optimumization. 
Findings indicate immediate advantage for investment in 
pheasant resources. Bird populations do not appear to be 
reduced by the harvest of hunting, -Kâaich in providing success­
ful kill for nonresidents, serves as significant incentive for 
their return the following year. The expanding affluence of 
the national economy could be directed to the state without 
increasing competition between resident license-holders, whose 
numbers decline with prosperity, and nonresidents who buy more 
licenses as their incomes rise. Improvement in economic 
productivity of pheasants could come through adjustments in 
tenure relationships in an economic framework not greatly 
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different from that of a marketing system. 
In the case of migratory game birds, tasks have been to 
specify problem areas, to express questions about jurisdic­
tional authority, and to develop policy implemented by legal 
actions. The state has responsibility to develop alternatives 
in decisions lAiich would permit management of water resources 
that are important for habitat in rearing and access for 
shooting of waterfowl. Distribution of the benefits of 
investments are scattered, so maximization of benefits depend 
on association of costs aaad benefits among widely separated 
Interests. 
Formulation of remedial measures requires evaluation of 
factors of failure and success in means to reach a given end. 
Failure elements 
A major weakness of a state is its difficulty In develop­
ing meaningful data on #ich to build resource policy. Poten­
tial demand emanates largely from outside the borders of a 
jurisdictional area. The alternative is to accept estimates 
of population, income, and demand made by other sources and to 
adapt them for use. Popular local appeal of certain aspects 
of recreation could Interfere -with research by representatives 
of a geographic area containing recreational resources. A 
result may be identification of the researcher with one local 
interest group or another. Usefulness of research Is threat­
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ened by failure of each member of the sporting public to 
recognize that someone else's recreation may be as important 
as his omi. 
If a state does successfully formulate a resource policy, 
it has difficulty to Implement it because the beneficiaries of 
new projects are not easily identified. The benefits of 
additional investment in existing development are more readily 
demonstrable than are investments in non-existent projects. 
An advantage of federal activity is that it can overcome local 
resistance to total change in use of resources. 
Another failure element in state powers is the lack of 
sufficient funds under the spending power. Federal spending 
has directed resource use, sometimes for opposing purposes. 
The state cannot successfully compete ^ ere federal farm 
programs tend to maintain current uses and tend to capitalize 
rights under the programs into land values. The subdivisions 
of state government conduct their operations to follow the 
philosophies of the federal agencies. It is not likely that 
a state directive or expenditure could easily halt a federally-
financed drainage program. The state is handicapped by its 
Inability to compensate those tdao lose as a result of general 
economic progress. 
The administration of recreation programs is expected to 
avoid partisan political alignment. Partisan neutrality In 
technical decisions has merit, but exemption of resource 
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policies from state-vide partisan discussion not only reduces 
the effectiveness of political parties, but it may conceal and 
confuse the issues and delay progress. A partisan direction 
of policy may not clearly expedite programs either, but may 
cause the decisions to be made on the basis of traditional 
loyalties. Progress perhaps depends on an objective under­
standing of alternatives by the electorate or on federal 
incentive in development. 
The failures of state government to provide increased 
recreational opportunity are largely attributable to its dif­
ficulty to gauge demand and to make expenditures #ilch will 
result in an adjustment in the use of resources. 
Success elements 
Recreation cannot be studied apart from general resource 
development. The terms, data, and methods of evaluation have 
common meaning for recreation and other purposes. A treatment 
of recreation problems as a special case requiring expedient 
answers does not promote optimum economic development. How­
ever, there are times of crisis in decision because costs of 
providing recreational benefits are lower during the planning 
stage of a multi-use project than later. Popular demands or 
group opinions may also favor recreational objectives. The 
economist is required to have knowledge of technical possibil­
ities and of value systems in order to work successfully with 
a variety of interests and disciplines and to contribute to 
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increased recreational opportunity. 
Not the least of the features favoring success of a state 
government in the administration of resource development is 
its prerogative to allocate federal grants Kihether they are of 
money or of land. Uncertainty in timing or in course of 
action can be of social value, but uncertainty is not to be 
mistaken for an inability to control special interests. It 
cannot unequivocally be stated that the public good would have 
been furthered by an official answer and clarification to the 
memorialization by the South Dakota legislature to the U.S. 
Congress in 1895 to donate meandered lakes to the state. The 
actions that could have followed such an alienation would not 
necessarily have preserved the public nature of those lakes 
for recreational purposes. Likewise, premature rulings on 
navigability could have jeopardized the flexibility in insti­
tutions by -Hiiich society is given certainty in deriving 
benefits from a resource base. 
The state has demonstrated a propensity to recognize its 
actions with ends-in-view in terms of consequences rather than 
antecedents in some contemporary problematic situations. The 
impact of a ruling of nonnavigability when there has been no 
precedent in public use may be to remove a body of water from 
its most beneficial use. The state has greater flexibility 
than has the federal government in applying tests of naviga­
bility to adjust the use of meandered bodies of water accord-
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Ing to changed technology and demands. 
The police power can control the actions of Individuals 
under threat of penalty. It is more extensive than are powers 
of spending; taxing, and eminent domain, xAiich at the state 
level can less completely alter patterns of resource use than 
at the federal level. 
The state of South Dakota has made progress in clarifying 
o-wnprship of meandered lakes and in applying criteria to 
establish the extent of the public interest in them. Sespon-
sible state officials and the adjoining riparian owners have 
in most instances chosen to make voluntary agreements rather 
than to resort to court action. The forcefulness with #Lich 
the state government will exert its powers to manage the 
resources held in trust for the public may ultimately depend 
on the relationships among alternative economic uses. 
Guidelines for Further Research 
Decisions regarding land use can be on the basis of (1) 
the consequences of precedents enunciating the rights of 
parties to disputes, or (2) the anticipated consequences of 
decisions under conditions of changing demands and technical 
possibilities. The first provides stability in the distribu­
tion of benefits and costs, and the second tends to maximize 
total net returns. The change in the purposes to TÔilch 
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resources are allocated depends to some degree on the choice 
between these two considerations, as influenced by research in 
several fields of study. 
The biological scientists identify critical zones in game 
bird numbers and provide data on physical productivities. 
Idmiting factors, as protective cover and food supply, are 
relevant to management of game areas. Engineering skills are 
req.uired for the construction of facilities to provide the 
conditions of habitat recommended by ecologists. 
Research in the physical sciences concerning limiting 
environmental factors could provide answers to questions 
about requirements for success of cooperative game districts 
or of legalized shooting preserves under South Dakota condi­
tions. Classification of lands and waters according to 
capability in supplying products subject to changes in demand 
is also a contribution to be made by physical scientists. 
A technical definition is needed for the term of ordinary 
low-water mark in order to separate qualified private rights 
from public trust held by the state in meandered areas. If 
the private riparian right is extended too far, it infringes 
on the public interest. If the riparian right to exclude 
other private parties does not extend to the area of public 
interest, there is uncertainty because interlopers may estab­
lish in the intervening strip between the high and low-water 
marks. It is possible that the ordinary low-water mark is the 
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level at ^ hloh. courts would recognize one private riparian 
interest as superior to another private interest. Since the 
South Dakota Supreme Court has not generally accepted riparian 
claims to lake beds in dispute, the ordinary low-water mark 
may be above the actual level of waters when temporarily 
receded. The fundamental right of the riparian has been to 
maintain contact with the water, which could be supplied to 
him by modem technology at the high-water mark even if waters 
had receded from it. The criteria for final demarcation by 
survey have not yet been determined by the courts. 
Lawyers and judges resolve conflicts by giving expedient 
answers to problems i^ en determining the extent of rights 
after disputes have arisen. Their decisions under common law 
are consistent consequences of preceding decisions, and they 
aid in choosing among alternative courses of action. Ideally, 
the law-makers determine the wise use of resources and pass 
laws which induce individual and group behavior to that end. 
Economics involves costs and revenues. Additional 
research in aspects of this study may indicate that incomes of 
people in South Dakota can be increased by additional invest­
ment in outdoor recreation. Motivation to invest in upland 
game birds would come through the association of costs and 
benefits on an individual or community basis mainly on pri­
vately-owned land within the state. The increase in the 
productivity of migratory waterfowl depends largely on the 
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effective management of public waters both within and beyond 
the state* The collection of data in a uniform manner over 
time and throughout a region, with division according to 
political subdivision lAiere possible, would make any study in 
the economics of recreation more meaningful. Further analysis 
of the incidence of costs and benefits could provide informa­
tion for rational investment decisions. 
Studies in economic feasibility depend on data useful for 
analysis. Gross elasticities of demand and supply relate 
resources which provide products in combination. The Federal 
Aid in %ldlife Restoration Act, known as the Pittman-Robertson 
Act (89)» provides for distribution of federally-collected 
excise tazes on sporting arms and ammunition to the states for 
purpose of improving the productivity of game resources. Its 
formula for distribution of revenues gives equal weight to the 
factors of geographic area and numbers of licensed hunters, 
with 75 per cent of the funds coming from the federal collec­
tions of excise taxes and matched by 25 per cent from the 
state. Inquiry into comparison of gains in productivity 
achieved by agencies of each state would serve to evaluate 
present methods of apportionment. 
A study of economics in the area of recreation is closely 
related to the problems of institutional adjustment. One such 
a problem concerns public subsidies and credit for private or 
group enterprises to promote welfare objectives through 
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direction of land from agricultural to recreational uses. 
Government sponsorship of conflicting uses of identical 
resources forces up the costs of accomplishing the objectives. 
Federal subsidies for drainage of wetlands and government sup­
ports for prices of agricultural products may be found in 
conflict -with other programs diverting land to non-agricultural 
purposes. 
A problem related to the movement of land from agricul­
tural to recreational purposes is that of the impact of public 
omership on the tax structures of subdivisions of wtate 
government. An investigation could be made of the obstacles 
to the acquisition of wetlands by the U.S. Department of 
Interior. Its hypothesis may be that the effects of federal 
land purchases on local units of government are barriers to 
shifts in land use. Such a study should point to alternative 
methods of federal payments to local governments, as by pay­
ment of a share of rents or by payment of taxes on assessed 
valuations. Flexibility in institutions would prevent the 
application of a double standard in an appraisal of the per­
formance of public and private enterprise and would also avoid 
the contradictions created by government policy itself. 
To the extent that economic development is an objective 
of resource policy, future research will assume the role of 
institutions to be that of providing suppliers of resources 
with incentives to invest by permitting them to claim benefits 
commensurate with costs. 
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